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1
Introduction

The disruption of the translational symmetry, which naturally occurs at
the interface between different materials, is accompanied by modified elec-
tronic and magnetic states, resulting in the observation of novel and exotic
properties that differ significantly from the bulk. The control of the unique
properties found at the interface becomes of particular interest for future
technologies. Examples of widely investigated interfacial effects include the
electronic reconstruction occurring at polar oxides interfaces [1, 2], with the
appearance in some cases of an interfacial 2D electron gas state with exotic
electronic, superconducting and magnetic properties [3–5]; the control of the
superconducting properties of thin cuprate films achieved by applying an
electric field [6,7] and electron-spin scattering at the interfaces of multilayer
systems. A further example is the magnetoelectric coupling at the interface
between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic systems – so-called artificial multi-
ferroics – whereby the order parameters of the two materials, i.e., ferroelec-
tricity and magnetism, are coupled either through elastic, spin exchange or
charge interactions across the interface [8,9]. In this thesis, I investigate the
magnetic, electronic and structural properties of thin manganite films, both
as single layers and in heterostructures, with the goal of improving their
properties and to understand their behavior and interactions. In particular,
the aim is to investigate the interfacial correlated state in manganite-titanate
and manganite-manganite heterostructures, by exploiting the element selec-
tivity of soft x-rays to probe the magnetic and orbital state of the manganite
layer. Several effects, such as spin-exchange, charge leakage, charge screen-
ing, interdiffusion and strain-induced distortions are investigated in order to
control the interfacial state and to tune the properties of the manganites,
with the final goal of controlling the interfacial magnetic properties in view
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of future technological applications.
Strongly correlated oxides give the perfect playground to engineer sys-

tems with peculiar interfacial properties, because of the strong correlation
between spin, charge and lattice distortions; their similar crystal structure
allows the deposition of epitaxial thin films. Among several oxides, the colos-
sal magnetoresistance manganites are of peculiar interest when grown as thin
films: their electronic malleability allows one to control magnetism through
several parameters such as strain, thickness and hole doping; this is manifest
in the phase diagrams of hole-doped manganites, exhibiting a big variety
of magnetic and electronic states [10–19]. The main physics of manganites,
with a general formula AMnO3, where A is a divalent or trivalent alkaline
earth, is determined by the Mn 3d orbital state which hybridizes with the O
2p orbitals surrounding the Mn in an octahedral environment. Therefore, the
magnetic and electric properties of manganites can be controlled through the
interplay of several parameters such as doping, strain and thickness, which
strongly modify the number of electrons in the Mn 3d orbital or their shapes.

Despite the large amount of research carried out on the colossal mag-
netoresistance manganites, some fundamental aspects are still lacking an
explanation. As an example, La1�xSrxMnO3 grown as thin film on SrTiO3

is known to have degraded properties at the interface with the substrate,
observed in the formation of a magnetic dead layer; this fact implies the ne-
cessity of depositing a relatively thick film in order to have robust magnetic
and transport properties, at the expense of the interfacial effects, which be-
come less significant when the film thickness is increased. Although the origin
of the dead layer is still controversial [20–32], several studies were dedicated
to improving the interfacial magnetic properties of the La1�xSrxMnO3; the
general approach is to disentangle the film from the substrate by introducing
an antiferromagnetic buffer layer, resulting in some cases in full spin polar-
ization, by exploiting spin and charge exchange [22,33–36]. A particular case
concerns the introduction of a LaMnO3 buffer layer [22,33,34]: the magnetic
properties of relatively thick manganite films (of the order of 120-150 nm)
in La1�xAxMnO3/LaMnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures were investigated, re-
sulting in improved interfacial properties when the LaMnO3 buffer layer is
introduced at the interface with the SrTiO3 substrate. Nevertheless, some
questions remained open, such as what happens if one uses La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

films, i.e., when the system is at the border between two competing ground
states, or if the film thickness is reduced down to 1 unit cell. In chapter 4, I
use antiferromagnetic conducting La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 and nominally antiferro-
magnetic insulating LaMnO3 buffer layers to improve the interfacial proper-
ties of ultrathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films, which show full spin polarization down
to 1 unit cell (uc) thickness when a LaMnO3 buffer layer is used. The latter,
although in its bulk form is an A-type antiferromagnetic insulator, when
grown as thin film develops a net magnetic moment, whose origin is still to-
day controversial [37–51]. The ferromagnetic spin alignment of the LaMnO3
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may play an important role in reducing the dead layer of the La1�xSrxMnO3

through spin-exchange. Several studies point to a strain effect or interaction
with the substrate, while some others to off-stoichiometry for the appear-
ance of the magnetic moment. Here, I show through x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy that interdiffusion of Sr or Ca from the substrate into the film
is responsible for a slight hole doping in the LaMnO3 film up to the surface,
probably leading to a spin canted or ferromagnetic state. The results for the
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer are different, showing no net magnetic moment
up to 4 uc thickness of the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer. The magnetic coupling
of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer with the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer is also
investigated using photoemission electron microscopy, showing an antiferro-
magnetic alignment up to 3 uc; starting from 4 uc thickness, a ferromagnetic
contrast is observed, in agreement with the bulk magnetometry results.

Regardless of the dead layer, the decrease in the Curie temperature ob-
served with decreasing La1�xSrxMnO3 film thickness [52–54] and attributed
to a decrease of the in-plane transfer integral caused by tensile strain, may
still represent a limit for future applications in ultrathin films, albeit, also
in this case, the introduction of a buffer layer has been shown to be effective
in reducing this strain-driven effect [55]. The opposite behavior was instead
observed for La1�xBaxMnO3: an improvement of the magnetic properties
(i.e., increase of the Curie temperature of about 30 K) has been observed
with decreasing thickness from 200 to 20 nm [56]. A different interplay be-
tween orbital occupancy and in-plane lattice parameter among the different
manganite systems seems to be responsible for such a different behavior,
together with a different octahedral rotation due to the slightly different lat-
tice mismatch with the substrate [18, 56, 57]. This aspect has never been
addressed experimentally and is still only a theoretical prediction. Despite
the interesting properties of La1�xBaxMnO3 for thin films applications, the
La1�xSrxMnO3 remains the most studied system, mainly because of the rel-
atively high Curie temperature.

Because of their interesting properties, colossal magnetoresistance man-
ganites are often explored as magnetic layer in ferroelectric field-effect de-
vices. The main idea behind this concept is to control the interfacial mag-
netic state through the application of a gate voltage to the ferroelectric layer,
whose polarization is screened by the charge carriers; the accumulation or
depletion of carriers at the interface results in a modified magnetic state. Dif-
ferently from the field effect transistors, the large charge carrier density of the
order of 1021 cm�3 results in a Thomas-Fermi screening length of the order
of one unit cell [58–60], requiring ferroelectric gates to modulate the charge
density at the interface up to 0.1 electron/unit cell in ferroelectric field-effect
devices structures. The origin of charge-mediated magnetoelectric coupling
was first explained by Vaz et al. in Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 het-
erostructures [8] and Burton and Tsymbal in BaTiO3/La1�xAxMnO3 het-
erostructures [61]; subsequently, such magnetoelectric coupling attracted the
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interest of the scientific community [62–69]. Of particular interest is the case
of 0.2 and 0.5 doped La1�xSrxMnO3, i.e., where the system is at the bound-
ary between two competing magnetic phases and is expected to be more
susceptible to external perturbations. The magnetoelectric coupling with
La1�xBaxMnO3 thin films has been less extensively studied, despite the pe-
culiar properties of thin La1�xBaxMnO3 films. The few reports in the liter-
ature indicate an opposite behavior with respect to La1�xSrxMnO3 [70–72],
whose understanding requires further investigation. In chapter 5 I report the
first imaging of the magnetoelectric coupling in BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3

heterostructures. Square ferroelectric domains are written on the ferroelec-
tric surface with atomic force microscopy in contact mode using a conducting
tip. Several voltages ranging between ±8 V are applied and the changes in
the magnetic properties in the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 layer are imaged with x-ray
photoemission electron microscopy.

The hole accumulation or depletion at the interface with the ferroelectric
layer is accompanied by a different in-plane and out-of-plane orbital occu-
pation, which in turn results in an antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic align-
ment of the interfacial La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer, respectively. The variation in
the orbital occupation is explained based on a piezoelectric effect: the switch-
ing of the ferroelectric polarization results in elongated or contracted out-of-
plane lattice parameter which, in turn, modifies the interfacial orbital shapes
and the preferred orbital occupation of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer [73–77].
Chapter 6 is dedicated to La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/BaTiO3 multiferroic hetetrostruc-
tures; in particular, the relation between orbital degree of freedom and mag-
netism is investigated. I report the first observation of the band structure
of La1�xSrxMnO3 at 0.2 doping in BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostructures
when the polarization of the ferroelectric BaTiO3 is switched. The interfacial
band structure is probed with soft x-ray angle resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES), which has the advantage of probing buried interfaces in
resonance with the Mn L-edge, enhancing the photoemission from the Mn d
orbitals. As we switch the ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 layer, we
see a rigid shift of the Fermi energy, which reflects the variation of the num-
ber of carriers modulated by the screening of the ferroelectric polarization.
Furthermore, by taking advantage of the ARPES selection rules, the differ-
ent d orbitals are probed, allowing us to link specific orbital variations to
the modified interfacial magnetic properties. The magnetic profile of these
samples is then investigated by resonant x-ray scattering. By combining
the advantages of scattering and absorption techniques, resonant scattering
gives information on the magnetic moment as well as on the atomic struc-
ture, allowing us to determine the magnetic profile across the film thickness
and to localize the changes in the magnetic moment. Our results are consis-
tent with previous polarized neutron reflectometry studies [78,79] and allow
us to link specific variation of the orbital state to the interfacial magnetic
configuration.
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The colossal magnetoresistance manganites show interesting and pecu-
liar properties which are often the result of the interplay between several
degrees of freedom, such as charge, spin and orbital order, strain, thick-
ness and local distortions. Therefore, the study of all these parameters is
fundamental in order to fully describe the physics of manganites. The pe-
culiar environment at PSI allows the use of several experimental techniques
which can probe these different degrees of freedom, revealing of fundamen-
tal importance when dealing with complex strongly correlated oxides. The
comprehensive understanding of thin films properties and interfacial effects
is fundamental in order to engineer new materials with robust magnetic and
electric properties at room temperature, specially in order to develop full po-
larized ultrathin films where the interfacial effects are much more important
then in relatively thick films.
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2
Physical Background

In this chapter I provide an overview of the physical properties of the man-
ganites and titanates. The first section is dedicated to the physics of mag-
netism, where the main interaction mechanisms present in this thesis are
summarized. I will then deal with the properties of the materials used in
this study and discuss their magnetic and ferroelectric properties. The last
section of this chapter is focused on the magnetoelectric coupling in multi-
ferroic heterostructures.

2.1 Magnetic interactions

Although magnetism is a well-known phenomenon, a formal description was
possible only in the last century, with the emergence of quantum mechan-
ics. Nonetheless, a unified theory of magnetism is nowadays still missing.
Here, we want to recall the basic principles behind the magnetic interactions,
namely, the exchange integrals, to focus next on the magnetic interactions
which are fundamental in colossal magnetoresistance manganite systems.

2.1.1 Direct exchange interaction

In order to derive the exchange interaction at the origin of magnetism, let
us first discuss the H2

+ molecule, i.e., two nuclei sharing a single electron.
The following description is based on [80]. The hamiltonian of this problem
can be written as

H(r) =
p2

2me
+

e
2

4⇡"0

1

|RB �RA|
� e

2

4⇡"0


1

|r�RB|
+

1

|r�RA|

�
(2.1)
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1 2

A B

r1A r2Br2A r1B

rAB

r12

Figure 2.1: Representation of the H2 molecule. The green spheres are the
nuclei A and B, while the red ones represent the electrons 1 and 2.

Where r, RA and RB are the position vectors of the electron and the hy-
drogen atoms A and B, respectively. The electronic wavefunction can be
expressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) as follows

| ±i =
1p
2
(|�ai± |�bi) (2.2)

where |�ai and |�bi are the two electronic orbitals. We can now calculate the
energy of this system by simple quantum mechanical relations: the atomic
(E0) and interaction (Eab) energies are defined as follows

E0 = h�a|H|�ai = h�b|H|�bi

Eab =
h�b|H|�ai
h�b|�ai

= Eba =
h�a|H|�bi
h�a|�bi

(2.3)

We note that the exchange energy Eab drops exponentially to zero with the
atomic distance, since the orbital overlap, defined as O = h�b|�ai = h�a|�bi,
decays exponentially. The problem can be extended to a H2 molecule through
the simple Heitler-London model: we first split the hamiltonian into an
unperturbed term (H0) and a perturbation(H1), defined as

H = H0 +H1

H0 =
1

2m
(p21 + p22)

| {z }
Electron kinetic energies

� e
2

4⇡"0

✓
1

r1A
+

1

r1B

◆

| {z }
Electron-nucleus

H1 =
e
2

4⇡"0

✓
1

RAB

◆

| {z }
Nucleus-nucleus

+
e
2

4⇡"0

✓
1

r12

◆

| {z }
Electron-electron

� e
2

4⇡"0

✓
1

r1B
+

1

r2A

◆

| {z }
Electron-nucleus

(2.4)

where the distances are defined in Figure 2.1. In order to calculate the
energies, we need to build the wavefunctions. For a two electron system,
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the spin part of the wavefunction could be either a singlet (�s) or a triplet
(�t) state; the radial part is chosen such that the total wavefunction is
antisymmetric according to the Pauli exclusion principle. A simple solution
to the problem can be found in the independent electrons picture, where the
electron-electron interaction in equation 2.4 is neglected; in this scenario, we
can use the LCAO approximation for the radial part of the wavefunction.
The Heitler-London approximation consists of neglecting the ionic term in
the radial wavefunction and considering only the covalent nature of the bond.
This picture is particularly effective in the case of correlated or localized
electrons. The two wavefunctions can be written as

 HL

s =
1p

2(1� S)
[�a(r1)�b(r2) + �b(r1)�a(r2)]�s

 HL

t =
1p

2(1 + S)
[�a(r1)�b(r2)� �b(r1)�a(r2)]�t

(2.5)

Here, S is the double overlap integral defined as

S = h�a(r1)�b(r2)|�a(r2)�b(r1)i

The energies obtained in this model for the singlet and triplet states are

Es =

⌦
 HL
s

��H(r1, r2)
�� HL

s

↵

h HL
s | HL

s i = 2E0 +
C +X

1 + S

Et =

⌦
 HL
t

��H(r1, r2)
�� HL

t

↵
⌦
 HL
t

�� HL
t

↵ = 2E0 +
C �X

1� S

(2.6)

where E0 and S are the H atom energy and overlap integral, respectively.
The Coulomb integral is defined as

C = h�a(r1)�b(r2)|H1|�a(r1)�b(r2)i (2.7)

and the exchange integral as

X = h�a(r2)�b(r1)|H1|�a(r1)�b(r2)i (2.8)

These last two terms arise from the perturbation in the hamiltonian. In
particular, the exchange integral comes from the exchange of coordinates
between the two electrons. The difference between the triplet and singlet
state

Es � Et = 2J = 2
X � SC

1� S2
(2.9)

is the energy that the system needs in order to switch from a singlet to a
triplet state. If X and C are zero, the two states are equivalent in energy,
but if they are non-zero, one of the two states is favoured in energy and the
spins are favourably parallel or antiparallel aligned. The difference between
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the singlet and triplet state generally defines the exchange constant J , i.e.,
the singlet-triplet splitting is equal to 2J . Summarizing, the singlet-triplet
splitting has a fundamental role in magnetism: in some systems, in order
to lower the exchange energy, the electrons tend to align their spins parallel
or antiparallel, lowering the exchange energy and giving rise to magnetic
phenomena. The exchange and Coulomb integrals are of great importance
for magnetism in solids. Although the Heitler-London is a simple model, it
is fundamental in the understanding of the solid state physics. Nonetheless,
when dealing with solid crystals, further approximations, like Hartree-Fock,
density functional theory or local density approximation, are needed, in order
to include the electron-electron interactions. The many body problem is a
complex topic which will not be treated here, but finds its starting point in
the simple model just discussed.

In the discussed treatment, the hamiltonian does not contain the spin,
which enters in the problem only by requiring that the total electronic wave-
function is antisymmetric. The exchange hamiltonian can be written in a
different formalism, namely

Hexch = �
X

i 6=j

JijSi · Sj (2.10)

where Jij is the exchange integral and Si and Sj the spins in the crystallo-
graphic positions i and j, respectively. The link between spin coupling and
exchange interaction as we understand it nowadays comes from this picture,
called Heisenberg model. The hamiltonian defined in equation 2.10 is the
Heisenberg exchange hamiltonian and describes the direct interaction of spins
in a solid; in one dimension, it reduces to the Ising model. The Heisenberg
hamiltonian is particularly useful in the case of localized electrons. A sec-
ond well known model for describing magnetism was developed by Hubbard,
where the magnetic ground state is determined by the competition of two
energies: the hopping energy, which involves the electron transfer between
two different atoms, and the Coulomb energy, responsible for the electro-
static repulsion between two electrons. While the former favours itinerant or
delocalized electrons, the latter interaction is responsible for the formation
of localized moments. The Hubbard hamiltonian can be written as

HHub = �t
X

�=",#

⇣
c†1�c2� + c†2�c1�

⌘
+ U (n1"n1# + n2"n2#) (2.11)

The operators c†i� and ci� respectively create and destroy an electron with
spin � on the atom i, while the operator ni� = c†i�ci� is the number operator
and counts the number of electrons on the atom i with spin �. From these
definitions, it is clear that the first term represents the hopping energy, with t
being the transfer integral, while the second term is the Coulomb interaction,
whose magnitude is determined by the Coulomb integral U . The Hubbard
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Fe2+ Fe2+O

Fe2+Fe3+ O

Fe2+ Fe3+O
(a) (b)

Metal MetalO

++
-

-
--

+

+
-+

Figure 2.2: (a) Schematics of the double exchange process in the case of Fe
in mixed 2+/3+ state. The red arrow represents the unpaired electron hop-
ping through the oxygen p orbital, while the black arrows are the core spins,
whose sum is indicated in the text by a double arrow. (b) Superexchange
mechanism between two metal ions mediated by the oxygen p orbital, show-
ing the electron hopping in the case of antiferromagnetic alignment of the
two atoms.

model does not allow spin flips. The minimum of the energy of the system
is obtained by minimizing two energy contribution in the most efficient way:
the kinetic energy, given by t, and the Coulomb interaction U .

The discussion provided here ignores spin-orbit coupling and relativistic
effects. Although in some systems these give important contributions to the
magnetic ground state, it is not the case for the materials treated in this
thesis. In the rest of this section, only the relevant magnetic interactions
needed for the understanding of the physics of manganites are discussed. A
complete treatment of magnetism can be found elsewhere [80,81].

2.1.2 Double exchange

Double exchange is typically found in systems where the magnetic ion can
be in two different oxidation states. A common example is the compound
La1�xSrxMnO3, where the Mn atom is present in a mixed 3+/4+ oxidation
state. The difference with the direct process is that the electron exchange be-
tween two cations happens here through the intermediary anion atom, which,
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in the special case of manganites, is O2-. The double exchange process, first
introduced by Zener [82] and then developed by Anderson and Hasegawa [83]
and de Gennes [84], is illustrated in Figure 2.2(a). Since the oxygen p orbital
is fully occupied, the process must happen in two steps: first, an electron
from the O orbital hops to the Mn; secondly, an electron from the other Mn
atom fills the vacancy left by the previous electron in the O p orbital. Since
spin flip is not allowed, this mechanism favours ferromagnetic alignment be-
tween the Mn atoms. From a formal point of view, the double exchange can
be discussed in terms of the Hubbard model, from which the ground state
energies can be obtained. A complete treatment is beyond the scope of this
thesis [85]. Here, we just obtain the ground state energy in the simple case
of Fe2+/Fe3+ with spin pointing the same direction and we focus only on
the spin part of the wavefunction. Three possible ground states are possible,
listed in order of decreasing energy:

|�3i = |*#,*i+ |*,*#i , E3 = U + t

|�2i = |*#,+i , E2 = U

|�1i = |*#,*i � |*,*#i , E1 = U � t

where the double arrow represents the core spin and the simple arrow an
extra electron as shown in Figure 2.2. The wavefunction |�2i corresponds
to antiferromagnetic alignment of the Mn ions, while |�3i and |�1i are lin-
ear combinations of states where the Mn ions are aligned ferromagnetically.
The corresponding energies are calculated using the Hubbard hamiltonian
defined in equation 2.11. The lowest energy state is found for ferromagnetic
alignment of the Fe spins, while the antiferromagnetic alignment has higher
energy due to the impossibility to exchange an electron between adjacent Fe
sites.

2.1.3 Superexchange and antiferromagnetism

Another important example of indirect exchange is superexchange, where
the two magnetic ions are not in different oxidation states. An example of
superexchange is found in LaMnO3, where the Mn ions are in a 3+ oxidation
state. The superexchange mechanism was first introduced by Kramers [86]
in 1934 and later developed by Anderson [87, 88]. Figure 2.2(b) shows a
sketch of the process between two magnetic ions, i.e., where at least one un-
paired electron is present. It considers virtual electronic transitions between
two ions with unfilled 3d shell. From a qualitative point of view, superex-
change can be understood in terms of electron hopping from one Mn site
to the next one: let us consider an electron with a well defined spin which
is transferred through the oxygen p orbital, as represented in Figure 2.2(b).
Since spin flip is forbidden, electron exchange is possible only if the two Mn
atoms are aligned antiferromagnetically. Hence, superexchange favours the
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antiferromagnetic ground state.1 Intuitively, the process is similar to the one
explained for the H2 molecule, where the exchange integral lowers the energy
of the system if the electrons align antiparallel, with the only difference that
the exchange process is mediated by the oxygen p orbital. Analogously to
the calculations performed in the case of double exchange, a more quanti-
tative analysis can be performed using the Hubbard model: given the Mn
atoms 1 and 2, we can write the eigenfunction of the system as |S1,S2i, so
that the eigenstates and eigenvalues in decreasing energy order are

|�3i = |"#, 0i � t

U
|", #i , E3 = U +

t2

U
|�2i = |", "i , E2 = 0

|�1i = |", #i+ t

U
|"#, 0i , E1 = � t2

U

It is clear that the lowest energy state, calculated with the Hubbard hamil-
tonian, corresponds to antiferromagnetic alignment. In this treatment, we
have ignored the states where " and # are exchanged, which has only the
consequence of adding a factor of 2 to the energies.

The Goodenough-Kanamori rules

Superexchange is a simple theory to explain antiferromagnetic alignment in
complex oxides. Nonetheless, it cannot explain anisotropic exchange inter-
actions, i.e., A or C-type antiferromagnetism. In these cases, the magnetic
moments are aligned ferromagnetically in a selected plane and antiferromag-
netically along the perpendicular direction; an example of A-type antifer-
romagnetic order can be found in bulk LaMnO3. This is the main reason
which lead Goodenough to develop his theory of semicovalence in 1955 [89]:
the s and p empty orbitals close in energy to the valence ones cannot be
ignored, but they hybridize and participate in the covalent bond with the
intermediate oxygen atom. It is assumed that the hybrid orbitals are either
d2sp3 or dsp2, which possess octahedral and planar geometry, respectively,
which match the perovskite structure typical of manganites. Let us consider
an oxygen atom between two Mn ions with the same oxidation state. Four
possible scenarios can occur (represented in Figure 2.3):

(a) Two covalent bonds are possible. Since the two electrons in the O
orbital must have opposite spins, the two Mn atoms tend to align their
spins antiferromagnetically. In this way, the electron hopping between
the oxygen and Mn orbitals is favoured by the Hund rules.

(b) Only one covalent bond is possible. In this case, above the Curie tem-
perature both electrons have the same probability of spending the same

1In particular cases, when the bond angle is 90o, the superexchange mechanism can
favour ferromagnetism. Here, we restrict the discussion to the case of 180o bond angle.
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Mn O Mn

Mn O Mn

Mn O Mn
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(b)

(c)

(d) Mn3+ O Mn4+

Mn4+ Mn3+

+

Figure 2.3: Representation of the four possible scenarios predicted by the
Goodenough theory: (a) two covalent bonds lead to antiferromagnetic spin
alignment of the Mn, (b) if only one covalent bond is possible, the Mn align
ferromagnetically, (c) if no covalent bonds are formed, the system is in a
paramagnetic state and (d) represents the case of double exchange, as the
Mn is in mixed 3+/4+ state. The ellipses here represent a covalent bond
between the O and the Mn atoms, while the red and black arrows are the
core Mn and the O spins, respectively.

time on the Mn atom. Below the Curie temperature, in order to lower
the exchange energy, the electron in the O orbital which creates a
bond with the Mn atom has the same spin as the Mn. The electron
left without coupling has the opposite spin, which results in a net mag-
netic moment of the oxygen atom which is opposite to the Mn spin.
The neighbour Mn, which forms an ionic bond, aligns antiferromag-
netically to the O atom because of direct exchange coupling, resulting
in a ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn sites.

(c) No covalent bonds are possible. In this case, paramagnetic order will
be dominant.

(d) The two Mn atoms have different oxidation states. In this case, dou-
ble exchange occurs and ferromagnetism dominates the magnetic long
range order.

With this representation, it is possible to correlate the orbital occupation
with the magnetic order, describing the onset of A-type and C-type antifer-
romagnetism, as well as the CE spin configuration found experimentally in
bulk La1�xCaxMnO3 with 0.5 doping, which could not be explained with
the theory of superexchange as introduced by Kramers [90]. The symmetry
of the orbitals is not considered in the development of this picture and is
then introduced by Kanamori through the concept of orthogonality: in or-
der to form a covalent bond, the two involved orbitals must be orthogonal,
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Figure 2.4: Energy level splitting for Mn4+ (a) and Mn3+ (b): as a conse-
quence of the crystal field, the d orbitals are split into a lower energy t2g and
a higher energy eg state. The tensile strain induced by the SrTiO3 substrate
is responsible for a further splitting of the d orbitals, as shown in Figure. (c)
and (d): Orbital arrangement and spin configuration for M[II]MnO3, where
the Mn has oxidation state 4+, and LaMnO3, with the Mn in the 3+ state,
resulting in G-type and A-type antiferromagnetism, respectively. The red
circles represent the Mn with their spin alignment shown with the white
arrow, the blue circles are the oxygen atoms and the yellow ellipses the co-
valent bonds.

i.e., their integral over the whole space must vanish. Hence, the covalent
bond can be formed only between specific orbitals, which adds a second con-
straint to the Goodenough theory; the ensemble of the two theories forms
the Goodenough-Kanamori rules, which are fundamental to determining the
magnetic ground state based on the orbital configuration of the magnetic
ions and the surrounding environment.

We now apply the Goodenough theory to the La1�xM[II]xMnO3 system,
where M[II] is a divalent metal like Sr, Ca or Ba, to see the implications of
the different orbital configurations on the magnetic properties.

(i) The M[II]MnO3 system. Since M[II] is a divalent metal, it has oxida-
tion state 2+ and the Mn ion is found in the 4+ valence state, resulting
in 3 electrons occupying the 3d orbital. According to the Goodenough
picture, the empty orbitals which are close in energy to the valence ones
hybridize in the d2sp3 orbital, which possess octahedral symmetry and
permits the Mn atom to form 6 covalent bonds with the six oxygen
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atoms surrounding the Mn. Therefore, every oxygen is involved in co-
valent bonds in every direction and it will form two covalent bonds with
the Mn, which, according to point (a) of the Goodenough-Kanamori
rules, results in an antiferromagnetic alignment of the Mn ions. Figure
2.4(c) shows a schematic of the covalent bonds and the spin arrange-
ment. This kind of antiferromagnetic order is called G-type and is
characterized by all the nearest neighbours to be in an antiferromag-
netic spin configuration.

(ii) The LaMnO3 system. In the case of LaMnO3, charge neutrality im-
poses 3+ oxidation state to the Mn ion, which means that four electrons
occupy the 3d orbital. Since there are five empty orbitals (i.e., one 4s,
three 4p and one 3d), the empty orbitals hybridize in the dsp2 orbital
(otherwise the geometry of the hybrid orbital would not be compatible
with the octahedra) which has planar geometry. This choice implies
that the oxygen forms only four covalent bonds, the other bonds being
forced to be ionic since there are not enough free orbitals available on
the Mn side. The bond configuration is shown schematically in Figure
2.4(d): along the c axis, the Mn atoms are always involved in a covalent
bond, while in the ab plane the covalent bonds alternate, resulting in
a ferromagnetic alignment in the plane, according to the Goodenough-
Kanamori rule (b), and an out-of-plane antiferromagnetic alignment,
as predicted by rule (a). The configuration of ferromagnetic planes
aligned antiferromagnetically to the next plane in a stacking sequence
along the c axis, as represented in Figure 2.4(d), is called A-type anti-
ferromagnetism.

(iii) The La1�xM[II]xMnO3 system. The intermediate doping regions are
characterized by a mixed valence of the Mn atoms. Let us start our
discussion in the LaMnO3 case, and we slowly add hole carriers by
doping the system with A. As soon as some Zener carriers are present,
the antiferromagnetic configuration distorts into a spin-canted state,
lowering the exchange energy [84]. In doping regions where a ran-
dom distribution of the two valence states is possible, i.e., in the range
0.2 < x < 0.5, the double exchange mechanism dominates the ex-
change integral and the system is in a ferromagnetic state. The case
x = 0.5 is more complex: according to the Goodenough picture, the
lowest energy state is a CE-type antiferromagnetic, which would only
appear in case of charge and orbital ordering, which in turn implies an
ordered arrangement of the 3+/4+ Mn ions. CE antiferromagnetism
is characterized by the coexistence of both C and E-type antiferromag-
netic order, the former similar to A-type but along the (110) plane,
the latter comprising a more complex order where each cation has two
neighbours with parallel and four neighbours with antiparallel spin
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Figure 1: Phase diagrams of La1�xAxMnO3, with A=Ba,Sr or Ca.
PM=Paramagnetic metal, PI=Paramagnetic insulator, FM=Ferromagnetic
metal, FI=Ferromagnetic insulator, CI=Spin-canted insulator,
AFI=Antiferromagnetic insulator, COI=Charge ordered insulator,
MP=Multi phase. TN and TC and TCO are the Néel and Curie and
charge ordering temperature.

In addition, the e↵ect of strain and consequently the thickness dependence
of magnetism in manganites are still open and discussed research fields, with
substantial work done in understanding the relation between the thickness of
a film and its magnetic properties [7–10]. For LSMO it is clear how tensile
strain driven by the substrate leads to a decrease of the Curie temperature
(TC) with decreasing thickness [11–13]. The same behavior as a function of
tensile strain has been observed for La1-xCaxMnO3 (LCMO) [14, 15]. Sur-
prisingly, La1-xBaxMnO3 (LBMO) shows the opposite behavior: the Curie
temperature is found to be inversely proportional to the thickness of the
film [16]. Strain dependent TC has been studied to understand the mech-
anism that is at the basis of this behavior, leading to the conclusion that
not only the transfer integral (which decreases in tensile strain along the in-
plane direction) but also the orbital degree of freedom plays an important
role [17]. This hypothesis is confirmed from subsequent works were the or-
bital occupancy has been analyzed by X-ray linear dichroism, confirming the
importance of the orbital degree of freedom in the behavior of TC [19].

3

Figure 2.5: Magnetic phase diagram for Ca, Sr and Ba-doped LaMnO3,
named LCMO, LSMO and LBMO, respectively (from [96]).

configuration. In bulk systems, CE antiferromagnetism has been ob-
served [91–93]; Chmaissem et al. report the observation of competing
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic order [94], while in thin films the
magnetic properties strongly depend on the choice of the substrate [95].
For 0.5 < x < 0.75, the number of covalent bonds along the c axis in-
creases and A-type antiferromagnetism is recovered. At 0.75 doping,
the magnetic order becomes C-type and it gradually changes to the
G-type antiferromagnetism as the doping increases to 1, recovering the
magnetic state of the M[II]MnO3 system.

2.2 Physics of the manganites

The colossal magnetoresistance manganites (CMR) are characterized by the
structural formula AMnO3, where A is a divalent or trivalent alkaline earth.
The Mn atoms are surrounded by the O ions in an octahedral environment
and the main physics in this system is determined by the outer Mn electrons
which interact, through the O atom, with the other Mn. The effect of the
A atom is to balance the charge, ensuring charge neutrality in the system.
However, it has a big impact on the properties of the manganites: on one
side, changing a trivalent ion for a divalent one, as in the case of Sr or Ba-
doped LaMnO3, the valence state of the Mn atom is changed to a mixed
3+/4+, having a big impact on the electronic and magnetic properties of
the system. On the other hand, by varying the size of the A cation, the
lattice parameters change, influencing the properties of the system through
strain and chemical pressure.
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2.2.1 Crystal and electronic structure

Manganites generally crystallize in the perovskite structure, where the Mn
occupies the center of a pseudocube surrounded by the oxygen atoms in an
octahedral environment; the A cation occupies the corners of the cubic struc-
ture. Nonetheless, the perfect perovskite structure is almost never encoun-
tered in real systems because of distortion phenomena which are generally
present both in bulk and thin films [97]. The occupation of the outer Mn
orbitals is responsible for the magnetic and electric properties of the system
and plays a fundamental role in determining the ground state; the strong
electron correlations in this band are responsible for the variety of interest-
ing phenomena occurring in these materials. As already mentioned before,
the oxygen octahedra has a strong influence on the properties of manganites,
creating covalent bonds and hybridizing its orbitals with the Mn ones. The
octahedral environment is also responsible of the degeneracy breaking of the
d orbitals: because of the strong Coulomb repulsion between the electrons,
the orbitals energetically favourable are the ones which do not point towards
the O sites and have smaller overlap with the p orbitals, i.e., dxy, dxz and dyz.
The d orbitals are consequently split in eg and t2g states due to the crystal
field, the energy separation between these two states is generally written as
10Dq and in the manganites it is of the order of 1-2 eV [98]. Further, the Mn-
O-Mn bond angles are almost never planar; as an example, a bonding angle
between 155o and 164o has been reported for stoichiometric LaMnO3 [97].

2.2.2 Transport properties and colossal magnetoresistance

As already discussed, the phase diagram of the CMR manganites is very com-
plex, presenting several magnetic and electronic configurations; the transport
properties are strongly correlated to the magnetic ones. Indeed, in proximity
to the Curie or Néel temperature, the resistivity shows a peak indicative of
a metal to insulator transition. The change in the electronic properties is
explained by Zener in terms of double exchange: the magnetic configuration
of the system is such as to reduce the exchange integral and favours hopping
of electrons between two Mn atoms through the oxygen ion. In this picture,
below the transition temperature the transfer integral is reduced and the
electrons hop more easily, changing the character of the system from insu-
lating to metallic. Nonetheless, for compositions where the system is in a
ferromagnetic ground state, a big drop in the resistivity is observed when
a magnetic field is applied across the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic tem-
perature [99]; this effect was called colossal magnetoresistance to distinguish
it from the giant magnetoresistance observed in heterogeneous ferromag-
netic materials [100]. However, the double exchange interaction is by itself
not sufficient to explain this magnetoresistive effect, but the hamiltonian
of the system needs to be modified. Millis et al. [101, 102] and Roder et
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al. [103, 104] proposed an additional term in the hamiltonian that accounts
for electron-phonon coupling; other studies show that the CMR effect is due
to a reduction of the localization by spin fluctuation scattering with the ap-
plication of a magnetic field [105]. Although CMR is not investigated in this
thesis, it has played a significant role in enhancing the interest of mangan-
ites for technological applications such as read-head hard drives, which are
nowadays implemented with materials showing giant magnetoresistance.

2.2.3 Magnetism in colossal magnetoresistance manganites

The understanding of magnetism in the colossal magnetoresistance mangan-
ites is not trivial, and during the years several models have been proposed in
order to fully understand and predict their behavior. The double exchange
theory, first developed by Zener [82], was then adapted by Anderson and
Hasegawa [83] in order to consider the bond angle between nearest neigh-
bours; the effective hopping term is proportional to cos(✓/2), introducing
the idea that the hopping cancels for ✓ = ⇡, corresponding to an antifer-
romagnetic background. Also the idea of superexchange has seen many
developments, leading to the introduction of the concept of semicovalent
bonds by Goodenough. De Gennes [84] proposed a spin-canting behavior
as a transition from antiferromagnetic behavior at x = 0 to ferromagnetic.
Nonetheless, the CE-type antiferromagnetism predicted by Goodenough and
observed in La1�xCaxMnO3 is not seen in the La1�xSrxMnO3 system at
half doping, indicating that a comprehensive picture which could predict
the magnetic behavior of manganites was still missing. Only later, when
the electron-phonon coupling was added to the hamiltonian to explain the
colossal magnetotransport behavior, were some issues addressed experimen-
tally. Most probably, the complex phase diagram of manganites is explained
through an interplay between the electron-phonon coupling and the strong
Hund coupling [102,106–108].

From a formal point of view, the hamiltonian of the system can be written
as the sum of several contributions [110]

H = Hkin +HHund +HAFM +Hel�ph +Hel�el (2.12)

which are respectively the kinetic energy of the eg electrons, the Hund cou-
pling between the eg and t2g states, the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between nearest neighbours, the electron-phonon scattering and the
electron-electron Coulomb interaction among the eg electrons. An estima-
tion of the parameters [111–119] finds that the largest contribution is given
by the Coulomb repulsion; the Hund coupling is of the order of 1-2 eV,
larger than the hopping term, of the order of fractions of electronvolts, and
is responsible for the formation of high-spin states; the electron-phonon cou-
pling is not negligible and has a large impact on the system properties and
the antiferromagnetic coupling among the localized spins is of the order of
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Figure 2.6: Orbital order for the different magnetic configurations [109].

tenths of electronvolts, but still large enough to determine the competition
between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic ground state. The problem is
challenging and requires some approximations in order to be solved: a pos-
sible solution is to ignore the Jahn-Teller and Coulomb interactions. This
results in an oversimplified one-electron picture (so called one-orbital model)
corresponding to the double exchange already discussed. Two other possible
approaches are the Jahn-Teller phononic model and the Coulombic model,
the former ignoring the electron-electron interactions and emphasizing the
electron-phonon term, the latter introducing the Coulomb interaction be-
tween electrons and using mean-field approximations. Both models give
similar results: the A-type and C-type antiferromagnetic order can be ex-
plained through orbital ordering, which could not be obtained in the one-
orbital model. It is not surprising that, as a consequence of the Jahn-Teller
distortion, which breaks the degeneracy of the eg orbitals, the distortion of
the octahedra leads to an orbital ordering which is in turn responsible for
the magnetic configuration of the system. The orbital configuration for each
magnetic state was determined by Hotta et al. [109] and is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6. It is worth noticing that at small Jahn-Teller distortions and for
doping x = 0, it results in a ferromagnetic ground state with disordered
orbitals [120], which could explain the tendency to develop ferromagnetic
order in LaMnO3. Furthermore, in thin films, the Jahn-Teller effect is sup-
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pressed by the epitaxial strain, which naturally breaks the degeneracy of
the eg states to favour the dx2�y2 or the d3z2�r2 for tensile or compressive
strain, respectively. The biaxial strain acts in a different way as compared
to Jahn-Teller, and this could be another explanation for the appearance of
a net ferromagnetic moment in thin LaMnO3 films.

The magnetic phase diagram

The strong interplay between lattice, orbital, charge and spin order parame-
ter is responsible for the rich magnetic behavior observed in the manganites,
which is reflected in a complex phase diagram as a function of hole doping.
Figure 2.5 shows the phase diagram for Ca, Sr and Ba-doped LaMnO3. As al-
ready mentioned, the undoped system is (in its bulk form) antiferromagnetic,
although when deposited as thin film it develops a net magnetic moment
which origin is still controversial. LaMnO3 is characterized by an insulating
behavior in both bulk and thin films [49, 51, 121]. As we increase the hole
doping, a transition to ferromagnetic conducting behavior is observed, which
is associated to an isotropic orbital occupation and a disordered orbital state,
where double exchange dominates the magnetic interaction mechanism. By
increasing further the hole doping, a transition to G-type antiferromagnetism
is observed, passing through the CE-type or A or C-type antiferromagnetism
at half doping, depending on the divalent metal used to dope the system.
At the other extreme of the phase diagram (i.e., x = 1), the system behaves
as G-type antiferromagnet.

The magnetic behavior of the colossal magnetoresistance manganites is
very rich and complex and, although they have been investigated for long
time, a unified theory which could explain their physics is still missing. This
fact highlights the interest in studying this system and understanding the
physics of strongly correlated materials. Furthermore, the variety of the
parameters that can be tuned in order to control their properties makes
these systems very appealing for future technological applications.

2.3 Titanates and ferroelectricity

The titanates are another example of a system where the orbital configu-
ration is of vital importance in determining their properties. The general
formula R1�xAxTiO3, where R and A are a trivalent and divalent earth,
respectively, shows the Ti ion to be in mixed 3+/4+ state. Differently from
the case of manganites, the t2g orbitals lie at the Fermi level and, despite the
structural similarities, titanates show completely different properties, which
are still not clearly understood; the compound LaTiO3, for example, is an
antiferromagnet whose spin and orbital alignment has still not been fully
elucidated [122]. The physics of the titanates and the origin of their mag-
netic moment, although of fundamental interest to expand our knowledge of
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orbital physics in transition metal oxides, is not investigated in this thesis.
Nonetheless, titanates are employed as ferroelectric layers in multiferroic
heterostructures and exploited in order to investigate the magnetoelectric
coupling at the interface with manganite layers. Examples of ferroelectric
titanates are BaTiO3 or Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3; the former, used as ferroelectric
layer in the heterostructures studied in this thesis, is considered the pro-
totype of ferroelectrics and piezoelectrics, while the latter is of particular
interest for technological applications such as FeRAMs, pressure and stress
sensors, ultrasound generators, diesel engine injectors and many others. In
order to introduce the physics of ferroelectrics, we will discuss here the prop-
erties of the BaTiO3 system, which is the main focus of this section.

2.3.1 Origin of ferroelectricity

A ferroelectric is an insulating system with two stable states of non zero elec-
tric polarization in zero applied electric field [123]. It is vital that the ferro-
electric polarization P can be switched between these stable states through
the application of an electric field E, which couples to the polarization as
-E · P. The switching of the polarization is generally understood in terms
of growth and shrinking of ferroelectric domains, i.e., it does not happen
in the single unit cell but it involves the whole material with a long range
order. And it is just the long range order which plays a fundamental role
in developing the macroscopic ferroelectric moment, given by the alignment
of the microscopic ferroelectric moments in the single unit cells. In BaTiO3,
the electric dipole originates from a polar displacement of the atoms in the
unit cell. In this particular case, an off-center displacement of the Ti atom
in the octahedral environment leads to a deformation of the cubic structure
to tetragonal. The ferroelectric moment can be calculated by knowing the
displacement u and the Born effective charge Z⇤e according to the relation
P =

1
⌦

P
Z⇤eu, where ⌦ is the volume of the unit cell. Although ferroelec-

tricity can only be present in crystals with a polar structure, in order to be
ferroelectric, a material must allow the switching of the polarization with
an applied electric field, giving rise to the ferroelectric hysteresis loop. This
implies that not all polar crystal structures result in a ferroelectric material;
generally, the presence of stable states is ensured when a small symmetry-
breaking distorts the crystal from a high to a lower symmetry state, as is the
case of the titanates. The application in devices requires high polarizations
and coercive fields in order to have a stable moment at zero field.

Finite size effects

As mentioned before, the long range order is fundamental for the presence of
a macroscopic ferroelectric moment. A natural question that arises is that
of the effect of finite size in these materials, i.e., what is the ferroelectric re-
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sponse to the reduction of the size of the material [124]. A sharp decrease of
the Curie temperature is observed in BaTiO3 nanowires when the diameter is
decreased below 30 nm [125], while lamellae with thickness 250-300 nm show
bulk-like Curie temperature [126]. In thin films, ab-initio calculations and
experimental observations report a critical thickness of 2.4 nm for BaTiO3,
below which the film is no longer ferroelectric [127, 128]. Given the impor-
tance of using ultrathin films in this research project, this is an important
aspect to keep in consideration.

2.4 Magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic het-

erostructures

The control of magnetism through an applied electric field is an interesting
and stimulating topic due to the potential enormous impact on technological
devices. Since the discovery of multiferroics, i.e., materials which simulta-
neously possess magnetic and ferroelectric properties, the investigation and
understanding of the strong electron correlation responsible for the coupling
of the two order parameters has progressed significantly. If we consider a
system with two components, specifically, a magnetic and a ferroelectric
component, the free energy can be expressed as a sum of the electric (P )
and magnetic (M) induction, which can be written as [9, 129,130]
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where the first two terms in the sum correspond, respectively, to the sponta-
neous and induced polarization, the latter linearly dependent on the electric
and magnetic susceptibility �; the third is a cross-term induced by the mag-
netoelectric coupling, it shows that the coefficient ↵ can be expressed as
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From the above expression can be shown that ↵ is limited by the physical
constraint ↵ 

p
✏0µ0�m

ij �
e
ij [131], in fact limiting the size of the linear

magnetoelectric effect.
The field of multiferroics remains challenging and open questions are

still present; only a small fraction of materials present multiferroic proper-
ties, and the coupling between ferroelectricity and magnetism is generally
weak. A possible approach to solve this problem is to engineer artificial
multiferroics, i.e., to employ thin films in a stacking sequence where ferro-
electric and magnetic layers are alternated. This kind of structure is called
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artificial multiferroic heterostructure, since the multiferroicity is artificially
built by choosing the two materials. The heterosctructure can hence be op-
timized by selecting the materials with the desired properties, which in turn
leads to an improvement of the coupling between the two order parameters.
In artificial multiferroics, three main mechanisms are identified as media-
tors for the magnetoelectric coupling: strain, exchange and charge mediated
effect [129,132–137].

Strain-mediated magnetoelectric coupling

The strain-mediated mechanism relies on the piezoelectric and magnetostric-
tive or magnetoelastic effect to produce a ferroelectric response to an applied
magnetic field (direct) or a magnetic response to the applied electric field
(inverse), respectively. More specifically, in the direct coupling a magnetic
field is applied to a multiferroic system, which contracts because of the mag-
netostrictive effect; the converse piezoresponse activated by the strain in-
duced through the magnetic field in turn generates an electric response. The
case of inverse coupling works in the opposite: as a response to an applied
electric field, the piezoelectric effect induces a strain, in response to which
the magnetostrictive effect produces a magnetic effect. It is evident that a
strong elastic coupling is fundamental in order to achieve such a magneto-
electric coupling. Of particular technological interest is the inverse coupling,
which was also proposed for memory devices exploiting the magnetostrictive
effect [138–141].

Exchange-mediated magnetoelectric coupling

Many insulating 3d metal oxides show an antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic
alignment of the spins mediated by the superexchange mechanism. This
happens also in some multiferroic materials, where an electric polarization
is linked to an antiferromagnetic spin alignment. Therefore, it is possible to
exploit exchange bias to control the magnetic state of an adjacent ferromag-
netic layer: if the temperature of the system is below the Curie and above the
Néel temperature and the system is cooled to below the Néel temperature,
the exchange interaction between the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
layers leads to a preferential direction of the interfacial antiferromagnetic
spins, inducing a bias effect that leads to a shifting of the M-H hysteresis
loop towards positive or negative magnetic fields [142]. Exchange-mediated
magnetoelectric coupling was first observed in Cr2O3 [143, 144], where the
application of an electric field resulted in a net magnetization whose direction
was dependent on the direction of the electric field.
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Charge-mediated magnetoelectric coupling

In strongly correlated systems, where charge, orbital and spin order parame-
ters are strongly correlated, the control of the magnetic order can be achieved
by modulating the charge density. This can be performed by engineering
multiferroic heterostructures and adopting an approach similar to that of a
field effect transistor: the surface bound charge of a ferroelectric layer and
the charge screening from the magnetic layer leads to the accumulation or
depletion of charge carriers at the interface depending on the direction of the
ferroelectric polarization and the carrier type. The advantage with respect to
traditional transistors is the density of carriers in strongly correlated oxides,
which is ⇠ 10

21 cm-3, resulting in a screening length of few angstroms. In-
teresting materials for these applications are the colossal magnetoresistance
manganites, which exhibit a complex phase diagram with a rich magnetic be-
havior as a function of hole doping. In principle, by choosing x at the bound-
ary between two competing magnetic ground states, the accumulation or de-
pletion of holes does not only have the effect of changing the net spin at the
interface as a consequence of the charge carrier density variation, but drives
the interface to a different magnetic state by modifying the exchange interac-
tion. Vaz et al. studied Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostructures
with hard x-ray absorption spectroscopy and bulk magnetometry techniques,
revealing a different spin organization at the ferroelectric/ferromagnetic in-
terface when the system is switched between depletion and accumulation
states [8, 145, 146]. First principle calculations on BaTiO3/La0.5Sr0.5MnO3

have shown that the magnetic reconstruction happens within the first two
or three unit cells in proximity with the ferroelectric BaTiO3, with a vari-
ation in the magnetic moment up to 7 µB per interfacial Mn atom [61].
Differently from the first two cases, in which the magnetoelectric coupling
influences the whole film, the charge-mediated magnetoelectric coupling is
an interfacial effect limited in depth by the Fermi screening length.
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3
Experimental Techniques

In this chapter I provide an overview of the experimental techniques used in
this project, not with the goal to treat the techniques exhaustively from a
formal point of view (for which well specialized books are already available
and suggested in the text) but to explain the peculiarities of the instruments
and methods used in relation to this specific research project. Particular em-
phasis is given to the film deposition through oxide molecular beam epitaxy,
which is at the basis of the experimental part.

3.1 Oxide Molecular Beam Epitaxy

The improvement in the deposition techniques brought by the technological
progress has lead to an increased quality of the films, surfaces and interfaces
during the last years, opening new scenarios and challenges focused on the
implementation of surface and interfacial properties in technological appli-
cations. While on one hand commercial high quality substrates are today
largely available, on the other hand, in-situ characterization techniques be-
came more performing and user-friendly, allowing a perfect control of the
surface quality and film thickness during the deposition of the film. Fur-
thermore, the growth of laser science, bringing along more powerful lasers
at a low cost, has played a fundamental role in the development and spread
of laser deposition techniques. Indeed, as far as concerns oxide films, the
main vapour evaporation methods used nowadays for high quality thin films
deposition are molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), sputtering deposition and
pulsed laser deposition (PLD). In the former (discussed in detail in section
3.1.1), the chemical elements are situated in separated crucibles and, when
warmed up to the evaporation temperature, they evaporate in a controlled
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environment, condensing onto the substrate surface. In the latter, the evapo-
ration of the film occurs through a pulsed laser which, hitting a target with a
well defined stoichiometry, evaporates the material onto the substrate. The
high deposition rates, allowing a relatively quick growth of the films, and
its simplicity, has lead to a huge development of PLD during the last years.
Moreover, the versatility in changing the material by substituting the target
without breaking the vacuum is fundamental in projects requiring several
different materials. Furthermore, as far as concerns the deposition of ox-
ides, the oxygen environment during the deposition is quite rich, reaching
pressures of ⇠ 10

�1 mbar, compared to the typical ⇠ 10
�7 mbar of MBE.

While on one side this allows a better oxygenation of the films, on the other
hand it is a well established cause for point defects formation in the film. In-
deed, mainly two parameters are responsible for their occurrence during the
deposition: the particles’ kinetic energy and the mean free path [147]. Tech-
niques with high energy flux, such as PLD and sputtering, are susceptible
to the formation of point defects caused by re-sputtering from the substrate
surface or by the impact of the high energy beams with other components
in the vacuum chamber, leading to the incorporation of impurities in the
film [147–150]. The mean free path (�) of the beam in the chamber plays a
role in the formation of points defects. The expression [151]

� =
kBTp
2⇡D2p

(3.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and D is the
diameter of the atoms or molecules, states that the mean free path is in-
versely proportional to the pressure p. Therefore, a higher pressure during
the deposition leads to the interaction of the evaporating beam with the en-
vironment, which could produce undesired oxides and, consequently, deposit
point defects on the surface. Despite the increasing importance of PLD for
research and application purposes, the low oxygen partial pressure and ki-
netic energy of the evaporating beam in MBE, combined with the ability
to change the film stoichiometry by controlling the evaporation rates, make
MBE a unique tool for the growth of thin films and oxides heterostructures.
The optimal quality of the films obtained, the possibility of using character-
ization techniques in real time during the deposition (such as reflection high
energy electron diffraction), as well as the ability to change the stoichiometry
of the films and explore the phase diagram of complex oxides, are the main
advantages in its usage for film deposition in this research project.

3.1.1 Elements of molecular beam epitaxy

Molecular beam epitaxy is a deposition technique which allows epitaxial
deposition of atomic or molecular beams onto the substrate surface. The
beam is obtained by thermal heating of the elements situated in crucibles,
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which evaporate above a certain temperature and, reacting with the oxygen
present in the environment, deposit on the substrate. If the deposited film
has the same crystalline orientation of the substrate and the same in-plane
lattice parameter, the film is said to be epitaxial and fully strained. In order
to reduce the number of contaminants in the chamber, low base pressures,
of the order of 10�10 mbar, are required.

Thermal-evaporation cells and flow measurement

For simplicity, we consider here the case of Knudsen cells, i.e., we assume
that the vapour and solid are in equilibrium [152,153], following the approach
from [151]. In this approximation, we can write the evaporation flux � of
the substance from an aperture A according to the Knudsen and Langmuir’s
theories of evaporation:

� = Ap(T )

✓
NA

2⇡MkBT

◆1/2

(3.2)

where NA, M , kB and T are the Avogadro’s constant, the molecular mass of
the element, the Boltzmann’s constant and the temperature of the element,
respectively. p(T ) is the equilibrium pressure in the crucible. At a given
point P on the substrate at a distance rP from the aperture of the crucible,
the flow �P of the evaporant will depend on the angles ✓ and ' defined in
Figure 3.1(a) according to

�P =
�

⇡

1

rP2
cos(✓) cos(✓ + ') (3.3)

Equation 3.3 describes the dependence of the flow from the solid angle de-
fined by ✓ and '. Therefore, if an MBE is equipped with several crucibles,
it is important that the substrate position is exactly at the cross-point of
all the evaporating beams of the different species, in order to obtain spacial
homogeneity in a film which contains more than one element. Some deposi-
tion systems are equipped with a rotating plate which allows homogeneity of
the film during the deposition. The main drawback of this approach is that
characterization techniques such as reflection high energy electron diffraction
cannot be used during the deposition. Equation 3.3 holds in the case of per-
fect crucibles with small apertures, while the real flow strongly depends on
geometric factors which are not straightforward to consider. Therefore, the
calculation of the evaporation rate has to be performed with other methods.
Two common approaches use a quartz crystal microbalance or mass spec-
trometer, the latter allowing one to monitor of the evaporation rates during
the deposition of the film.
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Choice of the substrate

The substrate plays a vital role in the quality and properties of the films. The
most important properties to take into account in order to deposit epitaxial
films are the crystal symmetry and the in-plane lattice constant. Epitaxial
growth occurs only if the difference between the substrate and film lattice
parameter (mismatch) is within a few percent. The mismatch is defined
as [154]

" =
afilm � asubstrate

asubstrate
(3.4)

where a is the in-plane lattice constant. If " is positive (negative), the
film is in compressive (tensile) strain state. If " is too large, the film may
not grow fully strained but relaxes through the onset of misfit dislocations
or may not grow epitaxially at all. As we will see in the course of the
thesis and already mentioned in chapter 2, strain plays a fundamental role
in the properties of thin films and is one of the important parameters that
affects the magnetic and electric properties of the manganites. In some
cases, also the electrostatic repulsion between the atomic layers is considered
when choosing the substrate. Let us consider as an example two substrates:
SrTiO3 and LaAlO3; the former consists of a stacking sequence of SrO and
TiO2 planes. The total charge of each plane is zero (O contributes with -2,
Ti with +4 and Sr with +2 according to simple chemical rules) and it is
therefore a non-polar crystal. The latter is instead divided in LaO and AlO2

consequent planes, having net charges of +1 and -1, respectively; the crystal
is said to be polar. When a polar film is grown on a non-polar substrate (or
vice versa), the disruption of the polarity at the interface between different
materials modifies as well the properties of the film, bringing the so-called
polar catastrophe.

Growth modes

The lattice mismatch is not the only parameter which influences the growth
process: an important role is played by the film and substrate free energies.
Let us consider the deposition of a film A on a substrate B. If the components
in the gas state and the film surface are in equilibrium, the total free energy
can be written as [155]

�� = �A + �i � �B (3.5)

where �A and �B are the surface free energy of A and B and �i is the in-
terfacial free energy, which contains the strain energy and the interactions
between the two layers at the interface. If the quantity defined in equation
3.5 is negative, i.e., if the substrate energy exceeds �A + �i, layer-by-layer
growth (also called Frank-van der Merwe) will occur. In this case, the film
will complete the deposition of one layer before the growth of the new layer
starts (Figure 3.1(b) shows a schematic of the growth processes). When
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(layer-by-layer)

Stranski-Krastanow
(3D island on wetting
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Volmer-Weber
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rP

Figure 3.1: (a) Representation of the evaporation geometry in MBE. (b)
Sketch of the three main growth processes.

the film thickness is increased, �i increases linearly. This defines a critical
thickness after which �� becomes positive, and the nucleation of 3D islands
appears on the top of the layer-by-layer section (in this case, the growth
mode is called Stranski-Krastanow or 3D island on wetting layer). Alterna-
tively, in the case where �A is greater than �B, the growth is 3D-kind from
the first stages of the deposition. In this case it is called Volmer-Weber or
3D island. Obviously, in the case of zero lattice mismatch (i.e., �i ⇠ 0),
the growth process depends entirely on the substrate and film free energies.
An interesting consequence of these considerations is the importance, when
growing heterostructures, of choosing the correct order of the staking layers.
Indeed, if �� < 0 for A/B stacking layers, it will necessary be �� > 0

for the B/A configuration, unless surfactants are used to reduce the surface
energy [156].

3.1.2 Reflection high energy electron diffraction

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) is a powerful technique
for the characterization of the surface quality during the film deposition.
A typical RHEED setup is shown in Figure 3.2(a): an electron gun shoots
an electron beam with energies in the range 10-30 keV towards the sample
surface with a low angle of incidence; the electrons are diffracted by the
sample surface and hit a fluorescent screen; the diffraction pattern is hence
collected by a camera. The main characteristics are the limited mean free
path of the electrons in a solid and the small angle of incidence, of the order
of few degrees, which make RHEED a very surface sensitive technique. The
main advantage of this technique when compared to low energy electron
diffraction (LEED) is its geometry: while in the latter the electrons hit the
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sample with an angle of 90o with respect to the surface, in RHEED the
angle of incidence is very small. This allows one to monitor the surface
quality in real time during the deposition of the film, which is not possible
with LEED since the detection system and the electron gun have to be
perpendicular to the surface and would obstruct the molecular flow. The
RHEED pattern reflects the crystallinity and quality of the surface and can
qualitatively be discussed in terms of the Ewald construction. Let us consider
an electron beam coming out of the electron gun with wavevector k0 and only
elastic scattering. The reflected electron beams indicated in Figure 3.2(a)
as k1 and k2 have the same modulus as k0; the three vectors are three
different radii of the same sphere, called Ewald sphere. We now consider for
simplicity a 1D chain of atoms aligned along the direction of propagation of
the electron beam. The Fourier transform in the reciprocal space is a set of
planes; the intersections between the planes and the Ewald sphere consists
of concentric circles, denominated Laue zones. If we now consider a 2D
arrangement of atoms, for example a square lattice, the Fourier transform
is given by the planes just described and the corresponding planes rotated
by 90 degrees. The intersection between these planes gives a series of rods
which, intersecting the Ewald sphere, give rise to a series of spots lying on
concentric circles corresponding to the different Laue zones (Figure 3.2(c),
example a). The main spots will lay on the 0th zone, the secondary in the
1st zone and so on. If the surface is not smooth or the atoms are not well
ordered, the RHEED pattern deviates from the geometry just described, the
reciprocal rods assume complicated shapes which will be reflected in the
RHEED pattern by the appearance of stripes, double dots and, in the case
of a 3D surface, a transmission-like pattern [Figure 3.2(c)]. In some cases,
an indication of the inelastic scattering can appear in the RHEED pattern,
manifesting through the so-called Kikuchi lines [157]. They appear along the
radial direction and connect different Laue zones; in proximity of these lines
higher brilliance spots can be observed. Figure 3.2(b) shows an example of
a RHEED pattern for a Si(111) crystal, where the RHEED spots as well as
Kikuchi lines are visible. The quality of the surface is reflected also by the
Kikuchi lines, which appear sharp and well defined in the case of perfect
crystal structure and surface, while they are broaden and diffuse when the
surface becomes more rough.

RHEED intensity oscillations

RHEED is not only a useful tool to judge the quality of the surface before,
during and after the deposition, but it also allows one, when the growth oc-
curs layer-by-layer in the 2D islands mode, to monitor the film thickness and
the evaporation rates during the deposition. Indeed, reflecting the smooth-
ness of the surface, the intensity of the RHEED spots oscillates during the
deposition as schematically shown in Figure 3.2(d): the maximum of the
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glancing and azimuth angles are important to select
specific diffraction conditions such as so-called surface-
wave resonance condition (in which multiple scattering
is enhanced at the surface region to increase the surface
sensitivity) and one-beam condition (in which multiple
scattering is suppressed to make the quantitative anal-
ysis easier) (Ichimiya and Cohen, 2004).

The RHEED pattern is observed on the fluorescence
screen which is placed inside the view port flange of the
vacuum chamber, and can be recorded by photo or a
CCD camera from the outside. The spot intensity and
profile are analyzed later from the stored images or in
real time with a CCD-PC system. Alternately, the spot
intensity can be measured directly as current by a
Faraday cage, a small metal cage to collect the aimed
diffracted beam only, which is connected to a pico-
ammeter.

Recently, PC-based real-time data processing of
RHEED pattern is widely used. The integrated intensity,
peak intensity, and profile of the selected spots (with
appropriate background subtraction), and spot spacing
between the aimed spots are automatically measured
and stored in real time.

Ewald Construction

Figure 2a shows schematically the relation between the
geometrical arrangement in RHEED (drawn upside
down) and the reciprocal space (momentum space). In
general, so-called Ewald construction described below is
frequently used for intuitive understanding of diffraction
phenomena. k0 is the wavevector of the incident electron
wave. Since we restrict ourselves to elastic scattering
only, the diffracted waves, for example, k1 and k2, have
the same magnitude of wavevectors as k0. Therefore,
when these vectors are drawn from the common origin
with that of k0, their end points are on a sphere with its
radius jk0j. This is called as a Ewald sphere.

When the sample is assumed, as shown in Figure 2a,
to be atoms arranged equidistantly on a line along the

incident beam, the Fourier transform of this atom row is
a series of equidistant planes (reciprocal lattice planes)
perpendicular to the atom row. Intersections between
the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal lattice planes are a
series of circles. The vectors from the center of Ewald
sphere, which is the common origin of the wavevectors,
to the circles are wavevectors of the diffracted waves, for
example, k1 and k2. This process for constructing the
figure ensures both of the elastic scattering and diffrac-
tion conditions fulfilled simultaneously. The circles are
actually observed on the fluorescence screen as concen-
tric circles (though only the half of circles above the
shadow edge is observed on the screen). The smallest
circle is called as the 0th Laue zone (L0), and the next one
is the 1st Laue zone (L1). The circles are slightly distorted
near the shadow edge because of the refraction effect of
electron beam.

A surface of a square-lattice crystal, for example, is
regarded as a combination of the atom rows mentioned
above and their 90!-rotated atom rows. Therefore, its
reciprocal lattice is intersections between two series of
equidistant planes rotated by 90! with each other. This
is a set of rods. The reciprocal rods are arranged in
square equidistantly, and stand perpendicularly to the
sample surface. Consequently, the intersections
between the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal rods are
points, which appear as diffraction spots on the screen.
The diffraction spots in RHEED patterns from a two-
dimensional (2D) lattice are thus always on the circles
(Laue zones).

Figure 2b is an example of RHEED pattern, which is
taken from a clean Si(111)–(7 " 7) reconstructed sur-
face. All diffraction spots are on the concentric circles as
mentioned above. On the 0-th Laue zone (L0) and the 1st
Laue zone (L1), one can find stronger spots, called as
fundamental spots, which comes from the diamond-
lattice structure of the bulk Si crystal (the electrons are
scattered not only from the topmost atomic layers, but
also froma region of several atomic layers deepbelow the
surface). Between the fundamental spots, there are

Figure 2. (a) Direct space and reciprocal space of RHEED. (b) RHEED pattern taken from a
Si(111)–(7 " 7) reconstructed surface. The electron beam was 15keV in energy with ½11!2$
incidence in azimuth

direction

and about 3! in glancing angle yg to attain a surface-wave
resonance condition.
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(a) RHEED geometry

glancing and azimuth angles are important to select
specific diffraction conditions such as so-called surface-
wave resonance condition (in which multiple scattering
is enhanced at the surface region to increase the surface
sensitivity) and one-beam condition (in which multiple
scattering is suppressed to make the quantitative anal-
ysis easier) (Ichimiya and Cohen, 2004).

The RHEED pattern is observed on the fluorescence
screen which is placed inside the view port flange of the
vacuum chamber, and can be recorded by photo or a
CCD camera from the outside. The spot intensity and
profile are analyzed later from the stored images or in
real time with a CCD-PC system. Alternately, the spot
intensity can be measured directly as current by a
Faraday cage, a small metal cage to collect the aimed
diffracted beam only, which is connected to a pico-
ammeter.

Recently, PC-based real-time data processing of
RHEED pattern is widely used. The integrated intensity,
peak intensity, and profile of the selected spots (with
appropriate background subtraction), and spot spacing
between the aimed spots are automatically measured
and stored in real time.

Ewald Construction

Figure 2a shows schematically the relation between the
geometrical arrangement in RHEED (drawn upside
down) and the reciprocal space (momentum space). In
general, so-called Ewald construction described below is
frequently used for intuitive understanding of diffraction
phenomena. k0 is the wavevector of the incident electron
wave. Since we restrict ourselves to elastic scattering
only, the diffracted waves, for example, k1 and k2, have
the same magnitude of wavevectors as k0. Therefore,
when these vectors are drawn from the common origin
with that of k0, their end points are on a sphere with its
radius jk0j. This is called as a Ewald sphere.

When the sample is assumed, as shown in Figure 2a,
to be atoms arranged equidistantly on a line along the

incident beam, the Fourier transform of this atom row is
a series of equidistant planes (reciprocal lattice planes)
perpendicular to the atom row. Intersections between
the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal lattice planes are a
series of circles. The vectors from the center of Ewald
sphere, which is the common origin of the wavevectors,
to the circles are wavevectors of the diffracted waves, for
example, k1 and k2. This process for constructing the
figure ensures both of the elastic scattering and diffrac-
tion conditions fulfilled simultaneously. The circles are
actually observed on the fluorescence screen as concen-
tric circles (though only the half of circles above the
shadow edge is observed on the screen). The smallest
circle is called as the 0th Laue zone (L0), and the next one
is the 1st Laue zone (L1). The circles are slightly distorted
near the shadow edge because of the refraction effect of
electron beam.

A surface of a square-lattice crystal, for example, is
regarded as a combination of the atom rows mentioned
above and their 90!-rotated atom rows. Therefore, its
reciprocal lattice is intersections between two series of
equidistant planes rotated by 90! with each other. This
is a set of rods. The reciprocal rods are arranged in
square equidistantly, and stand perpendicularly to the
sample surface. Consequently, the intersections
between the Ewald sphere and the reciprocal rods are
points, which appear as diffraction spots on the screen.
The diffraction spots in RHEED patterns from a two-
dimensional (2D) lattice are thus always on the circles
(Laue zones).

Figure 2b is an example of RHEED pattern, which is
taken from a clean Si(111)–(7 " 7) reconstructed sur-
face. All diffraction spots are on the concentric circles as
mentioned above. On the 0-th Laue zone (L0) and the 1st
Laue zone (L1), one can find stronger spots, called as
fundamental spots, which comes from the diamond-
lattice structure of the bulk Si crystal (the electrons are
scattered not only from the topmost atomic layers, but
also froma region of several atomic layers deepbelow the
surface). Between the fundamental spots, there are

Figure 2. (a) Direct space and reciprocal space of RHEED. (b) RHEED pattern taken from a
Si(111)–(7 " 7) reconstructed surface. The electron beam was 15keV in energy with ½11!2$
incidence in azimuth direction and about 3! in glancing angle yg to attain a surface-wave
resonance condition.
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(b) RHEED pattern of a Si(111)

many fine spots, superlattice spots (or fractional-order
spots), which originate from the reconstructed surface
structure having a larger unit cell than in the bulk
crystal. The spacing andarrangement of the superlattice
spots, with reference of the fundamental spots, tell us
the periodicity or the size/shape of the unit cell of the
reconstructed surface structure. One can notice, fur-
thermore, that the intensity is not equal among the
superlattice spots. The electron waves, scattered from
individual atoms, interferewith eachother tomakesome
diffraction spots stronger or weaker depending on the
path differences. Therefore, the spot intensity distribu-
tion is important information for analyzing individual
atom positions in the unit cell. This is structure analysis
by electron diffraction, much like x-ray structure anal-
ysis for bulk crystals.

Coherence Length

The spatial resolution in RHEED structure analysis,
which is usually 0.01–0.001nm in shifts of atom posi-
tions, is determined by the coherence length of electron
beamused. The coherence length, inwhich the scattered
waves interfere with each other by keeping the phase
information, is determined by how much monochro-
matic the energy of electron beam is and how much
parallel the beam is. That is, the coherence length ‘ is
defined by the energy speared DE and the divergence
angle Dy of the electron beam by

‘ ¼ lffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 Dyð Þ2sin2 aþ DE

E

" #2
cos2 a

q ð1Þ

where l is the wavelength of electron wave, and a is the
angle between the incident electron beam and the direc-
tion for measuring the coherence length. The coherence
length along the beam (a ¼ 0%), the longitudinal coher-
ence length ‘L , is determined by the energy spread DE of
the electron beam only. The coherence length perpen-
dicular to the beam (a ¼ 90%), the transverse coherence
length ‘T , is determined by the divergence angleDy of the
beam only.

‘L ¼ l
E

DE

$ %
¼ l2

Dl
; ‘T ¼

lffiffiffi
2

p
Dy

ð2Þ

For usual thermal-emission electron beams generated
from a heated tungsten filament in RHEED at 10keV
acceleration, ‘L ¼ 100&200 nm and ‘T ¼ 30&80 nm,
which are about 5–10 times longer than those in LEED.
Therefore, RHEED “observes” a much larger area on the
surface than LEED, and the resolution in determining
the atom positions is higher. Note that the scattered
waves from areas of size of coherence length (about
100nm) interfere with each other coherently while the
scattered waves from the whole irradiated area (about
0.1mm) are summed up incoherently.

One can notice bright straight line/band features in
the RHEED pattern in Figure 2b. They are called as
Kikuchi lines/bands, (see article TRANSMISSION ELECTRON

MICROSCOPY) originated from inelastic scattering process.
They provide information of crystal symmetry and
orientation.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE METHOD

Actual samples are not always ideal; the surface is not
atomically flat, or the surface has finite size of domains,
much like polycrystals, whose size is smaller than the
coherence length of electron beam. TheRHEEDpatterns
then suffer various modifications due to such imperfec-
tions of the samples.

Figure 3 illustrates some cases.When the sample has
anatomically flat surface andaperfect single-crystalline
structure as shown in Figure 3a, its reciprocal rods are
very sharp without intensitymodification along the rods
under an assumption that the RHEED detects the top-
most atomic layer only. Then the diffraction pattern is a
reflection type in which all diffraction spots are on the
Laue zonesandhave the same intensity, asmentioned in
Figure 2. In reality, however, the electron beam pene-
trates into several atomic layers below the surface. Then
the intensity is modulated along the reciprocal rods,
resulting in that some diffraction spots are stronger and
others are weaker. This is due to interference among
waves scattered from different atomic layers.

As shown in Figure 3b, when the surface is composed
of small out-of-phasedomainswhose size is smaller than

Figure 3. Schematics of various kinds of realistic surfaces, in
real-space morphology, in reciprocal space, and their RHEED
patterns (courtesy by Yoshimi Horio).
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(c) Examples of patterns

in-phase and constructively interfere with each other.
When an atomic step exits on the crystal surface as
shown in Figure 10b, some part of the specular beam is
reflected from the upper terrace, while other part is

reflected from the lower terrace, resulting in some path
difference created between them. By choosing the inci-
dent angle yg (which equals to the exit angle), the two
waves can interfere destructively to diminish the

Figure 10. RHEED intensity oscillation and
crystal growthmonitor. (a) and (b) Specular
beam from a flat surface and a stepped
surface, respectively. (c) Illustrations
showing a 2D-island growth style and (d)
the intensity change of specular spot during
the growth, reprinted from (Joyce
et al., 1986), Copyright 1986, with permis-
sion from Elsevier. (e) Experimental data of
RHEED intensity oscillations during Ge
homoepitaxy on Ge(111) surface (Fukutani
et al., 1992).

Figure 9. Weissenberg RHEED, inwhich
many RHEED patterns are collected
with changing the azimuth angle f of
the incident electron beam (Abukawa
et al., 2006).
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(d) Intensity oscillations

Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the RHEED scattering geometry, showing the
electron wavevectors k0, k1 and k2 and the Ewald sphere. (b) Example of a
RHEED pattern from Si(111), where Kikuchi lines are visible. (c) Schematic
of the RHEED patterns based on the quality of the surface, from a flat
surface, (a) for which the RHEED pattern shows well defined spots lying
on an arch, to a rough surface (f) where a bulk-like diffraction pattern can
be observed. (d) Graphical explanation of the layer-by-layer growth process
and its correlation with the RHEED intensity oscillations. Figure adapted
from [158].
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RHEED intensity is found when the sample presents a perfect atomically
smooth surface. During the deposition of one monolayer, the surface be-
comes rough and small islands grow on it, resulting in a lower intensity of
the RHEED spots. The RHEED intensity reaches its minimum once half of
the monolayer is evaporated to the surface. After that point, the islands con-
verge again into a smooth surface, resulting in the increasing of the RHEED
intensity up to a new maximum, when again an atomically smooth surface
reconstruction occurs. Within this picture, each maximum of the RHEED
intensity corresponds to the complete deposition of one monolayer, allowing
a perfect control over the film thickness at an atomic level. In some cases,
the behavior of the RHEED intensity oscillations can be used as a probe to
understanding the growth mechanism and can be important to optimize the
growth parameters.

3.1.3 Chamber calibration and sample growth

The oxide molecular beam epitaxy chamber used in this project is equipped
with a RHEED system, a load-lock chamber for the sample transfer and 5
effusion cells, filled with Mn, Ti, Sr, La and Ba. In order to deposit the
films, the MBE chamber has to be calibrated and the correct parameters
have to be set for proper growth. The evaporation rates of the metals in the
crucibles are measured through a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM): the
quartz crystal oscillates with a typical resonance frequency of 10 MHz. As
soon as a material deposits on its surface, the quartz oscillation frequency
decreases when the mass increases. Thus, the relative variation in the crystal
resonance frequency is directly proportional to the mass of the substance
evaporating and gives the deposition rate in Å/min. In principle, the QCM
is inserted at the same height where the substrate is held during the film
deposition. However, slight changes between the deposited rates and the
one measured by the QCM may occur. In order to calibrate the QCM
for such differences, two films containing all the elements in the crucibles
were initially grown (namely, La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 and BaTiO3) on a Si substrate
held at room temperature during the deposition. Rutherford backscattering
(RBS) measurements1 were performed on these two films in order to obtain
the actual stoichiometry. By knowing the expected (QCM) and the actual
(RBS) stoichiometry, one could calculate the tooling factors as follows

T = Ti ⇥
CRBS

CQCM
(3.6)

Where T and Ti are respectively the new and old tooling factors, i.e., the
correction to the measured evaporation rates, and CRBS and CQCM the sto-
ichiometric factors as measured by RBS and QCM, respectively. Once the

1The RBS measurements were performed at ETH Zürich-Ion Beam Physics by Max
Doebeli.
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calibration of the QCM is performed, it is of fundamental importance to
find the correct growth parameters in order to grow epitaxial films. The
important parameters in MBE are three:

(i) The substrate temperature during the deposition (TS)

(ii) The oxygen partial pressure (PO2)

(iii) The evaporation rates.

After several attempts, in which the quality of the films is judged by the
RHEED pattern and oscillations, atomic force microscopy measurements
and x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy,2 the optimal parameters were found for
titanates and manganites films as summarized in Table 3.1. If not differently
specified, these are the parameters used for the samples grown in this project.

Prior to the deposition, the substrates are prepared with different recipes
according to their nature. The quality of the substrate surface is indeed of
vital importance in surface and interface science. In particular, in order to
promote the growth of smooth and high quality films, the SrTiO3 substrates
are chemically etched in a HCl:HNO3 solution and annealed at 1000 oC in
air for 1 h to obtain single TiO2-terminated surface [159, 160]. The LSAT
substrates are instead annealed at 1200 oC for 1 h in a tube furnace, with a
LaAlO3 substrate in proximity of the LSAT surface. During the annealing,
the LaAlO3 increases the La vapour pressure, avoiding the formation of
SrO mounds during the surface reconstruction process and giving a single
terminated surface [161]. If not differently specified, the samples are post
annealed in air or under O2 flow at 600 oC for 6 h to allow full oxygenation
of the film.

Table 3.1: List of growth parameters used in the film deposition throughout
this project. One unit cell (uc) typically corresponds to ⇠ 4 Å.

Sample TS PO2 Deposition rates
Manganites 720 oC 5.0⇥ 10

�7 mbar 0.5 uc/min
Titanates 680 oC 4.0⇥ 10

�7 mbar 0.5 uc/min

3.2 Interaction of light with matter

Let us consider an electromagnetic wave which interacts with a solid. The
intensity of the incoming wave I0 decays exponentially inside the material
as a function of the thickness t, according to the law

I = I0e
�µt (3.7)

2The measurements have been performed at the microXAS beamline at SLS (PSI) with
the help of Dario F. Sanchez.
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where µ us the absorption coefficient of the material. When an electron
absorbs the beam, two different scenarios can take place: either the electron
is photoemitted into the continuum or is excited to an empty orbital level.
In the latter case, the relaxation process may occur in three main different
mechanisms: emission of a photon (fluorescence), emission of an electron
(Auger electrons) or formation of secondary electrons. All these processes
can be detected: the detection of photons is generally performed through
a photodiode. The mean free path of a photon in a solid is grater than
that of the electron, meaning that fluorescence experiments are more bulk
sensitive than the electron-based ones. Secondary electrons, created from
the scattering of primary electrons and photons with other electrons, possess
kinetic energies lower than 50 eV [162] and can be distinguished from the
photoemitted and Auger electrons, characterized by higher kinetic energies.
Since when using soft x-rays the absorption coefficient cannot be measured
in transmission mode, except if the sample is very thin (like in the case of free
standing films or membranes), the fluorescence signal (fluorescence yield) or
the secondary electrons (electron yield) are measured. From a formal point of
view, the problem is generally discussed in a semiclassical approach: the light
is treated classically as an electromagnetic wave, described in terms of the
vector potential A [163], while the electron is treated by quantum-mechanics.
The absorption coefficient is directly proportional to the differential cross-
section, which describes the number of transitions occurring per unit time
over a solid angle d⌦, defined as [80]

d�

d⌦
=

!i!f

�0d⌦
(3.8)

where !i!f is the probability that an electron in the solid absorbs a photon
and is excited from an initial i to a final state f and �0 is the incoming
photon flux. The Fermi golden rule expresses !i!f in terms of the interaction
hamiltonian Hint:

!i!f =
2⇡

}
�� ⌦ N

f

��Hint

�� N
i

↵��2�(EN
f � EN

i � h⌫) (3.9)

where  N
i is the initial N-electron ground state wavefunction,  N

f is the final
state, EN

i , EN
f and h⌫ are the initial and final energies of the N-electron

system and the energy of the photon, respectively. Hint is given by

Hint = � e

2mc
A · p (3.10)

The problem can be simplified in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
where we factorize the wavefunction in two parts: a one-electron term and
the (N-1) electrons term

 N
f = C�kf  

N�1
f (3.11)
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where �kf is the wave function of the photoelectron with wavevector k and
C is an operator which antisymmetrizes the total wavefunction according to
the Pauli exclusion principle. Within this approximation, the matrix element
can be written as

Mk
i!f

=
⌦
 N
f

��Hint

�� N
i

↵
=

D
�kf

���Hint

����ki
ED

 N�1
f

��� N�1
i

E
(3.12)

If we consider the commutation relations }k/m = �i[r, H] we can write

���Mk
i!f

���
2
=

���
D
�kf

���✏ · r
����ki

E���
2

(3.13)

where ✏ and r are the light polarization vector and the electron position
operator, respectively. In equation 3.13, we have assumed the dipole ap-
proximation: the wavelenght of the electromagnetic wave is longer than the
atomic shell radius. The electronic wave function can be factorized in three
terms: a radial part (|Rn,l(r)i), an angular part (Yl,ml

= |l,mli) and a spin
component (�s,ms = |s,msi). The dipole operator P = ✏ ·r acts on the three
different components separately:

D
�kf

���P
����ki

E
= �(m0

s �ms)
⌦
Rn0,l0(r)

��r
��Rn,l(r)

↵ D
Yl0,m0

l

���P/r
���Yl,ml

E
(3.14)

The radial part of this equation gives the element selectivity of x-ray ab-
sorption. The spin and orbital part, instead, are responsible for the dipole
selection rules, which establish the allowed electronic transitions in the dipole
approximation:

�l = ±1

�ml = 0,±1

�s = �ms = 0

(3.15)

3.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy: linear and cir-

cular dichroism

In an x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurement, a photon with
energy h⌫ is absorbed by a core electron, which is photoexcited to an empty
orbital state above the Fermi level. Here, our focus will be on soft x-ray
absorption spectroscopy, characterized by photon energies in the range 100-
2000 eV, and on the dichroic effects that arise when polarized light is involved
in the absorption process. As we have seen in the previous section, the
probability that a photon is absorbed by a solid is directly proportional to
the matrix elements described in equation 3.13, where the term ✏ ·r is called
dipole operator. The polarization vector ✏ can then be expressed as follows:
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for linearly polarized light, if we suppose that the x-ray wavevector k is along
the direction z, we can have one of the two polarizations

✏x =

0

@
1

0

0

1

A ✏y =

0

@
0

1

0

1

A

Circularly polarized light can be written as a linear combination of two lin-
early polarized components, separated by a phase shift of ⇡/2: for a light
beam propagating along the z direction

✏±z = � 1p
2
(✏x + e

±i⇡2 ✏y) = � 1p
2
(✏x ± i✏y)

or, in matricial notation
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Since the matrix elements defined in equation 3.13 depend on the scalar
product between the light polarization vector and the electron position op-
erator, the absorption process depends on the polarization of the light. If
the difference between two absorption spectra collected with different light
polarizations is non zero, then a dichroism effect is observed.

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism

The description below is based on [80]. The intensity I of a XAS is generally
dependent on the number of holes Nh available in the final orbital

I = CNh (3.16)

hence, x-ray spectroscopy gives information on the empty density of states.
In the particular case of a transition metal, the absorption intensities at
the L3 and L2 edges are directly proportional to the number of available d
states above the Fermi level. Magnetism is probed by making the process
spin-dependent, i.e., by using circularly polarized light and exploiting x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD): the absorption spectra are collected
with two opposite circular polarizations of the incoming photon beam; the
normalized difference between the two spectra gives the magnetic circular
dichroism, which is non zero if the sample has a net magnetic moment along
the direction of propagation of the beam. Let us consider a ferromagnetic
sample: the d shell is partially filled with electrons whose spins are aligned
in parallel. The probability of a transition from the p1/2 or p3/2 to the empty
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d orbital is given by the matrix element defined in equation 3.13, where the
interaction matrix is the angular part of the dipole operator

���� hdn,ms|
P q
z

r
|pj ,mji

����
2

. (3.17)

Here the index n = 1, ..., 5, ms = ±1/2, j = 3/2, 1/2 and mj = ±3/2,±1/2;
q is the photon spin. With simple calculations, using the Clebsch-Gordan
tabulated values, it is possible to obtain the probability of each allowed
transition. In particular, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the L3 and
L2 edges show a dichroic effect which is equal in magnitude but reversed
in sign: an x-ray with positive photon spin (q = +1) excites more spin up
electrons at the L3 edge then the x-ray with reverse photon spin (q = �1);
the opposite is found at the L2 edge.

The XMCD process is described by a simplified two-step model [80]: in a
first step, the photon transfers its angular momentum to the electron which is
excited after the absorption. If the electron is in a spin-orbit split state (as is
the case of p3/2 and p1/2) the polarization of the photon is in part transferred
to the electron through the spin-orbit coupling, which is opposite at the L3

and L2 edges (where the spin-orbit coupling is l+ s and l� s, respectively),
resulting in an opposite spin polarization at the two edges. In the second
step, the different spin valence shell population (which is naturally found
in a magnetic material) is responsible for the difference in the absorption
signal: if we consider the extreme case of a half-filled d shell, only electrons
with one spin can be excited (the dipole selection rules 3.15 do not allow
spin-flips); if the outer shell is filled equally with both spins, the dichroic
signal vanishes, as expected for a non magnetic material. In materials where
a strong contribution comes from the orbital moment, the XMCD signal at
the two edges is not the same in magnitude; the effect of the orbital moment
is to make the total integral of the XMCD different from zero.

XMCD sum rules

Since the XMCD shape strongly depends on the orbital and spin magnetic
moment, as we mentioned before, it is possible to extract the spin (mspin)
and orbital (morb) contribution to the total magnetic moment. The XMCD
sum rules allow one to determine the two contributions according to the
relations [164–166]

morb = �4

3

R
L3+L2

(µ+ � µ�)d!R
L3+L2

(µ+ + µ�)d!
(10� n3d)
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R
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where µ+ and µ� are the XAS spectra collected with circular plus and minus
light polarization, respectively, and hTzi and hSzi are the magnetic dipole
operator and spin moment expectation values, respectively. In the case of
manganites, hTzi can be neglected because of the orthorhombic environment
[166]. (10� n3d) is the number of holes of the probed element.

As originally formulated, the sum rules require well distinct absorption
edges in order to determine the spin magnetic moment. The overlap of the
two edges brings an underestimation of the spin moment, which has to be
corrected by multiplying with specific correction factors [167]. In the case of
manganites, the spin moment is multiplied by 1.5.

X-ray linear dichroism

In order to understand the origin of the linear dichroic effect, let’s first
consider the simplest case of s ! p transitions using once again the matrix
element in equation 3.13:

h3p|✏ · r|2si
For simplicity, we assume that the sample is not magnetic. The absorbing
electron can perform three allowed transitions from the s orbital to one of
the three p orbitals. If no charge anisotropy is present, the probability of
each transition is the same and equals 1/3. If, otherwise, charge anisotropy
modifies the shape of the lobes (as in the case of Jan-Teller distortion or
strained films, for example) the probability of the three transitions is not
the same but depends on geometrical factors. As an example, we consider
a material with a cubic unit cell and the light polarization vector along one
of the crystallographic axis. In its bulk form, if no distortion occurs, no
linear dichroic effect is present, or, in other words, the absorption spectra
collected with different light polarizations are the same. If the material is
instead grown as thin film form under epitaxial strain by the substrate (i.e.,
the in-plane lattice parameter becomes different than the out-of-plane), a
dichroic effect emerges. In the experimental geometry depicted in Figure
3.3(a) the two polarizations of the x-rays probe predominantly the in-plane
and out-of-plane orbitals, respectively. Since the lattice distortion leads a
charge anisotropy, the absorption spectra collected with the two different
polarizations is not the same and a x-ray linear dichroism (XLD) is observed,
as shown in Figure 3.3(b). In the case of p to d transitions the discussion
becomes more complicated, since both orbitals are not spherically symmetric.
The number of allowed transitions are 15 (3 p orbitals ⇥ 5 d orbitals) and
the probability of each transition is not the same because of the different
shapes of the d orbitals, as shown in Figure 3.3(c). In a real experiment, it is
impossible to obtain linearly polarized light which is exactly parallel to the
out-of-plane lattice parameter, since it would require an angle of incidence of
0 degrees. As a consequence, a small component of the light beam is present
along the in-plane direction, and it becomes necessary to correct the spectra
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Figure 3.3: (a) Example of the experimental geometry in a XLD experiment.
(b) Example of an absorption spectra with linearly polarized light and the
corresponding XLD at the Mn L-edge. (c) Transition probabilities from an
s to a p orbital (top-left) and from a p to a d orbital (adapted from [80]).

for the angle of incidence used. The angle dependence of the intensity is
given by

I(✓) = Ik cos
2 ✓ + I? sin

2 ✓ (3.19)

from which the perpendicular component can be extracted. The dichroism
effect discussed above is generally named “natural”, to distinguish it from the
magnetic linear dichroism. Indeed, the problem becomes more complicated
in the case of a magnetic sample: when the spins are aligned by an exchange
interaction, the spin-orbit coupling distorts the charge distribution and con-
tributes to the linear dichroic signal. Indeed, linear dichroism is often used as
a probe for antiferromagnetism, although in these cases the disentanglement
of the natural and the magnetic dichroism is generally quite challenging. A
possible approach is to perform a temperature dependence study, collecting
XLD spectra above and below the magnetic transition temperature. In the
former case, the magnetic contribution vanishes, while in the latter case both
charge anisotropy and magnetic contributions are present.

3.4 X-ray photoemission electron microscopy

X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) combines the advan-
tages of a photoemission microscope with the XMCD or XLD effects arising
from polarized x-rays, providing an important tool for the study of magnetic
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systems and surfaces. Generally, fully polarized synchrotron light is delivered
to the sample which, as a consequence of the absorption process described
in section 3.2, emits secondary electrons. These electrons pass through by
a series of magnetic lenses which magnifies the electron beam onto a 2D
detector [Figure 3.4(a)]. In order to obtain a sharp image, it is necessary
to reduce the angular acceptance of the electrons, which is achieved by in-
troducing a pin hole aperture, named contrast aperture. Therefore, a high
lateral resolution is obtained at the expense of the intensity.

Data collection and analysis

In principle, with XPEEM it is possible to collect different kinds of data
according to the goal of the project. Here, I summarize the principal use
made of this technique for the research project explained here, referring to
more specialized books for a comprehensive description of this technique
[168–170]:

• Elemental contrast images. This is a powerful method to highlight the
elemental composition of the sample with high spatial resolution. By
probing the sample with the photon energy tuned at the edge and at the
pre-edge of a selected element, it is possible to check the areas where it
is present, which appear as a bright signal in the image; the division of
the two images obtained at the edge and pre-edge gives the elemental
contrast. It is particularly useful to imaging nanoparticles deposited
on a substrate or if one wants to understand particular features arising
in the sample (which may arise due to segregation, for example)

• X-ray absorption spectra. Here, two series of images are collected with
different light polarization as a function of the photon energy, each
image corresponding to one energy step. This approach allows one
to probe linear or circular dichroism. In principle, the data analysis
in PEEM could follow the one used in conventional absorption spec-
troscopy: after aligning all the images, the normalized difference of
the two series obtained with different polarization gives the dichro-
ism spectra. The only difference is that, for each polarization, there
are, in principle, as many absorption spectra as the number of pixels,
and hence the spatial resolution allows one to extract space-resolved
information on the magnetic domains.

• Magnetic contrast image. Generally, magnetic contrast images are col-
lected in order to get information on the magnetic state at the sample
surface: at a fixed energy, where the XMCD or XLD signal is maxi-
mum, two images with opposite polarization are acquired. We focus
on the circular dichroism (the analysis is analogous in the case of XLD
images) and we write I+ and I� as the images collected with circular
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plus and minus polarization, respectively. The quantity I
+�I

�/I++I
�

is a contrast image. The different contrasts in this image reflect the
different magnetic states at the sample surface. In the example shown
in Figure 3.4(b), four different magnetic domains are present, each
characterized by the magnetic moment orientation indicated with an
arrow. The two domains whose magnetization is perpendicular to the
direction of the photon flux appear non-magnetic, since, as explained in
section 3.2, XMCD is capable to probe only magnetic moments parallel
to the direction of propagation of the light beam. The black and white
areas, instead, indicate an opposite magnetic behavior: the difference
in contrast between these two areas reflects the opposite magnetic ori-
entation of the domains. Hence, by changing the energy and collecting
a contrast image where the XMCD reverts sign, the contrast appears
inverted, since we have reverted the momentum brought from the light
beam.

• X-ray photoemission spectroscopy. The processes described above re-
sult from the collection and analysis of the secondary electrons. It is
also possible to probe primary electrons with PEEM: the kinetic en-
ergy of the emitted electrons is chosen by controlling the so-called start
voltage (SV). In the XPEEM experiments described above the SV is set
close to zero and the contribution to the signal is mainly brought by the
secondary electrons. As we increase the SV, we select electrons with
higher kinetic energies, getting rid of the secondary electrons contribu-
tion according to the inelastic mean free path of the electrons [171]. In
this SV range it is possible to collect primary electrons and, by varying
the energy of the incoming photon beam, to obtain an XPS spectra,
where the binding energy is defined as the difference between the pho-
ton energy and the kinetic energy (i.e., the SV). The disadvantage is
that, since the intensity of the primary electrons is much lower than
the secondary electrons one, it is challenging to get a space resolved
image, for which longer acquisition times are necessary.

3.5 Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a unique technique
which allows one to probe directly the band structure of a crystalline ma-
terial. Starting from 1960s, it has been widely used in the investigation of
condensed matter and has been proven to be fundamental in helping to reveal
the hidden electronic properties of novel materials, such as superconductors,
topological insulators, 2-D electron gases and many others. Here, we discuss
briefly the physics behind the ARPES process and we will introduce soft
x-ray ARPES, discussing the advantages and peculiarities of this technique
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Circularly polarized
light

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematics of the XPEEM experimental setup: the secondary
electrons are collected by magnetic lenses and focused, after passing the
energy analyzer, onto a fluorescent screen (taken from [172]). (b) Example
of a PEEM image with different magnetic domains.

as well as drawbacks.

3.5.1 General description

Suppose that a light beam impacts the sample with an angle of incidence ✓
with respect to the normal to the sample surface. An electron which absorbs
such a photon will be photoemitted if the condition h⌫��� |EB| > 0, where
h⌫ is the incoming photon energy, � is the material work function and |EB|
the electron binding energy, is satisfied. In this case, the kinetic energy (Ek)
of the photoemitted electron will be [173–178]

Ek = h⌫ � �� |EB| (3.20)

By using simple relationships, we get

Ek =
p2

2m
(3.21)

p =

p
2mEk (3.22)

where m and p are the mass and the momentum of the electron, respectively.
At this point, one could obtain the parallel component of the momentum,
dependent on ✓:

pk = }kk =
p
2mEk sin ✓ (3.23)

In an ARPES experiment, the sample can generally rotate around three
axis [polar, azimuth and tilt, respectively ✓, ' and ⌧ , as indicated in Figure
3.5(a)] and the detection of the energy and momentum of the photoemitted
electron is performed through an hemispherical analyzer. In this kind of
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Figure 3.5: (a) Typical geometry of an ARPES experiment, where the angles
✓, ⌧ and ' are defined. The scattering plane includes the incoming beam, the
photoemitted electron and the detector. (b) Schematic representation of the
resonant scattering process, where a virtual excited state is formed between
the absorption (initial state) and the emission (final state) of a photon.

detector, two hemispheres are kept at a selected potential difference which
deflects the electrons with kinetic energies within a certain range from the
chosen energy Epass. The trajectory of the electrons depends both on their
energy and on the angle ✓. By rotating the sample around the three axis it
is therefore possible to navigate the Fermi surface in the x,y plane and to
collect the band structure as a function of ✓. From a formal perspective, the
photoemission problem is generally discussed with a three step model:
(i) The electron absorbs the incoming photon and is excited. The probability
of this excitation is described by equation 3.9.
(ii) The photoemitted electron travels through the material towards the sam-
ple surface. This step is mainly determined by the mean free path of the
electron in a solid [171].
(iii) The electron overcomes the material work function and is photoemitted
into the vacuum. Here, because of the breaking of translational symme-
try due to surface-vacuum interface, the perpendicular component of the
wavevector k? is not conserved. This is the reason why a proper measure-
ment of the perpendicular component of the Fermi surface can be performed
only by making additional approximations.

3.5.2 Soft x-ray ARPES

The main limitations of conventional vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) ARPES are
related to the mean free path of the photoemitted electron in the solid, which
limits the probing depth of ARPES to the surface states, and the low res-
olution of the perpendicular component of the wavevector k? due to the
breaking of translational symmetry at the interface. While in VUV-ARPES
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the photon energies are lower than 100 eV, with soft x-rays it is possible to
employ photon energies in the range 300-1600 eV, which change radically
the quality and properties of the ARPES measurements. Soft x-ray ARPES
(SX-ARPES), pioneered at SPring8 [179,180], brings along three important
advantages:
(i) The photoelectron mean free path is increased by a factor of two to five
because of its higher kinetic energy, allowing one to probe buried layers with
a probing depth up to 2 nm at the Ti L3 edge [181].
(ii) The definition of k? is much sharper. This is due to two reasons: the
higher mean free path � is, for the Heisemberg uncertainty principle, in-
versely proportional to the k? resolution (�k? / ��1) and the photoelec-
tron final state becomes free-electron like, allowing approximations by which
it is possible to define k?.
(iii) The photoemission matrix elements reduce to the atomic cross section,
simplifying the ARPES data analysis.
These advantages make SX-ARPES particularly useful to study heterostruc-
tures and multilayer systems or samples which cannot be cleaved in-situ.
Furthermore, it is possible to perform resonant experiments, enhancing the
photoemission process by a factor 2 or 3 and disentangling the band struc-
tures with defined orbital characters. On the other side, a higher photon
energy translates into a reduced photoexcitation cross-section, which has
to be compensated by a high photon flux requiring synchrotron facilities
and beamline instrumentation. Also, the wavelenght of the photoemitted
electrons are comparable to the thermal motion amplitudes. This requires
low measurement temperatures to reduce the electron-phonon scattering.
Finally, the resolution on the momentum is defined (from eq. 3.23) as
�kk =

p
2mEk/}2 cos ✓�✓, where �✓ is the angle acceptance of the analyzer.

Therefore, the momentum resolution is higher for conventional ARPES with
low kinetic energies.

Matrix element effects and selection rules

The ARPES measured intensity I is defined as [173–178]

I(k,!) = I0(k, ⌫, A)f(!)A(k,!) (3.24)

where ! is the electron energy with respect to the Fermi surface, A(k,!)
is the one-particle spectral function and I0(k, ⌫, A) is directly proportional
to the matrix elements defined in equation 3.13. It is clear that, in order
to measure photoemission, the overall integral defined in 3.13 must be non-
vanishing, i.e., the integrand must be an even function. For simplicity, we
consider a symmetry plane which is perpendicular to the sample surface and
contains the photon propagation vector and the detector [Figure 3.5(a)] and
we suppose that the photoemitted electron can be described with a plane
wave [175, 182–184]. Since the photoelectron propagation vector is parallel
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to the plane (the electron is traveling towards the detector), the wavefront
is orthogonal to it, and will hence possess even parity. The symmetry of the
integrand is hence defined by the term (✏ · r)

���ki
↵
. Therefore, if

���ki
↵

is even
under reflection around this plane, (✏ · r) must be even (i.e., the polarization
of the light must be in-plane), while for

���ki
↵

odd, the dipole operator must
be odd. These selection rules allow one to distinguish the different orbital
characters with symmetry and geometrical arguments, making possible to
probe only selected orbital characters in a complex material by tuning the
symmetry of the light polarization.
Before closing this section, there is a second effect worth mentioning which
is correlated to matrix elements: although the band structure of the system
can be directly probed with ARPES, the matrix elements can impose selec-
tion rules on the allowed transitions and forbid the access to the whole band
structure. It has been observed in graphene and graphite, as well as in sys-
tems containing different periodicities, that not all the bands are accessible
and measurable with ARPES [185–192]. Hence, it is not uncommon to see
a band structure where the periodicity in the Brillouin zone is not observed,
and to detect a parabola centered in kx = 0 and no signal in kx = 2⇡/a.

3.6 X-ray resonant reflectivity

The interaction between spin, charge, lattice and orbital degree of freedom
is the basic mechanism that governs the rich variety of phenomena that
characterize novel materials such as colossal magnetoresistance materials and
superconductors. X-ray resonant reflectivity (RXRR) is a technique sensitive
to spatial modulations and electronic structure, providing a perfect tool to
study simultaneously spatial modulations of spin, charge and orbital degrees
of freedom. In a RXRR experiment, the x-ray energy is set to the edge
energy of a core electron of a selected element. The core electron, thanks to
the photoelectric effect, will be able to perform a dipole-allowed transition to
an unoccupied state close to the Fermi energy, after which it will decay back
to the initial state emitting a photon with the same energy as the incident
one [Figure 3.5(b)]. The scattering problem is well defined through the total
coherent elastic scattering amplitude (also called the form factor) defined
as [193]

f ⇠ f0 + f 0
+ if 00

+ f (mag) (3.25)

where f0 is the Thomson contribution, f (mag) is the magnetic x-ray scatter-
ing from a magnetic ion and f 0

+ if 00 is the contribution from the absorption
and dispersive processes, which is a function of the photon energy and of the
polarization of the incoming and scattered wave. This last term becomes
fundamental when describing the resonant scattering process [193]. There-
fore, the knowledge of the atomic scattering factors becomes fundamental
when the extrapolation of quantitative information from a resonant scatter-
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ing experiment is needed. Although tabulated values are available in the
literature, it is better to directly measure the scattering factors in order to
consider eventual slight changes in the sample structure and stoichiometry.
To this goal, absorption spectra and XMCDs have to be collected and, by
using the optical theorem, the components of the scattering factors can be
obtained. Indeed, the absorption spectrum is correlated to the imaginary
part of the scattering factor; by using the Kramers-Kronig relationship, the
real part can be obtained. A detailed treatment of the theory can be found
in [194].

RXRR simulation

Two different kinds of data are used in this thesis: angle and energy scans.
The former are performed using a fixed beam energy (in resonance with
Mn L-edge) and varying the angle of incidence, the latter by choosing a
defined angle and varying the energy of the incoming beam across the two
Mn L edges. For each scan, circular plus and minus polarizations are used;
the difference between the two spectra gives the asymmetry. In this thesis,
the quantitative data analysis of the RXRR data is performed using the
DYNA software, which, using the matrix formalism developed by Elzo et
al. [195], reproduces the reflectivity and energy scans. The software requires
the knowledge of f 0

+if 00 and f (mag)
= m0

+im00, which can be extracted from
the XAS and XMCD measurements. In particular, f 00 and m00 correspond
to the XAS and XMCD spectra, respectively, which can be combined with
the off-resonant tabulated values (the tabulated values used in this thesis are
extracted from the NIST database [196]) to obtain the f 00 and m00 function
for a broad energy range. The real part f 0 can be calculated using the
Kramers-Kronig relation [197]

f 0
(E) =

2

⇡

Z 1

0

!0f 00
(!0

)

E2 � !02d!
0 (3.26)

while m0 is the difference between f 0 of two different polarizations.
Once the multilayer structure is defined, DYNA fits the thickness, rough-

ness, density and magnetic moments to the experimental data. In particular,
the latter is expressed in units of magnetic moment per atom extracted by
the scattering constant m00. In general, also the direction of the magnetic
moment can be fitted, although the knowledge of the spin alignment was
known a priori in this work.

3.7 Instrumentation

In this section I summarize the main instrumentation used in this thesis.
All these instruments are located at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in
Switzerland.
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Atomic force microscopy

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements are performed in the
Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) userlab, using a Bruker Dimension Icon
3100 scanning station mounted on a vibration and sound isolation table. It
is equipped with a laser for measuring the vibration of the cantilever and a
lock-in amplifier. It can perform AFM measurements in tapping and contact
mode as well as magnetic force microscopy measurements by inserting an
appropriate tip. Electric gate voltage can be applied to the tip to perform
ferroelectric characterization such as piezoresponse force microscopy.

Transport measurements

The transport characterization is carried out in a home-built setup equipped
with a liquid He cryostat (with working temperature between 10 and 500 K),
a Keithley sourcemeter for applying and measuring voltage, current and
resistance, and a four probe contact system in a van der Pauw configuration
[198, 199]. The measurements are performed through a Lab View software
specifically developed.

SQUID measurements

I have performed the magnetic characterization at the Laboratory for Meso-
scopic Systems, ETH Zurich, Switzerland, equipped with a 7 Tesla Quantum
Design MPMS3-137 magnetic properties measurement system. It can apply
fields up to 7 tesla and operate in the temperature range 2-400 K. It gives the
possibility to measure DC as well as vibrating sample magnetization. If not
differently specified, a quartz holder has been used to measure the in-plane
magnetization.

SIM beamline

At the surface interface microscopy (SIM) beamline of the Swiss light source
(SLS), the light is delivered through two undulators which can operate si-
multaneously and deliver fully polarized linear or circular light in the energy
range 90-2000 eV [200]. The permanent station at SIM beamline hosts a pho-
toemission electron microscope which can operate in the temperature range
50-450 K. Depending on the sample holder, it gives the opportunity to apply
electric contacts or an out-of-plane magnetic field. By adjusting the start
voltage, i.e., by properly selecting the kinetic energy of the electrons, it is
possible to observe secondary electrons or photoemitted electrons, allowing
PEEM or XPS experiments. The manipulator can rotate by 360o, allowing
a magnetic characterization in all the in-plane directions. The field of view
goes from 150 µm to 5 µm and the magnetic lateral resolution is ⇠ 60 nm. By
retracting the manipulator the light beam reaches a second endstation which
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can be a ptychography chamber, a resonant scattering chamber (RESOXS)
or a spectroscopy chamber, all interchangeable with each other. The last
two are the ones used in this thesis. RESOXS allows elastic resonant scat-
tering experiments; it is equipped with a permanent magnet and a cryostat
with a sample shield to cool down the sample, which is mounted on a 4-axis
goniometer. The spectroscopy chamber is instead optimized for XMCD and
XLD experiments and allows measurements in total electron yield (TEY) or
total fluorescence yield (TFY) using a photodiode. An electromagnet can
apply a magnetic field up to 10 kOe and the samples can be cooled down to
⇠ 20 K.

X-Treme beamline

The X-Treme beamline at SLS is characterized by one undulator which is
able to fully polarize the light with circular and linear polarization [201]. It is
equipped with a permanent endstation optimized for XMCD and XLD mea-
surements. Differently from the endstation at SIM beamline, it is equipped
with a superconducting magnet able to apply a magnetic field up to 6.8 T
along the direction of the beam and up to 1 T in the perpendicular plane.
The sample temperature can be adjusted from 370 K to 2 K.

ADRESS beamline

The advanced resonant spectroscopy (ADRESS) beamline is optimized for
resonant scattering experiments, such as resonant inelastic soft x-ray scat-
tering and soft x-ray ARPES. The light is delivered to the two endstations
by an undulator which provides light in the energy range 100-2000 eV [202].
At the ARPES endstation the sample is kept at 10 K, which is a necessary
condition in SX-ARPES, and is mounted on a three rotational axis sam-
ple holder in order to perform angle resolved photoemission. The detection
of the photoemitted electrons is performed using an hemispherical analyzer
with an energy resolution better than 5 meV; a MATLAB-based software
allows the data collection and analysis.
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Full Magnetic Polarized

Ultrathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3
Films1

4.1 Introduction

The disruption of the atomic structure at the boundary between different
materials often gives rise to the emergence of new phenomena that are char-
acteristic of the interface region itself [132,206]. The study of such interface
phenomena is important to understand the role of broken symmetries, elec-
tron exchange, and correlation effects to the electronic properties, but may
also hold the promise for new electronic devices based on purely interfacial
effects. Critical for strong interfacial effects is the growth of sharp and well
defined interfaces separating materials with pristine electronic structures;
this is because the presence of defects at the interface may strongly disturb
the electronic properties of the component phases, for instance, making the

1The experimental work in this chapter summarizes the results of three manuscripts
submitted for publication [203–205]. My contribution to these papers was the growth
of the films, the AFM measurements and the SQUID characterization. The diffraction
measurements were carried out by Dr. G. Panchal in collaboration with Dr. C. Schneider.
The transport measurements are performed by me in collaboration with Dr. G. Panchal,
while the spectroscopic measurements were carried out at SIM beamline by me and Dr.
C. A. F. Vaz and at X-Treme beamline by me in collaboration with Dr. D. Vaclavkova
and Dr. C. Piamonteze. The XPS and XPEEM measurements were performed at SIM
beamline by me, Dr. G. Panchal and Dr. C. A. F. Vaz. I have carried out all the data
processing and analysis, with the exception of the XPS and the XPEEM and XLD data,
processed by Dr. C. A. F. Vaz and Dr. G. Panchal, respectively.
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interdiffused interface of a magnetic material non-magnetic [207] or where
the presence of charge traps screens the polarization of a ferroelectric inter-
face [60].

One example of an interfacial effect is the onset of a magnetoelectric cou-
pling emerging at the boundary between ferromagnetic and ferroelectric ma-
terials to form multiferroic heterostructures, whereby control of magnetism
through electric fields is made possible [9,61,66,68,78,208]. For the particular
case of the Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 interface, the magnetoelectric
coupling was demonstrated to originate from charge-driven modulation of
the valency and spin configuration of the interfacial La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer in-
duced by charge screening of the ferroelectric polarization [8]. The observed
changes in the magnetic moment are of the order of 20%, which is a large ef-
fect; however, given the interfacial character of the magnetoelectric coupling,
the change in the magnetic moment is associated with only a few unit cells
of the whole sample and therefore the total change is averaged out by the
remainder of the magnetic film. The latter has a lower thickness limit deter-
mined by the magnetic and electric behavior of La1�xSrxMnO3 thin films:
when grown on high quality SrTiO3(001) substrates, the onset of electric
conductivity occurs at about 10 unit cells (uc), while the magnetic moment
is strongly reduced and is absent below 5 uc [209,210], forming magnetic and
electric ‘dead layers’ whose origin has been variously attributed to magnetic
or orbital interfacial reconfiguration, cation intermixing or polar discontinu-
ity [20–23,23–32]. It is therefore important to devise solutions for obtaining
ultrathin films with bulk-like or with enhanced interfacial characteristics,
including full magnetic and ferroelectric polarizations in ferromagnetic and
ferroelectric systems, respectively. In addition, one also expects that the
relative importance of the interfacial effect will increase as the thickness is
reduced, since the interface will then be a larger portion of the overall sys-
tem. Hence, it is also important that not only the interface is well defined,
but also that the electronic properties of the material remain robust with
decreasing thickness, ideally down to the monolayer range [60,207].

To overcome the degradation in the magnetic properties of ultrathin
manganites, one strategy consists of decoupling the films from the non-
magnetic substrate by inserting a magnetically polarized buffer layer [22,
33, 34]. For example, the introduction of 2 uc LaMnO3 between a 120 nm
thick La1�xSrxMnO3 (x = 0.4) and the SrTiO3 substrate leads to the disap-
pearance of the dead layer as measured by second harmonic signal generation
and ascribed to the interruption of the charge transfer across the SrTiO3 in-
terface, which is otherwise responsible for hole doping of the La0.6Sr0.4MnO3

film [22]. In another instance, 1 uc La1�xBaxMnO3 (x = 0.3) films sand-
wiched between two 3 uc SrRuO3 layers are found to be fully magnetically
polarized, an effect attributed to the presence of oxygen octahedral rota-
tions induced by the SrRuO3, leading to an orbital reconstruction and an
enhancement of the interfacial magnetic properties [35]. In another exam-
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ple, CaRu1/2Ti1/2O3 used as interlayer in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 superlattices has
been shown to preserve the magnetic properties of the individual mangan-
ite films and to result in antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling [36]. These
studies highlight the importance of separating the manganite film from the
supporting SrTiO3 substrate and highlight the role of charge transfer, spin
exchange and octahedral tilting, together with orbital rearrangement, to the
improvement of the magnetic properties toward bulk characteristics.

In this chapter, we explore the magnetic and transport properties of ul-
trathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films when a manganite buffer layer is introduced
at the interface with the SrTiO3 substrate. We employ two different types
of buffer layers, a nominally antiferromagnetic insulating LaMnO3 and an
antiferromagnetic conducting La0.45Sr0.55MnO3, in order to disentangle the
roles of spin and charge exchange at the interface. In the first case, our
results show that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film develops robust magnetic prop-
erties, with near bulk-like critical temperature and magnetic moments that
are independent of thickness starting at 1 uc. In the second case, an anti-
ferromagnetic coupling to the buffer layer is observed for thicknesses up to
3 uc, while for larger thicknesses the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer transitions to
a fully-polarized ferromagnetic state. By probing the electronic band struc-
ture using x-ray absorption spectroscopy, we link the magnetic properties
of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 to the evolution of the orbital occupancy with film
thickness.

4.2 Experimental details

The samples in this study consist of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films with thicknesses
ranging from 0 to 10 uc, grown on a 12 uc LaMnO3 buffer layer (except
for the 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 sample, grown on 14 uc LaMnO3) or on a
15 uc La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer. Figure 4.1(e) shows a schematic dia-
gram of the sample structure. For this study, we used commercially available
SrTiO3(001) substrates (SurfaceNet), with ±0.1o miscut, which were chem-
ically treated with a HCl:HNO3 solution and annealed to 1000 oC in air to
provide single TiO2-terminated surfaces [159, 160]. After growth, the sam-
ples belonging to the LaMnO3 series are annealed in air at 600 oC for 6 hours
to fully oxygenate the films. Henceforth, the samples are named with the
thickness of the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer in uc. In order to investigate the
magnetic properties of the LaMnO3 buffer layer, series of 12 unit cells (uc)
thick LaMnO3 films (labelled LMO1-4) were deposited onto TiO2-terminated
SrTiO3(001) substrates. The substrates were held at a temperature of 720oC
during growth, except for LMO3 grown at 700oC, and the growth process
was monitored by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED).

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were carried out at
the SIM and X-Treme beamlines at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the
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Figure 4.1: (a-c) RHEED patterns of the TiO2-terminated SrTiO3(001) sub-
strate, LaMnO3 buffer layer and 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 film, re-
spectively, along the h100i azimuth. The energy of the incident electron
beam was set to 15 keV. (d) RHEED intensity oscillations as a function
of time for a 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 deposited on LaMnO3. (e) Schematic
of the sample structure. (f) AFM measurement after the growth of 10 uc
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3, showing a flat surface with single unit cell step
terraces (inset). Figure taken from [203].

Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland, with the signal collected in to-
tal electron yield (TEY) mode, which has a high surface sensitivity due
to the limited mean free path of the electrons in solid materials. When
measuring at SIM, before each magnetic XAS measurement, a saturation
field of 1 kOe was applied to the sample and the measurements were per-
formed under 200 Oe magnetic field. At X-Treme, the saturation field is
6 T and the measurements are performed at remanence. We have collected
XAS spectra with circularly left and right polarized light, from which we
obtain the unpolarized (average) spectra and the x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) spectra (difference). The latter are normalized by divid-
ing it by the L3 peak intensity of the respective average XAS spectrum to
give the dichroic signal as percentage of the average XAS spectrum. Lin-
ear dichroism measurements were carried out at room temperature by mea-
suring the XAS spectra with the sample at a normal angle of incidence
and at 45o to probe, respectively, the in-plane and out of plane orbital
states; for one sample (5 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3), the x-ray
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linear dichroic (XLD) measurements were carried out using the x-ray pho-
toemission electron microscope at the SIM beamline, where the light im-
pinges the sample at a grazing angle of 16o. In order to compare spectra
taken at different geometries, the out of plane XAS spectra is calculated
using the expression for the angular dependence of the linear dichroism,
I(✓) = Iab cos2 ✓ + Ic sin2 ✓, where ✓ is the angle of incidence of the light
with respect to the sample surface and Iab, Ic, the x-ray absorption parallel
to the sample surface and perpendicular to it, respectively. Local chem-
ical characterization of the samples was carried out at room temperature
with x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) at the SIM beam-
line, operated in x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) mode [211]. The
measurements were carried out by fixing the acceptance energy of the en-
ergy analyser (100 and 600 eV) and varying the photon energy, thereby
setting the kinetic energy of the detected electrons and the probing depth
(a few Å and 2-3 nm, respectively) [171]. XPEEM magnetic measurements
were also performed for LMO4 LaMnO3/SrTiO3/SrTiO3(001) and for the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 series at 80 K.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 The role of interdiffusion on the magnetism of ultrathin

LaMnO3 films

Before going into the details of the magnetic properties of the heterostruc-
tures, let us focus on the LaMnO3 buffer layer itself. In its bulk form,
LaMnO3 orders antiferromagnetically below 143 K and exhibits an orbital
ordered state (up to 780 K) as a result of the Jahn-Teller instability that lifts
the degeneracy of the eg orbitals of the Mn3+ [121, 212]. However, a strong
dependence of the magnetic properties of LaMnO3 on the oxygen stoichiom-
etry has been remarked, where both oxygen excess and deficiency leads to
the presence of a non-zero magnetization. In the case of oxygen excess, the
ferromagnetic component has been associated with the introduction of La
and Mn vacancies that lead to the presence of Mn3+-Mn4+ clusters driven
to the ferromagnetic state by the double-exchange interaction [37–44], while
for oxygen deficiency, the presence of an orthorhombic magnetic phase has
been identified [50]. Interest in the magnetic properties of thin LaMnO3

films has also been extensive, in particular since other control parameters
can be added, including epitaxial strain induced by the substrate. In fact,
ab initio calculations have predicted that LaMnO3 becomes ferromagnetic
with an enhanced moment when strained in-plane to the lattice parameter of
SrTiO3 [51, 213, 214]. Also in thin films, the oxygen pressure during growth
impacts significantly the amplitude of the magnetic moment [45–48], and
presence of Mn in a mixed valence state has also been highlighted [47,49]. In
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order to better understand the nature of magnetism in the LaMnO3 film, we
carried out a detailed study of its magnetic and structural properties, both
as-grown and after an annealing step.

Typical RHEED patterns taken immediately after film growth are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.2(a-d). They show sharp diffraction spots lying on a Laue
arc, characteristic of atomically smooth surfaces, although an elongation
along the vertical direction suggests the presence of some surface disorder.
Following the time dependence of the RHEED spot intensity allows one to
determine the evolution of the surface structure quality and to accurately
determine the film thickness through the oscillations in intensity that oc-
cur in layer-by-layer film growth, shown in Fig. 4.2(e); the oscillations in the
RHEED intensity develop after a time delay, suggesting that the film growth
starts as island growth before the surface quality improves with continued
LaMnO3 growth. Therefore, although the final RHEED patterns look simi-
lar, the film growth process can differ slightly. Atomic force microscopy of the
as-grown samples show that the films are atomically smooth, reproducing the
atomic step structure of the SrTiO3(001) substrate. The LMO4 series consist
of LaMnO3 films grown simultaneously on three different substrates, SrTiO3,
(LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 (LSAT), and on 4 uc SrTiO3/SrTiO3(001), with
the SrTiO3 layer grown homoepitaxially on a separate step; the samples were
annealed after growth. The lattice parameter for cubic LSAT is a=3.86 Å
and for SrTiO3 a=3.905 Å, while the lattice parameters of orthorhombic
LaMnO3 are a=5.5367 Å, b=5.7473 Å, and c=7.6929 Å [215], giving an av-
erage pseudo-cubit lattice constant of a=3.99 Å. LSAT is more stable to
oxygen loss at high temperatures in reducing conditions [161] and has a dif-
ferent lattice mismatch compared to SrTiO3. As shown in Fig. 4.2(f) for
LMO2, the as-grown samples show the presence on Mn2+, suggesting that
the films are oxygen deficient. Hence, the samples are subsequently grown
in pairs and one of the samples is annealed at 600oC for 6 h in air in a tube
furnace to fully oxidize the LaMnO3 films. The temperature was chosen to
be below that of the growth temperature to minimize mass transport. After
annealing, the LaMnO3 XAS spectra show no presence of the Mn2+ feature,
Fig. 4.2(f).

In Fig. 4.3 we present the results of the bulk magnetic characterization.
A first observation is the presence of a ferromagnetic component for both
as-grown and annealed samples, which is not expected for stoichiometric
bulk LaMnO3 but is similar to what has been reported previously in the
literature for LaMnO3 thin films [45–49, 51, 216–218]. The critical temper-
ature is of about 125 K for the as-grown samples but increases to 150-225
K after annealing; as a comparison, the Néel temperature of bulk LaMnO3

is 143 K [121]. Also the behavior at low temperatures is markedly differ-
ent between the as grown and annealed samples: if no field is applied upon
cooling [ZFC curves, marked with empty circled in Figure 4.3(a)] the shape
at low temperatures deviates from the field cooled one (filled circles), while
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Figure 4.2: (a-d) RHEED patterns of the LaMnO3/SrTiO3(001) films.
(e) RHEED intensity oscillations observed during film growth for samples
LMO1-4. (f) X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Mn L edge for LMO2.
Figure taken from [204].

the same behavior is not observed after the annealing step, where the two
curves overlap. The magnetic moment shows a larger variability, ranging
from 0.75-1.2 µB/Mn at low temperature and increasing as well for the an-
nealed samples. As observed, the magnetic moment is much smaller than
the ionic value of 4 µB/Mn of the spin S = 2 state of Mn3+. The magnetic
hysteresis curves also change markedly after annealing, where the large co-
ercivity and rounded M-H loops of the as-grown samples give way to curves
that have very small coercive fields. In order to determine the impact of
the substrate on the magnetic properties of the LaMnO3 films, we have pre-
pared one LaMnO3 series (LMO4) on three different substrates, as already
mentioned. The results for the LMO4 samples in Fig. 4.4 show no signifi-
cant differences between the two SrTiO3(001) templates and slightly reduced
properties for film grown on LSAT.

To determine the origin of the measured magnetic moment, we carried out
magnetic x-ray spectroscopy measurements on samples LMO1 and LMO2.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the unpolarized XAS spectra before and after annealing.
We observe the presence of a strong Mn2+ feature in the as-grown samples,
whose impact can be seen in the XMCD spectra presented in Fig. 4.5(b)
as a sharp drop to zero, showing that this contribution is non-magnetic. In
contrast, the spectra of the annealed samples show a slight shift in peak
position to higher energies and no Mn2+ peak. Despite the slight differences
in the spectra, what is clear is that the magnetic signal originates from the
Mn cations and increases slightly with sample annealing.

One may attribute the changes in the magnetic properties upon annealing
to the full oxidation of the LaMnO3 film, even if stoichiometric LaMnO3
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Figure 4.3: SQUID magnetometry data for LMO1-3. Figure adapted from
[204].
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Figure 4.5: (a) XAS and (b) XMCD spectra (normalised to the XAS peak
amplitude) for samples LMO1-2. The spectra have been shifted vertically
for ease of display. Figure taken from [204].

should be antiferromagnetic. Epitaxial strain could also play a role in driving
the system to a ferromagnetic state, although the observation of reduced
moments on several substrates seems to suggest that strain may not be the
main factor leading the emergence of ferromagnetism in LaMnO3 thin films.
Our results show further that the SrTiO3 buffer layer has no significant effect
on the magnetic properties, indicating that defects at the SrTiO3 substrate
surface are not the determinant factor for the magnetic properties.

A concern with the growth of LaMnO3 on SrTiO3 substrates is that Sr
can interdiffuse into the LaMnO3 film, effectively doping it and driving the
system into a spin canted ferromagnetic insulating state [121, 219, 220]. To
determine whether Sr diffuses from the SrTiO3 substrate to the LaMnO3

film, we carried out XPS measurements using XPEEM [211]. In Fig. 4.6(b)
we show the spectra taken for LMO1 over the two small regions of the sample
labeled in Fig. 4.6(a). In this region of the sample we identified a defect that
exposes the SrTiO3 substrate, as confirmed by the observation of a Ti signal
(together with a strong Mn signal, showing that the defect does not simply
expose the substrate). We observe no Ti signal over the non-defective area
of the surface, in agreement with the limited probing depth of the XPS at
a kinetic energy of 100 eV used here. Tellingly, we find the presence of a
strong Sr signal over the same area, as well as the presence of a Si impurity
signal, which is stronger over the defective region and of Ca, identified in the
XAS signal that appears in XPS overview scans as the photon energy was
varied. The fact that the impurities arise from the substrate and are not
present in the MBE sources is confirmed by measuring a Nb-doped SrTiO3

substrate and a LaMnO3 thin film grown on a Si chip, the former showing
Ca and Si impurities, the latter exhibiting no Ca XAS signal. These results
confirm the presence of Sr, Ca, and Si, the latter two well-known impurities
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Figure 4.6: (a) XPS spectra for sample LMO1 taken at the two positions
indicated in (b), which shows elemental contrast images showing the Sr,
Si, Ti, and Mn signal distribution across the sample. (c,d) XPS spectra
measured at different kinetic energy of the photoelectrons for samples LMO1
and LMO4 (LaMnO3/LSAT), respectively. Figure taken from [204].

of SrTiO3 [221]. In Fig. 4.6(c) we compare XPS measurements of LMO4
at two values of the electron kinetic energy, showing that, although the Sr
signal is detected in all cases, it is weaker at the surface and also in the
as-grown film, indicating that the annealing procedure promotes further Sr
diffusion. However, also for LMO3, grown at 700oC, and LaMnO3/LSAT, we
find the presence of Sr, although in lower amount compared for the SrTiO3

substrate. In fact, the distribution of Sr across La1�xSrxMnO3 films grown
on SrTiO3 has been addressed in the literature, including studies reporting
a non-uniform Sr distribution [222], which may be driven by the tendency
for Sr and Ca to segregate to the SrTiO3 surface [223,224].

The Sr signal present in the LaMnO3 films is significant and could repre-
sent a few % in content; one expects that its presence will impact the mag-
netic properties of the LaMnO3 film, in particular, by adding hole carriers
and driving it into the ferromagnetic insulating regime of La1�xSrxMnO3.
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4.3.2 Magnetic, electric and spectroscopic characterization

of ultrathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films

In this section, we discuss the results on the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 and
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 heterostructures. To determine the strain
state of the heterostructures, we carried out x-ray diffraction measurements
on the two 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films. The ✓-2✓ scans around the (002)
SrTiO3 peak are shown in Fig. 4.7(a,b) for the LaMnO3 and La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

buffer layers, respectively. In both cases, broad peaks to the right of the
(002) SrTiO3 line are observed, corresponding to the pseudo-cubic (002)
planes of the manganite films; in the case of the LaMnO3 buffer layer,
only one peak can be distinguished; by fitting the peak with three Gaus-
sian components [Fig. 4.7(a)], one for the SrTiO3 peak together with a dif-
fused scattering component and a third for the LaMnO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

bilayer, we obtain for the latter an out of plane lattice parameters of 3.87 Å,
which is below both LaMnO3 and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 pseudocubic bulk values
of a/

p
2 = 3.89 Å [121]. For the case of the film with La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer

layer, we observe the presence of clear Laue oscillations, indicative of high
quality interfaces and that the manganite peak is composed of two overlap-
ping components [Fig 4.7(b)], which we ascribe to the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 films. By fitting this peak to two Gaussian components
together with the SrTiO3 peak with a diffused scattering component, we
obtain out of plane lattice parameters of 3.84 Å and 3.81 Å, which we as-
sign to the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 films, respectively. These
values are considerably smaller than the respective pseudocubic bulk lat-
tice parameters of 3.89 Å and 3.84 Å, [94, 95, 121] as expected for tensile
strain induced by the SrTiO3 substrate. Reciprocal space mapping (RSM)
around the asymmetric (103) plane of SrTiO3 are shown in Fig. 4.7(c,d)
for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3, re-
spectively. One finds that the Bragg reflection corresponding to the film
bilayer lies at the same Qx value for both heterostructures, which directly
shows that the manganite films grow coherently to the SrTiO3 substrate and
are fully strained. We expect likewise that the thinner La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films
to be also fully strained to the SrTiO3 substrate.

The temperature dependence of the magnetization (M-T ) of the ultra-
thin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 films as the function of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thick-
ness is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). For the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films, the results show
that starting from 1 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, the Curie temperature jumps to
TC=260 K (compared with 309 K for bulk La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and 305 K for
thick La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/STO(001), slightly reduced from the bulk value due
to epitaxial tensile strain) [121, 209]; with increasing La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thick-
ness, TC is seen to oscillate around 250 K, as shown in inset I of Fig. 4.8(c),
which resembles the oscillatory behavior of the critical temperature observed
in ultrathin Fe and Co films as a function of the Cu capping layer thickness
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Figure 4.7: ✓-2✓ x-ray diffraction scans for (a) 10 uc
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 and (b) 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

heterostructures. Reciprocal space mapping around the asymmetric (103)
Bragg reflection of SrTiO3 for (c) 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 and
(d) 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3. Vertical scale represents the
scattering intensity, in arbitrary units. Figure taken from [203].

(attributed in this case to a contribution from a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida type of exchange coupling in itinerant ferromagnets) [207, 225, 226]
and which could be a manifestation of finite-size effects. Notably, we find no
independent contribution from the LaMnO3 buffer layer in the M -T curves,
indicating that the two layers are fully coupled magnetically. We observe
as well a steady increase in the saturation magnetization with increasing
thickness, which we quantify from magnetic hysteresis curves carried out
at 20 K, shown in Fig. 4.8(b). These data show that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

films have small coercive fields, of ⇠50 Oe, except for the 2 and 10 uc
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films, which exhibit coercive fields of ⇠300 Oe. By extrap-
olating from the high field region to zero field, we estimate the zero-field
saturation magnetization as a function of thickness, shown in Fig. 4.8(c),
to find that the saturation moment increases linearly with thickness, with a
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slope of 3.8 µB/uc expected for bulk La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, shown as a red line.
This result demonstrates that the insertion of an LaMnO3 buffer layer re-
sults in La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films that are fully spin-polarized down to 1 uc. The
intercept at the origin gives the magnetization of LaMnO3, of 20.7 µB/uc
area, corresponding to an average magnetic moment of 1.7 µB/Mn, in agree-
ment with previous findings in the literature [47,48]. Assuming the LaMnO3

moment to be constant throughout the sample series, we can subtract its
(constant) magnetic contribution to obtain the linear behavior shown in the
inset II of Fig. 4.8(c). For the 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thickness, we expect a
slightly larger magnetic moment due to the thicker LaMnO3 layer (14 uc) and
in the inset II of Fig. 4.8(d) we show the magnetic moment after subtracting
an additional moment of 3.4 µB corresponding to the extra 2 uc LaMnO3.
These results highlight the fact that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films develop a full
magnetic moment starting from the first unit cell.

The transport properties are shown in Fig. 4.8(d). We find that the 12 uc
thick LaMnO3 film is insulating, consistent with previous reports and as ex-
pected for bulk LaMnO3 [121,216]; importantly, starting from 1 uc thickness,
the films exhibit a clear peak in the resistivity at a temperature near the
magnetic critical temperature [inset I of Fig. 4.8(c)], typical of the mixed
valence “colossal” magnetoresistance (CMR) manganites [227]; the 2 and
4 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films show a second transition to insulating behavior at
low temperature, which is often found in thin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/SrTiO3(001)
films and attributed to A-site disorder-induced charge localization effects
[228]. These results show that also the transport properties of the ultrathin
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films are similar to that of the bulk counterpart [121].

The results for the case of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 are marked-
ly different. The magnetic hysteresis loops, presented in Fig. 4.9(a), show
that the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3/SrTiO3(001) film exhibit no magnetic hysteresis,
consistent with the expected antiferromagnetic state reported earlier [95].
Also, the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films up to 3 uc thickness show a negligible mag-
netic response to the applied magnetic field, while for thicknesses above 4 uc,
magnetic hysteresis is present with coercive fields in the range from 50-100
Oe. The magnetic behavior is also confirmed by temperature dependent
magnetization measurements shown in Fig. 4.9(b) for the 4, 5, 8 and 10 uc
films, where the onset of magnetization in the system is observed at 250 K
(with the 4 uc film showing an uptick in the magnetization at around 100 K).
Remarkably, the 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film reaches a critical temperature
of about 300 K, close to the bulk value. The saturation magnetic moment
extracted from the M-H curves is presented in Fig. 4.9(c) and shows an ap-
proximately linear increase in the magnetization for thicknesses above 3 uc
with a slope of about 3.8 µB/uc.

The resistivity of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 series grown on La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4.9(d). Since in this case the
buffer layer brings a non-negligible contribution to the total resistivity, the
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Figure 4.8: (a) Field-cooled magnetization variation with temperature of the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 films taken during heating (applied magnetic field
of 1 kOe). (b) Magnetic hysteresis curves at 20 K. (c) Magnetization per
unit cell area versus La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film thickness extrapolated at zero-field
from the M-H loops (symbols); the red line has a slope of 3.8 µB/uc. Inset
(I) shows the variation of the critical temperature (SQUID) and of the peak
in resistivity as a function of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film thickness (dashed lines are
guides to the eye); inset (II) shows the magnetic moment (µ) variation with-
out the LaMnO3 moment contribution. The error bars in the magnetization
are related to the experimental uncertainty due to the LaMnO3 thickness.
(d) Resistivity versus temperature for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 sample
series. Figure taken from [203].

latter is calculated using the bilayer film thickness. The 0 uc sample shows a
metal to insulator transition (MIT) at TMIT = 287 K, in agreement with pre-
vious reports [95]. The reduced resistivity and increased MIT temperature
(TMIT) of the 1, 2 and 3 uc samples show that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layers have
lower resistivity compared to the buffer layer. The 4 uc thick La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

on La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer shows instead a drop in TMIT, as also shown
in the figure inset. A further increase in TMIT is observed for the 5 and
10 uc samples, saturating at ⇠ 300 K. The critical temperature estimated
from the peak resistivity is found to be significantly different from that esti-
mated from the M-T curves, a discrepancy that is much larger than for the
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La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3 series. For example, for the 5 u.c. film, the critical
temperature obtained from the magnetization curve is about 260 K, while
the peak in the resistivity remains close to that of the 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3,
of about 290 K. This fact implies that at and above 5 uc thickness, the ferro-
magnetic component of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film is magnetically decoupled
from the manganite layers underneath. The kink at around 100 K observed
for the 1-4 uc films is due to the SrTiO3 cubic to tetragonal phase transi-
tion, which affects particularly strongly La1�xSrxMnO3 films at near the 0.5
doping [95,229].
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Figure 4.9: (a) Magnetization hysteresis curves at T=20 K of the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 sample series and (b) magnetization tem-
perature dependence of the 0, 4, 5, 8 and 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films. (c)
Zero-field saturation moments extrapolated from the M-H loops. The red
line has a slope of 3.8 µB/uc crossing the abscissa at 3 uc. (d) Transport
measurements showing the evolution of the temperature dependent resistiv-
ity with thickness. The metal to insulator transition variation with thickness,
identified as TC, is shown in the figure inset together with the Curie temper-
ature, obtained as linear extrapolation to zero from the M-T curves. Figure
taken from [203].

We interpret the results for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 as
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showing that the 1-3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films couple antiferromagnetically
to the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer, while for larger thicknesses the addi-
tional layer change abruptly to a ferromagnetic state. The increase in the
Néel temperature (corresponding to TMIT in these films) for 1-3 uc indicates
an increase of the magnetic exchange interaction, while the large difference
between TC and TMIT shows that the ferromagnetic layers are magnetically
decoupled from the antiferromagnetic layer underneath. Starting from 4 uc
thickness, the magnetic moment increases linearly with a slope of 3.8µB/Mn,
indicated by the red line in Fig. 4.9(c), similar to the LaMnO3 buffer layer
case, but shifted by 3 uc.

In order to understand better the magnetic and electronic properties
of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films, we carried out x-ray magnetic spectroscopy
measurements. In Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) we show the evolution of the non-
polarized XAS spectra with thickness for the films grown on the LaMnO3 and
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layers, respectively. For the case of the films grown
on LaMnO3, we find no significant changes in the spectra across the sample
series, which show features characteristic of fully oxidized La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

[230, 231]. The spectra corresponding to the 0 and 10 uc samples were col-
lected at the X-Treme beamline and show a different peak amplitude, at-
tributed to different background and measurement conditions between the
two endstations. The corresponding normalized XMCD spectra are shown
in Fig. 4.10(c). Similar to the XAS, we find no significant changes in the
shape and amplitude of the XMCD spectra; the 0 and 10 uc samples show
a reduced and enhanced XMCD signal, respectively. These results confirm
that the magnetic moment originates from the Mn cations and are in agree-
ment with the bulk magnetometry results showing full magnetic moment of
the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film: since the spectra are collected in TEY, which has a
sensitivity of around 3-5 nm due to the limited electron mean free path [171],
a constant XMCD signal with thickness confirms that each added layer is
magnetic. The La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 sample series was measured at the SIM
beamline, with the exception of the 5 uc, measured at X-Treme. The shape
of the main peak at 642 eV is an indication that the films are stoichiometric
and fully oxidized, with Mn present in a mixed 3+/4+ valence state [232].
Figure 4.10(d) shows the corresponding XMCD spectra. Consistent with
the magnetometry results, the 0, 1 and 2 uc samples show no XMCD signal,
while the 5 uc sample displays a strong magnetic dichroic response, but with
an amplitude that is lower than the case of the LaMnO3 series. These results
support the conclusion that the magnetic signal arises from the top two unit
cells and is slightly reduced by the zero XMCD signal contribution from the
antiferromagnetic La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 films underneath.

Magnetic exchange in these materials is generally understood in terms of
orbital occupancy, according to the Goodenough-Kanamori rules [89,90,233].
In particular, doping and strain play fundamental roles in determining which
of the spin exchange mechanisms, double exchange or superexchange, domi-
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Figure 4.10: XAS spectra collected on La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films grown on (a)
LaMnO3 and (b) La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer. The corresponding XMCD
spectra, normalized to the respective XAS peak value, are shown in (c) and
(d). All spectra are shifted vertically for clarity of display. Figure taken
from [203].

nates the magnetic interaction, since the orbital structure depends strongly
on these degrees of freedom. Hence, in order to probe the orbital character of
the heterostructures studied here, we have carried out x-ray absorption mea-
surements with linearly polarized light, which probes the available density of
states along the electric field direction [80]. The XAS spectra measured at
300 K, above the Curie temperature to avoid the magnetic contribution, are
shown in Fig. 4.11(a) and (d) for the O K-edge and Mn L-edge, respectively.

The O K-edge shows the general shape typical for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, with
pre-edge peaks (A, B) associated to O 2p orbitals hybridized with Mn 3d,
and higher energy peaks, C, D, associated with O 2p orbitals hybridized
with La and Sr orbitals, respectively [232]. Of interest here are the pre-edge
peaks, in the range 527-533 eV, which are argued to reflect more directly the
unoccupied density of states of the Mn 3d states, since the excitation occurs
at the oxygen site [234]. Two different assignments of these peaks to the Mn
orbitals states have been presented in the literature, in one case where peak
A is assigned to the partially filled e"g band and peak B to transitions into
empty t#2g and e#g states [119,232,235]; one other assignment ascribes peak A
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Figure 4.11: (a) Room temperature XAS spectra at O K-edge obtained with
linearly polarized light for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3. (b) Detail of
the pre-edge feature of the O spectra highlighting the transition associated
with the O 2p-Mn 3d hybridized states. The derivatives of the 1, 10 uc
spectra are also shown to highlight the peak position. (c) O K-edge XLD
spectra of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films. (d) XAS spectra at the Mn L-edge
collected with vertical (Iab) and horizontal (Ic) light polarization. Inset
shows a plot of all spectra at the L3 edge. (e) Mn L-edge XLD spectra.
Figure taken from [203].

to the partially filled e"g band and empty t#2g and peak B to transitions into
e#g states [236]. Our results are not able to address this controversy, however,
we can extract the following conclusions from our data:

(i) One finds a shift to higher energies of the O pre-edge features associ-
ated with the e"g band when going from the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer to
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 [Fig. 4.11(b)]; this is expected based on band filling, since
with decreasing hole doping the electron occupation of the e"g band increases,
resulting in a decrease in the unoccupied density of states.

(ii) One finds that the leading edge of the x-ray absorption spectra oc-
curs at lower energies for the in-plane polarized light, while the difference
is significantly reduced for the 5 and 10 uc films; this can be more eas-
ily seen as a shift to higher energies of the spectral weight of the linear
dichroic signal at the e"g band, Fig. 4.11(c). This behavior indicates a re-
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duction in the asymmetry of the occupancy of in-plane and out of plane
orbitals at larger La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thicknesses, consistent with what is ex-
pected for the ferromagnetic state [237]. We note that, given that both layers
have the same in-plane lattice parameter and given that the lattice param-
eter of La1�xSrxMnO3 changes with Sr doping, the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer
layer and the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 top layer are subjected to different in-plane
strains. Taking the pseudo-cubic lattice parameter for La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 and
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 as 3.84 Å and 3.89 Å, respectively [94, 95, 121], one obtains
in-plane strains of –1.69% and –0.39%, respectively. The role of strain is
that of shifting the relative energy position of the two e"g orbitals, z2 and
x2� y2, with compressive (negative) strain favouring the x2� y2 orbitals, in
agreement with the experimental observations and consistent with the mag-
netic behavior, i.e., an antiferromagnetic in-plane metallic A-type state for
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 and a ferromagnetic isotropic state for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3.

(iii) One finds that up to 2 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 the XAS spectra remains
essentially unchanged (although in these cases, a significant signal contribu-
tion from the underlying La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 layer should be present), while for
5 uc, which is expected to have a strongly reduced La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 signal
contribution due to limited electron escape depth, a strong modification in
the XAS spectra is observed, starting to resemble the 10 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

spectra.

(iv) The integral of the linear dichroism over the Mn L2,3 edge, Fig. 4.11
(e), gives the preferred orbital orientation according to the linear dichroism
sum rule DL =

R
L2+L3

(µab�µc)dE/
R
L2+L3

(2µab+µc)dE = h
P

(l2z � 2)ii/4,
where µab and µc are the x-ray absorption along the in-plane and out of
plane directions, respectively, lz = 0 is the quantum orbital number for the
3d3z2�r2 orbital, and lz = 2 for 3dx2�y2 [238]. A positive value for DL

indicates a preferential occupation of the x2�y2 orbitals. Based on this sum
rule, one finds, qualitatively, that for 0-2 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 the in-plane
x2 � y2 orbitals are preferentially occupied, while for the 5, 10 uc, there
is a change in orbital character to a predominant occupation of the out of
plane orbitals. The changes in orbital character are in general qualitative
agreement with the O pre-edge spectral features.

These observations, in combination with the magnetic behavior, suggest
that La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films up to 3 uc thickness have a similar electronic and
magnetic structure as the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer, characterized by a
preferential occupation of the x2 � y2 orbitals, large in-plane conductivity,
and an A-type antiferromagnetic ordering. At larger thicknesses, a transition
to a preferential occupation of out of plane orbitals occurs, where a spectrum
similar to that reported for the fully polarized ferromagnetic state is observed
[239], even if an equal population of both in-plane and out of plane orbitals
were expected [240].
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4.3.3 Magnetic domains in La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

bilayers

It remains still an open question whether the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films with
thickness below 4 uc couples antiferromagnetically to the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

buffer layer or not, although the results presented in the previous section
seem to suggest an antiferromagnetic coupling to the buffer layer. To ad-
dress this question, we have measured the local magnetic state across the
sample series using XPEEM with linear (circular) polarised light to probe
antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) order in the system. To ensure that the
image contrast was magnetic, we present the difference of magnetic images
taken at two energies where the magnetic contrast has opposite signs.

FM-LSMO(0.2) FM-LSMO(0.2)
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Figure 4.12: XMLD contrast [(Iab-Ic)/(Iab+Ic)] of (a) 15 uc La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

buffer layer and as a function of thickness of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer (b-
g). XMCD contrast [(C+-C�)/(C++C�)] of (h) 15 uc La0.45Sr0.55MnO3

buffer layer and as a function of thickness of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer (i-n).
Schematic show the variation in the exchange coupling and spin configura-
tion of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer as the function of thickness. The arrow in (a)
indicates the direction of the incoming x-rays and of the magnetic contrast.
Figure taken from [205].

In Fig. 4.12 we show the local magnetic structure across the sample se-
ries measured at ⇡80 K, specifically, XMLD and XMCD images taken at
the same exact sample position as a function of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thick-
ness. The results show for all samples the presence of XMLD contrast, while
XMCD contrast is observed only for thicknesses above 3 uc. This result
directly demonstrates that samples 1 to 3 uc exhibit no local ferromagnetic
domains and that therefore they are in an antiferromagnetic state. As fer-
romagnetic state starts establishing into the heterostructure, these antifer-
romagnetic domain states are transforming to a complex irregular domain
state as shown in Fig. 4.12 for 3 to 5 uc. For 10 uc thickness, the signal
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Figure 4.13: Variation of the normalized XMLD PEEM contrast at E1 =
643.35 eV as a function of temperature for 3 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 grown on 15
uc La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 (a-f), image in (d) recorded at energy 642.0 eV just to
represents the XMLD contrast reversal. Variation of the normalized XMLD
PEEM contrast for 4 uc (g-n) at E1 = 642.35 eV, which is background
corrected by image recorded at E2 = 641.0 eV. (o) represent the normalized
intensity (calculated from the region marked by yellow circle) as function of
temperature for 3 and 4 uc. Scale bar in the images is equivalent to 5 µm.
Figure adapted from [205].
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arising from the bottom antiferromagnetic layers is expected to be weak due
to the limited escape depth of the secondary photoelectrons and the XMLD
image, which matches the XMCD image, in fact originates from the ferro-
magnetic domain structure (the XMLD signal being sensitive to the square
of the magnetization).

To further confirm that the XMLD contrast is due to antiferromagnetic
domains, we carried out measurements as a function of temperature for 3 and
4 uc. Variation of the normalized XMLD PEEM contrast [(Iab-Ic)/(Iab+Ic)]
with temperature for 3 (V/H at 643.35 eV) and 4 uc (V/H at 641.0 eV - H/V
at 642.35 eV) are presented in Fig. 4.13. One observes that with increasing
temperature the domains with white contrast decrease in size, until the mag-
netic contrast vanishes at 271 K for 3 uc and 250 K for 4 uc [Fig. 4.13(o)];
given the systematic temperature error of about 20 K between sensor and
sample surface, this value agrees well with the critical value estimated from
the resistivity peak in Fig. 4.9(d) at 290 K and 270 K respectively demon-
strating that the XMLD originates from the antiferromagnetic domain struc-
ture [203].

4.4 Discussion

The two different buffer layers lead therefore to two distinct magnetic be-
haviors for the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films. In the case of LaMnO3, the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films are fully spin polarized starting from 1 uc, with a
magnetic critical temperature that is much higher than that of the single
buffer layer, indicating the presence of a strong magnetic coupling domi-
nated by the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3. Since the LaMnO3 film is insulating, we
attribute the magnetic coupling with the buffer layer to be dominated by
spin exchange at the interface between the two systems. In the case of the
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer, we find that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film adopts
the metallic antiferromagnetic state of the buffer layer up to a thickness of
3-4 uc and a sudden transition to a ferromagnetic state above this thickness,
manifest in the linear dichroic data by a sudden modification of the elec-
tronic structure from 2 to 5 uc films and by the XPEEM results, showing
antiferromagnetic domains for all the sample series. The magnetic nature
of the contrast is confirmed through the temperature dependent study. We
conclude that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 follows the A-type antiferromagnetic or-
der of the buffer layer up to 4 uc, where a net magnetic moment is observed
by the SQUID measurements. We explain the interfacial antiferromagnetic
metallic state as driven by extended delocalized charge transfer between the
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 and the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, which operates up to three unit
cells beyond the interface. At larger thicknesses, the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 adopts
its ferromagnetic ground state, with a full bulk moment and critical tem-
perature independent of the underlying manganite film. In both instances,
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the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films are fully magnetically polarized starting from the
single unit cell. One possible common mechanism driving the magnetic be-
havior of the top La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films toward bulk behavior may be the
onset of oxygen octahedral rotations promoted by the LaMnO3 buffer layer
and the first 3-4 unit cells La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3, which agrees
with the lengthscale for bond angle relaxation of the oxygen octahedral tilt
of 4 unit cells found for LaMnO3/SrTiO3 superlattices [241].

4.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied the evolution of the magnetic moment of ul-
trathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films grown on insulating LaMnO3 and conducting
La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layers. Although both systems are nominally anti-
ferromagnetic, we find a significant magnetic moment in the LaMnO3 buffer
layer, a result similar to that reported before in the literature. We proved
that Sr interdiffusion from the substrate, as well as Ca and Si impurities, is
responsible for a slight hole doping of the LaMnO3 films which brings the sys-
tem in an insulating ferromagnetic state. For the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/LaMnO3

series, a metallic state and bulk-like magnetic moment are observed for
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thicknesses down to 1 uc. The two layers are magneti-
cally coupled, but the magnetic properties are dominated by the top layer,
including bulk-like magnetic moments and high critical temperature that
do not correspond to those of the bare LaMnO3 film. For the case of
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3, we observe an antiferromagnetic ground
state up to 3 uc, above which a ferromagnetic ground state for the subsequent
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layers emerges. The x-ray absorption spectroscopy results
show a sudden change in the electronic structure from 2 to 5 uc consistent
with the observed change in the magnetic properties. The antiferromagnetic
coupling to the buffer layer is confirmed by our XPEEM measurements,
showing antiferromagnetic domains up to 4 uc thick La0.8Sr0.2MnO3; the
temperature dependence study confirms that the XLD contrast observed in
the 3 and 4 uc samples is magnetic. We have shown that the properties of
ultrathin La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films can be tailored by a suitable choice of buffer
layers to yield bulk-like magnetic polarization and high critical temperatures,
down to the unit cell thickness range. Our results are highly relevant for de-
vice applications, since they provide an approach to using the same material
platform to create La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films that are fully spin polarized down
to 1 uc either on conducting buffer layers (La0.45Sr0.55MnO3) or on magnetic
but insulating layers (LaMnO3). We anticipate as well that the results found
here may be applicable to the wider doping range where La1�xSrxMnO3 is
in a ferromagnetic state, including for optimally doped La1�xSrxMnO3, and
to the wider manganite perovskite family.
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5
Direct Imaging of the

Magnetoelectric Coupling in
BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3

Multiferroic Heterostructures1

5.1 Introduction

Among the complex oxides, the doped manganites have been extensively
studied due to the wide range of functional properties that they exhibit
as a function of doping, temperature, pressure, and magnetic and electric
fields [243]. One of the most studied manganites is the Sr-doped LaMnO3 due
to its high Curie temperature (above room temperature at 30% Sr doping)
[121, 244]. One challenge is that its magnetic and electrical properties tend
to degrade when grown as thin film, although strategies for circumventing
this issue have been proposed in chapter 4. The Ba-doped compound has
been less extensively studied; however, it has been shown that the Curie
temperature in this system increases with decreasing thickness under tensile
strain [18, 56], which makes it a promising candidate for ultrathin device

1This chapter is derived from the paper submitted for publication in Journal of vacuum
science and technology A [242]. My contribution to this study was the growth and SQUID
and AFM characterization of the sample and the writing of the ferroelectric domains. The
PFM characterization was performed by Dr. C. Lichtensteiger and L. Tovaglieri at the
university of Geneva. The e-beam lithography was carried out by Dr. Carlos A. F. Vaz,
while the transport measurements were done by Dr. G. Panchal. The XPEEM data
collection, process and analysis were performed by me and Dr. Carlos A. F. Vaz.

75
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applications. Furthermore, the few studies on ferroelectric field effect devices
involving this material that have been carried out [71, 72, 245, 246] show
a behavior as a function of the ferroelectric polarization direction that is
opposite to the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 case [60], where an increase of the magnetic
moment is observed by switching the system from a hole depletion to hole
accumulation state [246].

In this chapter we address a related aspect, namely, we image the mag-
netic state of a manganite-ferroelectric system, BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3, for
different local states of the ferroelectric polarization using x-ray photoemis-
sion electron microscopy (XPEEM). The approach is to consider a chemical
doping near the boundary separating different magnetic ground states of the
system to achieve high susceptibility to external applied fields. We locally
write micrometer-sized ferroelectric domains by applying different voltage
amplitudes to follow the evolution of the magnetic and electronic state with
the ferroelectric polarization direction. The aim is to create ferroelectric
domains with the polarization pointing up or down, where charge screening
from the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 results, respectively, in the accumulation or de-
pletion of hole carriers at the interface. We find a decrease in the magnetic
contrast when going from negative to positive writing voltages, consistent
with the presence of a magnetoelectric effect through changes in the hole
carrier density and in the equilibrium spin configuration.

5.2 Experimental details and sample characteriza-

tion

In Fig. 5.1(a)-(c) we show the RHEED patterns of the SrTiO3 substrate,
La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 and BaTiO3 film surfaces after growth, respectively. The
presence of sharp diffraction spots lying on an arc and of Kikuchi lines demon-
strates that the films are epitaxial and have smooth, well ordered surfaces.
In Fig. 5.1(d) we plot the RHEED intensity variation during the deposi-
tion of the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 layer; one finds a first regime where no clear
oscillations are observed (associated with an overall decrease in the RHEED
pattern intensity), followed by a second regime where oscillations associated
with the successive completion of a unit cell layer are observed, indicating
that the growth process proceeds layer-by-layer, which we use to monitor the
film thickness in real time. For the BaTiO3 layer we did not observe RHEED
intensity oscillations during the film growth and the film thickness is esti-
mated from the film evaporation rate measured immediately before growth.
The thickness of the BaTiO3 layer was chosen to still allow detection of the
La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 layer underneath with XPEEM, which has a probing depth
of the order of 3-5 nm. The sample is then post-annealed ex situ in a tube
furnace in air at 600 oC for 6 hours to fully oxygenate the films. Atomic
force microscopy shows that the surface is flat, but exhibit small features of
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Figure 5.1: (a)-(c) RHEED pattern of the SrTiO3 substrate, La0.9Ba0.1MnO3

and BaTiO3 layers, respectively. (d) RHEED intensity oscillations during the
deposition of the first 10 uc of the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 layer. (e) Atomic force
micrograph of the sample surface. Figure taken from [242].

Figure 5.2: (a) PFM measurements showing the phase and (b) amplitude
response of the BaTiO3 layer after writing a larger square with +8 V and a
smaller with –6 V. (c) AFM image of the sample surface. (d) Optical image of
the sample showing the gold marker structures used to locate the areas writ-
ten by PFM. (e,f) Local P-E loops showing the local ferroelectric response
of the BaTiO3 film. (g) Resistivity as a function of temperature showing
a metal to insulator transition at around 170 K. (h) FC and ZFC magne-
tization curves measured under a magnetic field of 1 kOe. (i) Schematic
representation of the depletion and accumulation states corresponding to
the two directions of the ferroelectric polarization. (j) Magnetic hysteresis
curve at 20 K. Figure taken from [242].
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up to a few 10s of nm in height, resulting in a mean square roughness of 1
nm, see Fig.5.1(e).

In order to easily locate specific regions in the sample, we have deposited
gold markers on the BaTiO3 top layer using a one step e-beam lithography
procedure. Specifically, a negative photoresist mask was prepared by expo-
sure of a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) film to a 100 keV focused electron
beam (Vistec EBPG5000Plus), development in a 7:3 isopropanol:water solu-
tion and thermal evaporation of 13 nm Au/3 nm Cr bilayer followed by metal
lift-off in acetone. An optical image of the fabricated structures is presented
in Fig. 5.2(d). On several such areas of the sample, we wrote ferroelectric
patterns using the conducting tip of an atomic force microscope operating
in piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) mode (Veeco Dimensions 3100), as
schematically shown in Fig. 5.2(i). Subsequent ferroelectric characterization
was performed at room temperature with an Oxford Instruments MFP-3D
atomic force microscope at the University of Geneva. For these measure-
ments, the piezoresponse force phase and amplitude signals were recorded
in a single frequency vertical PFM mode using Bruker MESP-V2 tips with
an excitation voltage of 500 mV and drive frequencies in the range from
300-400 kHz. For these measurements, we wrote a sequence of square-in-
a-square pattern using opposite voltages in order to determine the default
polarization state of the BaTiO3 film and to confirm that the voltages used
to write the patterns were sufficient to switch the ferroelectric polarization.
These results are presented in Fig. 5.2(a,b) for two voltages of opposite sign,
–6 V and +8 V, together with the local P-E response of the BaTiO3 film in
Fig. 5.2(e,f). A first observation is that these voltages correspond to nomi-
nally very large electric fields, however, we expect that only a small fraction
of the field is applied to the BaTiO3 film due to tip-sample and lead contact
losses and to tunneling and capacitive currents that prevent the electric field
from building up at the dielectric layer. The PFM phase signal for the –6 V
has a response closer to that outside the written area, indicating that the
as-grown polarisation state of the BaTiO3 points towards out of the plane.
However, we find a slight variation in the signal amplitude for the areas
written with +8 V and –6 V, which may point to the presence of injected
charges. The change in phase, of about 30o, is much smaller than the ex-
pected 180o. We interpret these results as indicating that the 12 uc BaTiO3

film is a defective ferroelectric, whereby the BaTiO3 polarization either does
not completely switch or immediately back-switches after application of the
positive bias voltage, resulting in a mixed domain state where only a small
fraction of the written area remains in the switched down state [247, 248].
Despite this, local P-E loops show a response characteristic of a ferroelectric
system, Fig. 5.2(e,f), confirming that locally the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 is ferroelec-
tric.

The sample resistivity was measured in a two-contact geometry in a
home-built setup, using spring contacts. Since the current-voltage (I-V)
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characteristics were non-linear at low bias (possibly due to tunneling across
the ferroelectric layer), we took I-V measurements as a function of temper-
ature and fitted the I-V curve between –18 and –2 V, where the variation
is linear, to a linear curve and obtained the resistance from the slope. The
resistivity ⇢ is estimated according to the relation ⇢ = R⇡t/ ln(2s/a) [249],
where R is the resistance, t the film thickness and a ⇠ 10 µm and s = 3 mm
the contact separation and contact radius, respectively. A metal-to-insulator
transition is observed at around 170 K and a strong insulating behavior at
low temperatures [Fig. 5.2(g)], typical of thin manganite films and generally
attributed to charge localization effects [228].

Bulk magnetometry measurements, shown in Fig. 5.2(h,j), include tem-
perature dependent zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magneti-
zation (M-T) and magnetic hysteresis (M-H). The M-T curve shows that the
critical temperature of the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 film is at around 200 K (com-
pared to 162-185 K for the bulk) [18,250,251], while the M-H characteristic
at 20 K shows that the magnetic film has a relatively small coercive field (350
Oe) and a zero-field extrapolated saturation moment of 3.2 µB/Mn, slightly
smaller than the spin moment value of 3.9 µB/Mn.

X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) measurements were
carried out at the SIM beamline of the Swiss light source (SLS), Paul Scherrer
Institut (PSI), Switzerland, in two independent runs. We note that, given the
limited probing depth of the secondary photoemitted electrons, in the range
from 3-5 nm, and given the presence of about 4.8 nm BaTiO3 top layer, the
XPEEM measurements are sensitive to the topmost La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 atomic
layers in contact with the BaTiO3 film. For the temperature dependent
measurements, we calibrate the temperature scale in XPEEM using the value
for the critical temperature obtained from SQUID magnetometry.

5.3 Results and discussion

An XPEEM image of the secondary electron photoemission yield of the area
of interest, taken at the Mn L3 peak (642 eV), is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). In
this image, one can see the Au frame and next to it the areas where the
electric field has been written as labeled. The lateral size of the written
squares shown here is 2 µm and the voltage ranges from ±2 V to ±8 V;
these are distinguished from the rest of the film due to slight changes in the
photoemission yield, likely induced by modifications in the surface poten-
tial caused by the electric voltage writing process. The spatial resolution
provided by XPEEM allow us to compare the local spectroscopy response
at the O K-edge at different regions of the sample as shown in Fig. 5.3(c)
for a pristine BaTiO3 region, the areas written with +8 and –8 V, and at
the small black dots visible in the image (averaged over three such dots).
One sees that, while the spectra of the regions written with +8 V and the
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pristine BaTiO3 are similar, the spectrum of the region written with –8 V
has a strongly reduced signal at the leading edge and an enhanced feature
that matches that appearing at the black dots. The Mn L-edge signal in
the –8 V region shows also that the oxidation state of La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 is
strongly reduced, pointing to the presence of oxygen vacancies induced by
the large negative electric field. Hence, we conclude that the areas written
with –7 V (in part) and –8 V corresponding to damaged areas due to electri-
cal breakdown, where the photoelectron emission yield is strongly suppressed
due to local charging and will be discussed in less detail (this local charging
becomes less significant at the L2 edge, where the photoemission intensity is
lower, and at higher temperatures, where the sample conductivity increases).

(c) (d)

(e)
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Figure 5.3: (a) Unpolarized XPEEM image showing the PFM-written pat-
terns with the corresponding applied voltages (642 eV, 100 K). The dashed
squares highlight the regions where the ferroelectric patterns have been writ-
ten. The larger square corresponds to the area used for extracting the zero
applied voltage spectra. (b) Magnetic contrast image of the sample in a
multidomain state (642 eV, 100 K). The arrow shows the magnetic contrast
direction. (c) O K-edge spectra taken at different areas of interest of the
image shown in (a). (d) Ba contrast image obtained by division of two im-
ages acquired at the Ba M5-edge and at the pre-edge. (e) Corresponding Mn
elemental contrast image (division of L3 edge and pre-edge images). The
scale bar for the XPEEM images is given in (a). Figure taken from [242].
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Figure 5.4: (a) Magnetic contrast image at 100 K taken at the L3 (642
eV) and L2 (653.3 eV) Mn edges. The arrow indicates the direction of the
incoming x-rays and of the magnetic contrast. The XMCD contrast range is
set to ±0.04. (b) polarization-averaged XAS and XMCD (normalized with
respect to the XAS peak) spectra taken at 100 K for the different applied
voltages, as labeled. Figure taken from [242].

The small dark dots appearing on the surface, also visible in the AFM image
shown in Fig. 5.1(e), are Ba-rich as confirmed from a Ba elemental contrast
image [Fig. 5.3(d)] and are explained to arise from Ba outdiffusion from the
BaTiO3 to the surface, also reported in literature [252]. Its oxygen spec-
trum is similar to that of BaTiO3 except for the presence of a strong line
at 533.6 eV [Fig. 5.3(c)]; we identify these features as BaO, although the
spectra differs from that published in the literature [253], possibly due to a
contribution from the BaTiO3 background signal. We note that these topo-
logical features cancel out when dividing images taken with different circular
light polarizations, where only differences due to magnetic contrast persist.
Figure 5.3(e) shows an elemental contrast image at the Mn L3 edge, showing
that the Ba-rich islands are thick enough to strongly reduce the Mn signal
underneath.

In Fig. 5.3(b) we present a magnetic XPEEM image of the sample in
a multidomain state at 100 K, showing the presence of regions with white,
dark and grey contrast. One observes a complex magnetic state characterized
by many irregular, micrometer-sized striated domains. Although suggesting
the presence of strong pinning sites for the magnetization, the magnetic
hysteresis curve is square with a small coercive field [Fig. 5.2(f)], indicating
that the magnetic anisotropy is weak.

To achieve a uniformly magnetized stated, the sample was cooled from
room temperature down to the measurement base temperature of 100 K
under a constant in-plane magnetic field of 300± 50 Oe set along the beam
direction, generated by a permanent magnet placed next to the sample.
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Figure 5.5: XMCD variation as a function of the writing voltage obtained
from the amplitude of the XMCD spectrum signal (XMCD E scan) and from
integrating the magnetic contrast over the written areas at 100 K and 192 K
(average of the XMCD images at 642 eV and 653 eV after normalising each
to the 0 V XMCD amplitude). Inset: Image of the absolute contrast used
to extract the data at 192 K. Figure taken from [242].

The corresponding magnetic contrast images taken at the Mn L3 and L2

edges at energies where the XMCD values have opposite signs, are shown
in Fig. 5.4(a). The image contrast is inverted between the two energies,
confirming that the observed contrast is magnetic.
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Figure 5.6: Magnetic contrast as a function of temperature. The images
shown here are the difference between images taken at the Mn L3 (642 eV)
and L2 (653.3 eV) edges. The arrow on the top right image indicates the
direction of the incoming x-rays and of the magnetic contrast. The XMCD
contrast range is set to ±0.04 for all images. Figure taken from [242].

To quantify the magnetic changes of the written areas we extract the
local x-ray absorption and XMCD spectra integrated over the area where
the electric field was applied to the BaTiO3 layer, presented in Fig. 5.4(b)
(100 K), where the –7 V spectra is extracted from the undamaged (stoichio-
metric) region and the 0 V spectra corresponds to the area of the sample
where no voltage was applied, marked in Fig. 5.3(a). The XMCD spectra
are normalized to the respective x-ray absorption peak maximum. The XAS
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at 0 V shows the characteristic shape of stoichiometric La0.9Ba0.1MnO3,
with Mn present in mixed 3+/4+ state as found in La1�xSrxMnO3 [232].
Furthermore, we find no significant modifications of the spectral shape for
the applied voltages in the range from –7 V to +7 V, indicating that the
La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 maintains its stoichiometry upon application of the electric
field. Only in the +8 V case, we observe a slight increase in intensity at the
spectral component at 640 eV. Interestingly, the amplitude of the XMCD
is constant throughout the voltages applied, with the exception of +7 and
+8 V, where it is strongly reduced, indicating a marked modification of the
magnetic properties of the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 at +7 V and above (hole deple-
tion state). In Fig. 5.5 we show the magnetic contrast variation as a function
of the writing voltage obtained from the XMCD data shown in Fig. 5.4(a,b),
in one case from integrating the magnetic contrast over the written areas
excluding the regions containing BaO dots (labelled “Image, 100 K”) and in
the other case from the amplitude on the XMCD signal (labelled “E scan,
100 K”). One observes a sharp change in the magnetic contrast amplitude at
+7 V, which we identify as the switching voltage for the ferroelectric polar-
ization. For negative voltages the magnetic contrast is similar to that of the
unwritten area, indicating that the pristine BaTiO3 ferroelectric polariza-
tion points up (away from the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 interface), corresponding to
the accumulation state at the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 interface. One also concludes
that the ferroelectric polarization switches direction only at relatively large
positive applied voltages, as is also confirmed by the results of the PFM
measurements presented in Fig. 5.2(a,b).

In Fig. 5.6 we show magnetic contrast images at increasing temperature
values, consisting of the difference between the images taken at the L3 (642
eV) and L2 (653.3 eV) Mn edges where the XMCD values have opposite
signs. At 100 K, we find that the magnetic contrast is almost uniform over
the probed area, except for a region showing smaller domains with opposite
magnetic contrast on the bottom left of the images and for the two top
left written areas (+7, +8 V), which exhibit a lower magnetic contrast.
One observes, however, local fluctuations in the magnetic contrast within
submicrometer length scales. Compared to the magnetic image at 118 K,
the contrast in this image seems to be inverted; this is however an artifact
due to the fact that the photoemission yield is slightly reduced at the L3

edge due to surface charging effects: Fig. 5.4(a) shows that the contrast at
the L3 edge is larger than at the L2 edge. At 118 K we start to see small
reversed magnetization domains, including in the region written with +6 V.
With increasing temperature there is a decrease in the magnetic contrast,
while at 192 K, the magnetic contrast reverses, indicating a switching of the
magnetization from the original orientation, which could originate from a
simple demagnetization process or due to small mangetic stray fields. At this
temperature, the squares written with voltages between +6 and +8 V appear
non-magnetic (i.e., have the same contrast as the non-magnetic gold marker)
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indicating a reduced TC for the down polarization state (hole depletion at
the BaTiO3 interface). This behavior is more clearly seen by looking at
the absolute value of the magnetic contrast at this temperature, shown as
inset to Fig. 5.5, showing more clearly the non-magnetic contrast against the
magnetic background. The magnetic contrast voltage dependence is shown
as red symbols, showing a drop to zero between +6 and +8 V. These results
are the manifestation of a magnetoelectric coupling between the BaTiO3

and La0.9Ba0.1MnO3. Finally, at 223 K the magnetic contrast vanishes,
corresponding to the onset of the paramagnetic state.

Hence, our results show that for voltages up to +6 V, the ferroelectric
polarization is in the as-grown up state, corresponding to the accumulation
of hole carriers at the BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 interface, while for voltages
above +6 V the ferroelectric polarization points down, resulting in the deple-
tion of hole carriers from the interface, leading to a reduced magnetization
and critical temperature compared to the accumulation state. This behav-
ior is distinct to that found for PZT/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, where the accumula-
tion state has a reduced saturation magnetization but a higher critical tem-
perature [8, 145]. The reduction in the magnetic moment agrees, however,
with previous results reported for PZT/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3/SrTiO3 based on
magneto-optic measurements [246]. According to the La1�xBaxMnO3 phase
diagram [18], the equilibrium state at low doping is that of a spin canted
state, with a reduced net magnetic moment and a lower critical tempera-
ture [18, 250, 251]. Further, the role of tensile strain is to favour occupation
of the x2�y2 orbitals and to enhance double-exchange and the ferromagnetic
state [18]. In this scenario, the depletion of hole carriers reduces not only
the critical temperature but would favour a spin-canted state with a reduced
magnetization, while in contrast, the accumulation of hole carriers at the
interface enhances double-exchange, favouring a ferromagnetic ground state.

5.4 Conclusions

We have observed, by directly imaging the local magnetic configuration us-
ing x-ray absorption microscopy, the changes in the magnetic state as a
function of writing voltage in ultrathin BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 multifer-
roic heterostructures. Local spectroscopy allow us to establish the voltage
regime under which no damage to the structure occurs. Within this regime,
we observe a drop in the magnetic contrast and increase in the magnetic
critical temperature as the applied voltage exceeds a critical threshold, cor-
responding to the (partial) switching of the ferroelectric polarization of the
BaTiO3 layer to depletion state. The observed behavior contrasts with that
observed in Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, where an increase in the mag-
netic moment and decrease in the critical temperature are found, and sug-
gests that the charge depletion state drives the system into a spin canted
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magnetic configuration. The present works adds to our understanding of
the mechanisms responsible for the strong magnetoelectric coupling in these
types of complex oxide multiferroic heterostructures.
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6
Interfacial Orbital and Spin

Configuration in
BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

Heterostructures1

6.1 Introduction

The physical properties of the manganites are determined by the orbital
occupancy and, in the specific, by the d orbitals: a preferential in-plane
orbital occupation favours the hopping in the ab plane, favouring A-type an-
tiferromagnetic spin alignment; in this configuration, the spins in the same
ab plane are aligned parallel but they are antiparallel to the spins on the
adjacent ab planes. When a transition to the ferromagnetic state occurs, the
orbital occupation becomes more isotropic. As a consequence of the crystal
field, in an octahedral environment the d orbitals are split in a triplet (t2g)
and a doublet (eg) state; in thin films, the degeneracy is further broken by
the strain induced by the substrate, which favours either in-plane or out-of-

1The samples deposition and the SQUID and transport characterization were per-
formed by me. The AFM measurements were carried out at the university of Geneva
by L. Tovaglieri and Dr. C. Lichtensteiger. The XAS measurements were performed at
SIM beamline by me in collaboration with Dr. C. A. F. Vaz. The ARPES and XPS
measurements were carried out at ADRESS beamline by me in collaboration with Dr. A.
Husanu, who also trained me and supported me during the ARPES data analysis, Dr. F.
Alarab and Dr. V. Strocov. The resonant reflectivity measurements were carried out at
the RESOXS endstation at SIM beamline by me and Dr. C. A. F. Vaz with the support
from Dr. U. Staub and Dr. E. Skoropata.
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plane occupation for tensile and compressive strain, respectively [32,235,254].
In LaMnO3, the Mn3+ ion is characterized by a half filled t2g orbital and
one electron in the eg; the effect of hole doping is that of removing elec-
trons from the outer eg orbital. Hence, the electric and magnetic proper-
ties are strongly dependent on the eg states. In La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/BaTiO3

heterostructures, the ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 results in the
interfacial La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 hole accumulation or depletion state according to
the direction of the ferroelectric polarization. In the accumulation state, the
displacement of the O anion towards the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 results in a com-
pressive force acting out-of-plane and hence in a contraction of the c axis,
favouring the occupation of the in-plane orbital and, consequently, interfa-
cial A-type antiferromagnetism. In the depletion state instead, the oxygen
in the BaO layer is pushed away from the interface, resulting in a prefer-
ential out-of-plane occupation [74, 75]. The same mechanism was observed
with soft x-ray angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy on 0.33 doped
La1�xSrxMnO3 [77].

The understanding of the electronic properties, which are strongly cor-
related to the Fermi surface topology and to the band structure, has been
fundamental to explain several phenomena in condensed matter physics. In
this sense, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a unique
tool capable to map the reciprocal space and to obtain the band struc-
ture. It allows one to probe selected orbitals and to extract information
on the electronic density of states thanks to the ARPES selection rules
[175, 182–184], differently from other measurement techniques (such as Hall
measurements) which probes the total number of carriers. Here, our goal
is to link the band structure and the orbital state to the magnetic config-
uration of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/BaTiO3 heterostructures for the two directions
of the ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 layer. We take advantage of
synchrotron-based soft x-ray ARPES (SX-ARPES) to probe the eg(x2�y2)-
derived hole and eg(3z2�r2) electron band structure, while the magnetic profile
is studied with x-ray resonant reflectivity (XRR), which has the advantage of
combining x-ray absorption spectroscopy and scattering techniques, allowing
us to determine the magnetic moment profile across the film thickness.

6.2 Experimental details

The samples are grown on SrTiO3(001) substrates which were chemically
treated with a HCl:HNO3 solution and annealed to 1000 oC in air to obtain
a single TiO2-terminated surface [159,160]. Three different samples are stud-
ied here: a reference sample, consisting of 11 unit cell (uc) La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 on
TiO2-terminated SrTiO3(001), and two BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostruc-
tures, the first deposited on the TiO2-terminated substrate as obtained after
the chemical etching and annealing, the other grown on a SrO-terminated
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SrTiO3 substrate. It was shown that the substrate termination propa-
gates through the heterostructure, resulting in different terminations of the
BaTiO3 layer and hence opposite ferroelectric polarization [Fig. 6.1(c)] [76].
In order to obtain SrO termination, we simultaneously deposit Sr and Ti onto
the SrTiO3 substrate: the RHEED intensity of the secondary spots shows a
maximum in the intensity when the surface is SrO-rich because of the higher
form factor of Sr with respect to Ti [255]. The SrTiO3 layer is deposited at
700 oC while the substrates are held at 720 oC during the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

deposition; the BaTiO3 layers were grown at 680 oC. For each layer, the
oxygen partial pressure was 4 ± 1 ⇥ 10

�7 mbar. The samples in this study
consist of heterostructures of 11 uc thick La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and a 4 uc BaTiO3

on the top of it, as represented in the schematics in Figure 6.1(c). Two differ-
ent samples grown on substrates with different terminations are investigated,
namely, TiO2 and SrO-terminated SrTiO3, resulting in two opposite ferro-
electric polarization of the BaTiO3. In particular, TiO2-terminated SrTiO3

favours a ferroelectric polarization pointing towards the interface, resulting
in the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 in hole depletion state at the interface; the opposite
is expected for the SrO termination [76]. In the following, the two samples
will also be referred to as accumulation and depletion state. In Fig. 6.1(a)
we show the RHEED patterns for the SrTiO3 substrates, after the depo-
sition of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer and after the BaTiO3 layer is grown,
demonstrating epitaxial growth and well ordered surfaces, as also shown by
the observation of RHEED intensity oscillations during growth shown in
Fig. 6.1(b) characteristic of layer-by-layer growth, and by the atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurements shown in Fig. 6.1(d,e). In particular, one
observes the atomic steps from the substrate as a further confirmation of
very smooth surfaces. The SrTiO3 deposition induces a small roughness on
the surface, as indicated by the appearance of elongated dots in the RHEED
pattern. Nonetheless, the deposition of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer improves
the surface quality, resulting in a sharp interface with the BaTiO3, as shown
by the RHEED patterns. After the growth, the samples are annealed in air
at 600 oC for 6 hours to fully oxygenate the films.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were carried out at
the SIM beamline with the signal collected in total electron yield (TEY)
mode, which has a high surface sensitivity due to the limited mean free path
of the electrons in solid materials. Before each magnetic XAS measurement,
a saturation field of 1 kOe was applied to the sample and the measurements
were performed under 200 Oe magnetic field. We have collected XAS spectra
with circularly left and right polarized light, from which we obtain the unpo-
larized (average) spectra and the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
spectra (difference). The latter are normalized by dividing it by the L3 peak
intensity of the respective average XAS spectrum to give the dichroic signal
as percentage of the average XAS spectrum. The SX-ARPES measurements
were performed at the ARPES endstation of the advanced resonant spec-
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troscopies (ADRESS) beamline at SLS [202], which exploits soft x-rays to
probe the band structure of the materials, with the advantage of enhancing
the photoemission from the selected element by a factor 2 or 3 when tuned to
an absorption edge. XRR measurements were carried out at SIM beamline
using the resonant x-ray scattering (RESOXS) endstation. The reflectivity
scans are obtained by tuning the photon energy to the Mn L3 edge, i.e., at
642 eV, and collecting the reflected signal as a function of the angle of inci-
dence ✓ varying between 0 and 80 degrees; the asymmetries are obtained by
calculating the normalized difference of the reflectivity scans carried out with
circular positive (C+) and negative (C�) polarizations [(C+-C�)/(C++C�)].
Two different energy scans are collected by fixing the angle at 5 and 40 de-
grees with two opposite light polarizations and varying the energy across the
L2,3 edges; the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is calculated as
the normalized difference between the spectra obtained with the two light
polarizations. The scans are simulated using the Dyna software [195], which
requires as input the real and imaginary parts of the scattering factors as
well as the magnetic scattering factor of the magnetic layer, as mentioned in
section 6.3.2. The non resonant parts of the scattering factors are extracted
by the NIST tabulated values [196], while the magnetic part and resonant
part is obtained by the unpolarized XAS spectra and the XMCD.

6.3 Results

Figure 6.2(a) shows the transport properties of the two samples with dif-
ferent terminations. The peak in resistivity corresponds to the metal-to-
insulator transition typical of colossal magnetoresistance manganites, oc-
curring in proximity to the magnetic critical temperature and generally at-
tributed to the onset of extended electron hopping due to the spin alignment
below TC. As expected, the resistivities are quite different for the two sam-
ples, with a higher (lower) value for the sample in depletion (accumulation)
state. The metal-to-insulator temperature (TMIT) shows also the expected
behavior, with a lower transition temperature in the accumulation state, in
agreement with the literature [8]. In Fig. 6.2(b) and (c) we show the bulk
magnetometry measurements for the two samples. The M-T overall behavior
agrees well with the expected interfacial magnetic state: the Curie tempera-
ture follows the behavior observed with transport properties, showing a lower
TC and higher magnetization for the sample in depletion state; the satura-
tion moment, extrapolated at zero field from the M-H hysteresis loops, is
higher in interfacial depletion than in accumulation of holes by about 15%,
in agreement with previous results [8]. Specifically, a saturation moment of
mTiO2 = 2.6 µB/Mn and mSrO = 2.3 µB/Mn are found for the depletion
and accumulation state, respectively, while the coercive fields are about 100
and 200 Oe. The magnetic properties are also characterized with soft x-ray
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Figure 6.1: (a) RHEED patterns after the deposition of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

and BaTiO3 layers on SrO (left) and TiO2 (right) terminated SrTiO3(001).
The energy of the electron beam was set to 15 keV. (b) RHEED intensity
oscillations for the SrTiO3 homoepitaxial growth, used to control the ter-
mination of the substrate, and during the deposition of the first 9 uc of
the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer. (c) Sketch of the samples’ structure showing the
expected polarization according to the substrate termination and the inter-
facial electronic state of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer. (d) and (e) AFM mea-
surements after the deposition of BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostructures
on TiO2 and SrO-terminated SrTiO3, respectively.

absorption spectroscopy, which, considering the 4 uc thick BaTiO3 layer on
the top of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, is very sensitive to the interfacial magnetic
state because of the small escape depth of the electrons, when the spectra
are collected in TEY mode. Figure 6.2(d) shows the XAS spectra for the two
samples, which are characteristic of Mn in a mixed 3+/4+ valence state and
of fully oxidized and stoichiometric La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 [232]. Because of ex-
perimental problems during the acquisition of the data, the SrO-terminated
spectra does not exhibit the typical steps between the two edges and cannot
be used to perform a quantitative analysis; however, these results confirm
that the magnetic moments are due to the interfacial Mn atoms and not to
impurities in the samples.

6.3.1 XPS and ARPES results

In Fig. 6.3 we show the XPS overview scan on the two samples with oppo-
site ferroelectric polarizations. One can recognize the peaks corresponding to
the elements present in the samples, i.e., Sr (⇠ 132 eV), Mn (⇠ 640 eV), Ba
(⇠ 780 eV) and Ti (⇠ 460 eV). Furthermore, an adventitious C contribution
appears at the typical energy of 284 eV. The presence of adsorbates such as
C is expected when a sample is exposed to x-ray light, but in the case of
ferroelectric materials it brings an important information on the polarization
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Figure 6.2: (a) Resistivity of the two samples as a function of temperature,
showing a metal-to-insulator transition in proximity of the Curie temper-
ature. (b) Magnetization as a function of temperature indicative of two
opposite polarization states of the BaTiO3 layer. (c) M-H hysteresis loops
from which the saturation moments are extracted. Inset: Zoomed M-H to
highlight the coercive field. (d) XAS and XMCD characterization of the two
heterostructures at 20 K. The XMCD spectra are multiplied by a factor 10
for easy of display.

state. In Fig. 6.4 we show the XPS signal focused on the C energy for the
two samples; interestingly, the signal is twice as large in the SrO-terminated
sample. This is an indication of the opposite ferroelectric polarization state
of the two samples: if the polarization is pointing away from the interface
(P+), the concentration of adsorbates on the surface is higher than if the
polarization points towards the interface (P�) [256]. The XPS signal at the
C line is consistent with the expected ferroelectric polarization, indicating a
P+ ferroelectric polarization for the SrO-terminated sample. Figure 6.5(a-d)
shows the XPS signal at the Mn 2p, Sr 3d, Ba 2p and Ti 2p emission edges,
respectively. The Gaussian curves in the Mn spectra represent the different
oxidation states of the elements resulting from the multiple peak fit: a negli-
gible amount of Mn2+ (red curve) is detected, while the ratio between the 3+
and 4+ oxidation state is smaller for the SrO-terminated sample by a factor
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Figure 6.3: XPS overview scan, displaying the features from the elements
present in the heterostructures.

Figure 6.4: XPS view of the C peak.

of 10%, in agreement with interfacial accumulation of holes. Tellingly, the
Ba and Ti signals show a shift in energy between the two samples which is
not observed in the Mn and Sr signal. This shift is generally associated with
the different electrostatic potentials through the BaTiO3 layer due to the
different ferroelectric polarizations. Figure 6.5(e) is a sketch of the variation
of the electrostatic potential V(z) as a function of the BaTiO3 thickness:
in the ideal case (dotted line), where there are no intrinsic compensation
mechanisms from contaminants on the surface, we would expect a shift to
higher binding energies for P+ polarization. Nonetheless, the presence of ad-
sorbates has the effect of screening the ferroelectric polarization and bending
V(z) (solid lines), resulting in the opposite shift: the Ba and Ti spectra rel-
ative to the sample with P+ polarization are shifted towards lower binding
energies with respect to the sample with P� polarization.

The ARPES measurements were performed after the alignment of the
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Figure 6.5: (a-d) XPS of the Mn 2p, Sr 3d, Ba 2p and Ti 2p states and
Gaussian functions used for the multiple peak analysis. In particular, for
the Mn spectra, Mn 2+ (red), 3+ (purple) and 4+ (green) is considered,
while for the other elements the two peaks represent the bulk (lower binding
energy) and the interface (higher binding energy) components. (e) Schematic
representation of the electrostatic potential through the BaTiO3 layer.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Calculated Fermi surface for a 0.3-doped La1�xSrxMnO3

[77]. (b) Experimental geometry used for the ARPES data collection at
the ADRESS beamline. (c) Fermi surface of a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thin film on
SrTiO3(001) substrate in the �M geometry. (d) Fermi surface for a 12 uc
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thin films collected at 643 eV, showing the electronic sphere
in the � point of the Brillouin zone; the M and X points are also defined.
(e) Fermi surface at 700 eV, representing the hole pockets highlighted by the
dashed squares.

Fermi surface using a 12 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 reference sample without the
BaTiO3 layer. In particular, the azimuth and polar angles are set such
that two consecutive � points lie at the same tilt value. The electron-like
band structure is collected with a photon energy of E=643 eV, i.e., in reso-
nance with the Mn L3-edge. After scanning the perpendicular direction of
the Fermi surface, which is performed by varying the energy of the photon
beam, we identify the hole cuboid structures at E=700 eV. Figure 6.6(a)
shows a calculated Fermi surface for manganites, consisting of an electron-
like spheroid in the center (�) of the Brilloun zone (BZ) and hole-like pockets
at the corners (R) [258]. The �X and �M alignment corresponds to aligning
the light propagation vector along the [100] and [110] direction, respectively.
With reference to the experimental geometry shown in Figure 6.6(b), the
d(3z2�r2) orbitals are probed with linear vertical light polarization in the �X

alignment, while the d(x2�y2)-derived band structure is probed with linear
horizontal light polarization in the �M alignment, according to the ARPES
sum rules [175, 182–184]. In Figure 6.6(c-e) we show the Fermi surface for
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Figure 6.7: (a) Theoretical calculation of the band structure of 0.33 doped
La1�xSrxMnO3 (from [257]) (b) Hole-like band structure collected with in-
coming photon energy E=700 eV (c)-(d) Electronic band structure collected
at 643 eV (i.e., in resonance with Mn L-edge) in the �X geometry and p-
polarized light (c) and �M geometry and s-polarized light (d), probing the
eg(3z2�r2) and eg(x2�y2) orbital characters, respectively. The dashed lines are
a guide to the eye.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

Figure 6.8: (a)-(c) Band structures for the sample in hole depletion state
relative to the electronic z2 orbital, hole-derived x2�y2 orbital and electronic
x2 � y2 orbital, the latter collected in �M geometry with s-polarized light.
(d)-(f) Same band structures for the sample in hole accumulation state. In
the �M geometry the x2� y2 orbital is zoomed in (g) in order to extract the
MDC. The dashed parabola are a guide to the eye.
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a 12 uc La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film grown on SrO-terminated SrTiO3, showing the
typical features expected for this system: in the �M [Fig. 6.6(c)] and �X
[Fig. 6.6(d)] alignment the � points is surrounded by cuboids which were
observed in other manganite systems and associated to d(x2�y2)-derived or-
bitals [259, 260]; in La1�xSrxMnO3 thin films they are generally a signature
of the rombohedral distortion occurring at low temperatures [258]. Figure
6.6(e) shows the cut of the Fermi surface collected with E=700 eV, where
the hole cuboids typical of manganites are visible. After the Fermi surface
is aligned, the band structures are collected for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film and
the two heterostructures in accumulation and depletion states. Figure 6.7(a)
shows the calculated band structure for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 along different di-
rections of the BZ [257] as a reference, while in Figure 6.7(b-d) we show the
band structure for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thin film without the BaTiO3 layer; by
integrating the intensity at the Fermi energy with an integration window of
0.1 eV we get the momentum distribution curves (MDC) shown as a green
line close to the Fermi level. The peaks are fitted with two Gaussian func-
tions, giving the kx value in which the parabola crosses the Fermi level, i.e.,
the Fermi wavevector kF which, in the free electron gas approximation and
for a spin polarized metal, is related to the electronic density ne by the rela-
tion ne = k3

F
/6⇡2. The d(3z2�r2) and d(x2�y2)-derived bands [Fig. 6.7(c) and

(d)] allow one to extract kF and n for the out-of-plane and in-plane orbital,
respectively, given in Table 6.1. The hole bands in Fig. 6.7(b) are collected
using a photon beam with energy of 700 eV and linear vertical light; the
MDC and the Fermi wavevector are extracted as in the previous case, but
the density of holes is calculated assuming a cubic Fermi surface according
to the Luttinger formula nh =

(2⇡/a�kF )3

(2⇡)3 [261], where a is the lattice pa-
rameter of the cubic unit cell. Generally speaking, the effect of the tensile
strain induced by the SrTiO3 substrate is that of stabilizing the in-plane
orbitals, which are preferentially occupied due to a lower Coulomb repul-
sion among electrons. Our results are in agreement with these expectations
and with previous reports in the literature [30, 32, 235, 254, 262], showing a
higher electron density in the d(x2�y2) orbital, consistent with a larger in-
plane orbital occupation due to the tensile strain induced by the substrate.
In order to determine the effect of the ferroelectric polarization on the elec-
tronic properties of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer, we collected the d(3z2�r2) and
d(x2�y2)-derived electronic band structure and the d(x2�y2)-derived hole band
structures in BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostructures, shown in Fig. 6.8.
In order to illustrate the significant changes in the band structures, only the
features of interest are shown here. By comparing the TiO2-terminated (a-c)
and the SrO-terminated (d-f) samples, one observes that the band structure
extracted from the former sample shows broader dispersion bands: although
generally this is not expected (the two samples were grown at the same time),
some small differences in the surface quality as well as the different ferro-
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Table 6.1: Fermi wavevectors (kF) and charge densities (n) extrapolated for
the three samples from the ARPES study.

Sample Hole bands d(3z2�r2) d(x2�y2)

kF (Å) n (cm�3) kF (Å) n (cm�3) kF (Å) n (cm�3)
Film 0.186 7.63⇥10

21 0.298 0.45⇥10
21 0.390 1.00⇥10

21

Acc. 0.14 9.46⇥10
21 0.294 0.43⇥10

21 0.3 0.46⇥10
21

Depl. 0.201 7.09⇥10
21 0.33 0.61⇥10

21 0.43 1.34⇥10
21

electric polarization may result in a broadening of the features. Nonetheless,
using the same procedure described for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film, the Fermi
wavevector and the density of holes and electrons are extrapolated and listed
in Table 6.1. The data relative to the hole-band occupation agree with the
expectations: a higher density of holes in accumulation state and lower for
the depletion one, with the uncapped La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 hole density in be-
tween these two values. The change in hole density is 24% in the case of hole
accumulation, about half of that predicted by previous calculations [61]; this
suggests that the BaTiO3 is not fully electrically polarized. The electron
density changes in a more complex way. Let us first focus on the SrO-
terminated sample (interfacial hole accumulation): the main characteristic
that one observes is the strong electron depletion in the d(x2�y2) orbital, with
a negligible variation of the density of electrons in the out-of-plane orbital,
indicating that the main contribution to the magnetic behavior comes from
the occupation of the in-plane orbital. Differently, in the TiO2-terminated
sample (hole depletion) both d(x2�y2) and d(3z2�r2) densities change by a
significant amount. This behavior is in agreement with previous ARPES
studies on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/BaTiO3 heterostructures in depletion state [77]:
although, based on the displacement of the O anion, the out-of-plane orbital
is predicted to be favoured [74], the in-plane orbital is predominantly oc-
cupied due to the reduced ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 and the
tensile strain induced by the substrate.

6.3.2 Resonant reflectivity results

We now study the magnetic depth profile of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer for
the two polarization states of BaTiO3. We exploit x-ray resonant reflectivity
(XRR) to probe the two samples by tuning the polarization of the photon
beam at the Mn L-edge; this allows us to be sensitive both to the struc-
tural and magnetic degrees of freedom. The data are fit using the DYNA
software [195], which requires as input the magnetic and resonant scattering
factors, as already mentioned in section 6.3.2. To this goal, we use the spec-
troscopy results obtained on the TiO2-terminated sample. As magnetic pa-
rameter, DYNA gives the magnetic moment in units of the moment per atom
extracted from the magnetic scattering constant; therefore, one needs to cal-
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Figure 6.9: (a) XAS spectra and background function. The integral is per-
formed over the background-subtracted XAS spectra. (b) XMCD obtained
as the difference between C+ and C- polarization and integral used to cal-
culate the magnetic moments according to the sum rules.

culate the magnetic moment in µB units from the XMCD results. In Fig.
6.9 we show the XAS spectra after removing the atomic background and the
integrated area of the XAS(a) and the XMCD(b). The magnetic moment is
calculated according to the sum rules defined in equation 3.18 [164,165,263].
The number of holes (10� n3d) is calculated following [264]. The spin part
of the magnetic moment is multiplied by 1.5 in order to take into account
the overlap of the L3 and L2 edges [167]. The extracted spin and orbital
moment are 4.00 µB/Mn and -0.14 µB/Mn, respectively. The two values
show opposite sign due to the third Hund’s rules, requiring the minimiza-
tion of the total angular moment, and the orbital moment is one order of
magnitude smaller than the spin one, as expected because of the low mag-
netic anisotropy in these systems. One finds a total magnetic moment of
mtot = mspin +morb = 4.00 � 0.14 = 3.86 µB/Mn, slightly higher than the
value expected for bulk La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 of 3.8 µB/Mn and almost double the
one found by SQUID; since the result obtained by XMCD is relative to the
surface of the sample, given the limited mean free path of the electrons in
a the solid, the high magnetic moment found by the sum rules is in strong
agreement with the expectations, specially considering that the sample is in
the hole depletion state and is expected to show an enhanced magnetic mo-
ment at the interface. In the following, the values of the magnetic moment
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are expressed in µB/Mn and are obtained by multiplying the parameter given
by DYNA as output by 3.86.

The simulations are performed by simultaneously fitting the reflectivity
and asymmetry at 642 eV and the energy scans and XMCD at 5 and 40 de-
grees of incidence. In order to elaborate the model, DYNA fits the thickness,
roughness, density and the magnetic moments for each layer. As a starting
point, we consider a model with four layers, i.e., C, BaTiO3, La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

and SrTiO3. If the model does not correctly represent the asymmetry scans,
the magnetic layer needs to be split in more parts in order to consider the
different magnetization across the sample profile. In our case, three different
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layers are considered in order to correctly fit the data. Fig-
ure 6.10(a-d) and 6.11(a-d) show the reflectivity, the asymmetry, the energy
scan at an angle of incidence of 40o with C+ and C- polarization and the
XMCD signal at 40o incidence for the TiO2 and SrO-terminated sample.
We first discuss the structural parameters, i.e., the density, roughness and
thickness of each layer. DYNA works with the density in units of mol/cm3,
which is obtained by dividing the mass density in g/cm3 with the atomic
mass in g/mol (which is, by definition, equivalent to the atomic mass in
amu). The bulk density values of the SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 films is 0.026
g/mol while for La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 is 0.028 g/mol, although in thin films slight
changes in the densities may occur. In Fig. 6.10(a) and Fig. 6.11(a) we
show the resonant reflectivity data collected at 642 eV with circular plus and
minus light polarization and the simulations obtained with the parameters
in Table 6.2 and 6.3 for the TiO2 and SrO-terminated samples, respectively.
The results are in very good agreement with the expectations: a thickness
of 11 uc and 4 uc for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and BaTiO3 layer, respectively,
and roughnesses between 0.2 and 0.5 nm, confirming the thickness obtained
by observing the RHEED oscillations and very smooth surfaces. Also the
thickness of the C layer, which we introduce to simulate the presence of the
contaminants on the surface, is larger in the SrO-terminated sample, as also
observed by the XPS measurements. We now look at the magnetic profile,
introducing first the results on the TiO2-terminated sample, i.e., where the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 is in hole depletion state. Three different La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

layers are considered with different magnetic moments: at the interface with
the SrTiO3 we obtain 6 uc of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 with a reduced moment of
⇠ 2.08 µB/Mn, which is expected because of the reduced magnetization
that the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 exhibits when directly grown on SrTiO3. The rest
of the film has a magnetization of ⇠ 3.01 µB/Mn, except for the last 3.8 Å,
where an enhanced moment of 4.05 µB/Mn is reported, in agreement with
the behavior of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 in hole depletion state. Interestingly, if one
calculates the average magnetic moment from the values obtained with the
fit, the result mtot = 2.57 µB/Mn is consistent with the SQUID result (2.6
µB/Mn). We now describe the results for the SrO-terminated sample (hole
accumulation). Before going into the details it is important to point out
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Figure 6.10: Resonant reflectivity data and simulations for the TiO2-
terminated sample. (a) Reflectivity as a function of the angle of incidence
in resonance with the Mn L3 edge (photon beam with energy 642 eV) with
C+ and C- light polarization. (b) Asymmetry obtained as the normalized
difference between the two reflectivity collected with opposite polarization.
(c) Energy spectra at 40o incidence with circular positive and negative po-
larization. (d) XMCD signal at 40o of incidence. The red curves are the fit
to the data. All the measurements are performed at 10 K.

that the used scattering factors are extracted from the spectroscopic data
of the TiO2-terminated sample and hence may not be fully representative
of this system. Also in this case, the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer is split in three
parts, but the relative thicknesses are different. At the interface with the
SrTiO3, the thickness of the layer with reduced moment is lower than for the
TiO2 sample and the magnetic moment of the layer in the middle is slightly
reduced. Interestingly, the interfacial layer of 6.8 Å thickness exhibits a
reduced magnetic moment of 2.16 µB/Mn.
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Table 6.2: Fitting parameters of the RXRR data for the TiO2-terminated
sample.

Layer Density Thickness Roughness MMS
(g/cm3) (Å) (Å) (µB/Mn)

C 0.7 5.9 3.9 0
BaTiO3 6.3 16.5 3.1 0

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 3.8 2.2 4.05
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 12 0 3.01
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 24.4 0 2.08

SrTiO3 4.8 105 3.2 0

Table 6.3: Fitting parameters of the RXRR data for the SrO-terminated
sample.

Layer Density Thickness Roughness MMS
(g/cm3) (Å) (Å) (µB/Mn)

C 0.7 10 2.2 0
BaTiO3 6.3 16.5 5.2 0

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 6.8 2.3 2.16
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 17.6 0 2.86
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 7.6 15.4 0 2.43

SrTiO3 4.8 105 4.5 0
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Figure 6.11: Resonant reflectivity data and simulations relative to the SrO-
terminated sample. (a) Reflectivity as a function of the angle of incidence
in resonance with the Mn L3 edge (photon beam with energy 642 eV) with
C+ and C- light polarization. (b) Asymmetry obtained as the normalized
difference between the two reflectivity collected with opposite polarizations.
(c) Energy spectra at 40o incidence with circular positive and negative po-
larization. (d) XMCD signal at 40o of incidence. The red curves are the fit
to the data. All the measurements are performed at 10 K.

6.4 Discussion

As we have seen from the ARPES results, the accumulation and depletion
states exhibit different in-plane and out-of-plane orbital occupations. In par-
ticular, the density of holes increases (decreases) when the ferroelectric po-
larization points away from (towards) the interface, as expected for a film in
accumulation (depletion) state. The electron densities change in a complex
way. In order to understand the behavior, we compare the densities in accu-
mulation and depletion state with the ones obtained for the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

film without the BaTiO3 layer. In the depletion state, both in-plane and out-
of-plane orbitals experience a change with respect to the bare La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

film; in particular, a change of 35% and 34% is observed for the two orbitals,
indicating that the ferroelectric polarization influences both the in-plane and
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Figure 6.12: Magnetic phase diagram for hole-doped manganites. Figure
taken from [10].

out-of-plane orbitals in the same way. On the other hand, the sample in ac-
cumulation state shows no significant differences in the out-of-plane orbital
occupation, which remains unchanged when the BaTiO3 is introduced, while
the in-plane orbital occupation changes by 54%, almost twice that observed
in the depletion state. Interestingly, the electron densities for the d(x2�y2)

and d(3z2�r2) orbitals for this state are very close, indicating no preferential
orbital occupation: the preferred in-plane orbital occupation due to the ten-
sile strain from the substrate is suppressed by the ferroelectric polarization
which induces an isotropic occupation of the Mn d orbitals.

One can estimate the ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 film based
on the modulation of the densities of electrons found for the heterostructures
in the accumulation and depletion states: the difference between the total
densities in the two samples in �⇢=1.06⇥10

21cm�3. Assuming a probing
depth d in the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer (attenuated by the BaTiO3) of 2 uc,
one gets

P =
[�⇢⇥ d⇥ e]

2
=

⇥
(1.06⇥ 10

21
)⇥ (8⇥ 10

�8
)⇥ (1.6⇥ 10

�19
)
⇤

2
= 6

µC

cm2

which represents the ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 film. A com-
parison with the bulk value of the BaTiO3 ferroelectric polarization (about
20 µC/cm2 [124, 128]) indicates that the BaTiO3 thin film exhibits reduced
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polarization, as expected for a 4 uc thick film [127,128]. This is also consis-
tent with the behavior that we observe with SQUID: although a difference
in the saturation moment of about 25% is expected for this system, we see
only a reduced difference which we attribute to the fact that the BaTiO3

ferroelectic polarization is attenuated with respect to that of thicker films.
Based on the difference in the orbital occupation from the ARPES results,
one can estimate the hole doping at the interface with the BaTiO3 layer,
resulting in x ⇠ 0.1 and x ⇠ 0.3 in the depletion and accumulation state,
respectively. By comparing these number to the phase diagram in Figure
6.12 one finds that the TiO2-terminated sample is, at the interface with
the BaTiO3, in a ferromagnetic insulating state. The result is consistent
with the transport measurements, showing a higher resistivity and lower
metal-to-insulator transition temperature for this sample. In the case of
SrO-termination, the interfacial state is in the optimally doped regime, ex-
hibiting a higher Curie temperature and a ferromagnetic conducting behav-
ior, as confirmed by the transport measurements. Furthermore, the orbital
occupation is more isotropic, with a ratio between in-plane and out-of-plane
orbital occupation close to 1, as expected for a ferromagnetic conducting
system. The observation reported here reflects in the magnetic depth pro-
file extracted from the reflectivity data: in the hole depletion state, the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 exhibits an increased interfacial magnetic moment due to
the charge modulation at the interface; consistently, the interfacial mag-
netization of the sample in the accumulation state is reduced, as expected
by charge modulation. The magnetoelectric coupling between the BaTiO3

and the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer is such to steer through the phase diagram of
manganites, resulting in ferromagnetic insulating and ferromagnetic metallic
state for the TiO2 and SrO-terminated sample, respectively. The weak fer-
roelectric polarization due to the low thickness of the BaTiO3 does not allow
to flip the interfacial magnetic state into an A-type antiferromagnetic spin
order, as observed in previous reports. Nonetheless, we anticipate that, by
depositing a thicker BaTiO3 film, the effect of interfacial hole depletion and
accumulation would be stronger, leading the system in the antiferromagnetic
part of the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 phase diagram.

6.5 Conclusions

We have studied the interfacial electronic and magnetic properties of BaTiO3/
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 multiferroic heterostructures as we switch the ferroelectric
polarization of the BaTiO3 layer. Our results show a preferential in-plane or-
bital occupation for the uncapped La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film and for the BaTiO3/
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 in the hole depletion state, in agreement with previous re-
ports in the literature. In the accumulation state, the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 shows
a strong electron depletion in the in-plane orbitals, while the out-of-plane
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shows no changes, indicating that the main contribution to the variation of
the magnetic properties is brought by the in-plane orbital occupation. Res-
onant x-ray reflectivity measurements confirm an enhanced intefacial mag-
netic moment for the TiO2-terminated sample, while highlighting a reduced
interfacial moment for the SrO-terminated one. Nonetheless, the spin flip
expected in the accumulation state was not observed because of the reduced
ferroelectric polarization of the BaTiO3 layer. Our results elucidate the im-
pact of the orbital occupation on the interfacial magnetic moment and, in
particular, the impact of the direction of the ferroelectric polarization on the
orbital occupations.



7
Conclusions and Outlook

The main goal of this work was to study the interfacial magnetic and elec-
tric properties of manganite thin films and to control the correlated state by
exploiting several effects, including charge and spin exchange and charge me-
diated magnetoelectric coupling; in particular, three main different systems
were investigated.

In the first study, we focused on the problem of the magnetic dead
layer appearing in La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thin films when directly deposited on
the SrTiO3 substrate. A solution was proposed by engineering the inter-
face with a differently doped manganite film, in order to exploit charge
and spin exchange to fully magnetize the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film down to 1
uc thickness. The introduction of an insulating ferromagnetic LaMnO3 and
a conducting antiferromagnetic La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 buffer layer results in dif-
ferent interfacial spin configuration, as deduced from SQUID magnetome-
try and XMCD measurements. We observed a ferromagnetic alignment of
the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 from the first unit cell in the former case and an an-
tiferromagnetic alignment of the first 4 uc in the latter, as inferred by the
systematic increase of the magnetization observed with bulk magnetometry
and confirmed by the spectroscopic measurements. In order to understand
the physical mechanisms behind the antiferromagnetic spin alignment, XLD
and XPEEM measurements were performed on the La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 series.
An orbital reconstruction and a more isotropic orbital occupation occurs for
thicknesses above 4 uc, concomitantly with the appearance of a net ferro-
magnetic moment, while the antiferromagnetic coupling to the buffer layer
for thicknesses between 1 and 4 uc was confirmed by the observation of an-
tiferromagnetic domains by x-ray photoemission electron microscopy. The
properties of the LaMnO3 buffer layer were also investigated; in particu-
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lar, the effect of interdiffusion from the substrate was studied with x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy, revealing interdiffusion of Sr already during the
deposition, occurring at 720 oC, while the post-annealing step enhances the
Sr interdiffusion. We conclude that the effect of interdiffusion is that of
slightly doping the LaMnO3 film driving it into the spin-canting region of
the phase diagram. The importance of developing ultrathin full magnetic
polarized La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 films is important for applications in field-effect
devices and technological applications, where, given the interfacial nature of
the effect, the magnetoelectric coupling is expected to be strongly enhanced.

The magnetoelectric coupling of BaTiO3/La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 multiferroic
heterostructures was investigated. In particular, ferroelectric square pat-
terns were written on the BaTiO3 layer using an atomic force microscopy
with a conducting tip in contact mode, applying voltages ranging between
±8 V, and the magnetic response of the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 layer was imaged
with x-ray photoemission microscopy. We find a strong drop in the magnetic
contrast where +7 and +8 V were applied to the BaTiO3, indicating that the
hole depletion leads the La0.9Ba0.1MnO3 into an antiferromagnetic configura-
tion, as opposed to what is reported in the literature for the La1�xSrxMnO3

system but in agreement with previous reports on La0.9Ba0.1MnO3, indicat-
ing that the magnetoelectric coupling in the latter acts differently from the
more studied La1�xSrxMnO3.

Finally, we focused on BaTiO3/La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 heterostructures, where
the orbital and magnetic order were studied as a function of the ferroelec-
tric polarization direction of the BaTiO3 layer. The ferroelectric state is
controlled by changing the SrTiO3 termination and the ferroelectric prop-
erties are deduced indirectly by characterizing the magnetic behavior of the
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 layer. Indeed, the challenge for such a thin ferroelectric is
the direct characterization of the ferroelectric properties, due to the large
leakage current. From SQUID magnetometry and transport measurements,
we conclude that the SrO-terminated SrTiO3 results in the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

in hole accumulation state, the opposite is found for the TiO2 termination,
in agreement with previous reports in the literature. The electronic prop-
erties were studied with soft x-ray ARPES, which allows one to probe the
different Mn d orbitals according to the ARPES selection rules. We found
a change in the hole density consistent with the accumulation and depletion
scenarios, i.e., a higher hole concentration in the sample in the accumula-
tion state. The d(x2�y2) and d(3z2�r2) orbitals are probed separately and the
electronic density is extracted; we observe a different behavior between the
two samples. The TiO2-terminated samples shows an overall higher electron
density, which agrees with the hole depletion at the interface, with both
in-plane and out-of-plane orbitals changing by a similar amount. The SrO-
terminated sample, instead, behave in a more complex way: a decrease of
the total electron density is observed, but the in-plane and out-of-plane or-
bitals behave differently, with the former changing by 50% with respect to
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the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 film without the BaTiO3 layer, while the latter remains
unchanged. Interestingly, the electron density for the two orbitals is the
same, which is expected to favour ferromagnetic alignment. By studying the
magnetic profile with x-ray resonant reflectivity, one finds for the TiO2 sam-
ple an enhanced magnetic moment at the interface with the BaTiO3 layer
and a reduced moment at the interface with the SrTiO3, as expected because
of the magnetic dead layer. For the SrO-terminated sample, instead, a re-
duced magnetic moment is found, with no changes at the interface with the
BaTiO3. We conclude that the thin BaTiO3 layer exhibits a reduced ferro-
electric polarization and is not capable of switching the magnetic interfacial
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 state to the antiferromagnetic state, but is strong enough
to modify the in-plane orbital occupancy, resulting in a decreased interfacial
magnetic moment.

The results in this thesis shed light on some aspects which were not fully
understood, providing further insights to the physics of manganites. The
experimental findings are important for further progresses of the field: a
natural next step is the development and the study of the interfacial proper-
ties of field-effect devices involving the ultrathin manganite films studied in
chapter 4, where, given the interfacial nature of the effect, the magnetoelec-
tric coupling is expected to be strongly enhanced. Other interesting systems
to be considered for future investigations are La1�xSrxMnO3 films lying at
different boundaries in the phase diagram (for example, 0.5 doping). Also,
the control of the antiferromagnetic state is an interesting topic developing
quickly under the name of antiferromagnetic spintronics, and the control of
the interfacial antiferromagnetic spin alignment through the application of
electric fields would be an important development in this context. A starting
point in this sense is the La0.8Sr0.2MnO3/La0.45Sr0.55MnO3 system investi-
gated in chapter 4, where we observed an antiferromagnetic spin alignment
at low La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 thicknesses. We also anticipate that our approach
to enhancing the magnetic properties in ultrathin manganite films could be
applied to differently doped systems.

The variety of the manganite phase diagram allows one to tune the mag-
netic properties of the system by varying the doping, giving the chance to
investigate different mechanisms. The work presented in this thesis im-
proves our current understanding of the magnetoelectric coupling mecha-
nism, adding important insights towards a comprehensive understanding of
these complex systems and opening the path for future developments.
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